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The possibility of collisionless~Landau! mechanism of attenuation of long-lived zero-point
oscillations in a normal Fermi liquid is studied. Expressions are obtained for the coefficients of
zero-point sound attenuation in a simple model. Limiting cases of large and small
amplitudes of particle interaction are considered. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The possibility of the existence of specific collectiv
modes in normal Fermi liquids was reported in the pione
ing works of Landau and Silin.1–4 The symmetric longitudi-
nal mode, which is the only one associated with density fl
tuations of a normal Fermi liquid, is the high-frequen
analog of normal sound, and was therefore termed ‘‘ze
point sound’’ by Landau. The attenuation of zero-po
sound is associated with ‘‘blurring’’ of the equilibrium qua
siparticle distribution function, say, as a result of collision
If such a ‘‘blurring’’ is taken into account, the zero-poin
sound attenuation coefficientg is found to be proportional to
the square of the ratio of the temperatureT to the Fermi
energy «F ~see, for example, Refs. 5 and 6!, i.e., g
}(T/«F)2. It follows hence and in accordance with one
the basic concepts of the theory of normal Fermi liqu
((T/«F)!1) that zero-point vibrations have a long life
dissipation processes due to collisions of quasiparticles.
possibility of collisionless mechanism of zero-point sou
attenuation~of the type of Landau damping! was mentioned
in very few works, and even in these works the authors c
fined the analysis to the conditions under which the atten
tion is so large that the very concept of zero-point vibratio
becomes meaningless~see, for example, Refs. 7 and 8 in th
connection!.

In the present work, which is devoted to a more detai
analysis of the collisionless mechanism of zero-point so
attenuation, we shall show that such a mechanism can
realized without imposing any restrictions in addition to t
conventional constraints~see below! associated with the ex
istence of long-lived zero-point vibrations in a normal Fer
liquid.

In order to simplify the subsequent analysis, let us rec
certain basic concepts of the kinetic theory of a norm
Fermi liquid.

1. BASIC EQUATIONS OF THE KINETICS OF A NORMAL
FERMI LIQUID

By a normal Fermi liquid, we usually mean a degener
Fermi liquid in which the essential properties of nonintera
2191063-777X/98/24(4)/6/$15.00
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ing fermion systems are preserved. Examples of nor
Fermi liquids are3He above 431023 K and conduction
electrons in nonsuperconducting metals at temperatures
low 53104 K.7,8 In view of the large value of the range o
Coulomb interaction between fermions, a charged Fermi
uid differs considerably from a neutral Fermi liquid. Exte
sive literature is available on various properties of charg
and neutral Fermi liquids, and hence we shall not dwell
the same in this work. The aim of our research is to sin
out the characteristic features that are common to char
and neutral Fermi liquids. The most significant among th
characteristics is the dependence of the excitation Ha
tonian« on the quasiparticle distribution functionn(x,p,t),
viz., «(x,p,t)5«(x,p,n).1–10 We shall also disregard th
spin of the particles, which can be done while solving a w
range of problems. In other words, we shall assume that
state of a system is described by a one-particle distribu
function n(x,t) @x[(x,p)#, which is a function of the coor-
dinatex and momentump at the instantt, and is independen
of spin variables. It will be shown in the following analys
that we could have done without many simplifying assum
tions in the approach used by us, but this would have c
siderably complicated the calculations and the results wo
not appear in such a clear form.

Note that the use of a coordinate- and momentu
dependent distribution function to describe a system
equivalent to the semiclassical Wigner approximation in s
tistical mechanics and is in accord with the uncertainty pr
ciple in an analysis of macroscopic phenomena for which
characteristic scales of space and time are much larger
the corresponding atomic parameters. In the case of C
lomb interaction between conduction electrons in metals,
characteristic small spatial scale is the Thomas-Fermi scr
ing radiusr 0

r 05S «F

6phe2D 1/2

, ~1!

where«F is the Fermi energy,h the number density of elec
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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trons, ande the elementary charge. Such a screening is
sociated with the existence of an inert positively charg
component, i.e., the system is quasineutral.

Naturally, it is assumed that the main condition of app
cability of the normal Fermi liquid theory is satisfied ever
where in the following analysis:

«F@T, ~2!

whereT is the temperature measured in energy units.
Taking the above assumptions into consideration, we

present the kinetic equation describing the nonequilibri
state of a normal Fermi liquid in the form

]

]t
n~x,t !5

]«~x;n!

]p

]n~x,t !

]x

2
]«~x;n!

]x

]n~x,t !

]p
5L~x;n!, ~3!

where L(x;n)5L@x,p;n(x8,p8)# is the collision integral
whose explicit form will not be required in the present wo
~see, in this connection, Refs. 1–4!. The specific form of the
energy of a quasiparticle as a functional of the distribut
function is not known in the phenomenological theory o
normal Fermi liquid. In the Landau-Silin theory1–4 devoted
to low-lying longwave excitations against the background
equilibrium distribution

n0~p!5H expS «0~p!2m

T D11J 21

~4!

@where«0(p) is the energy corresponding to the equilibriu
state andm is the chemical potential#, it is sufficient to intro-
duce the quasiparticle interaction functionf (x,x8)5 f
3(x2x8,p,p8) ~Landau amplitude! as a linear reaction o
the quasiparticle energy to a small variationdn(x,t) of the
distribution functionn(x,t), i.e.,

n~x,t !5n0~p!1dn~x,t !, ~5!

«~x,t !5«0~p!1(
p8

E dx8 f ~x2x8;p,p8!dn~x,t !.

The functionf (x,x8), which is the second variational deriva
tive of the system energy with respect to the distribut
function, is a parameter of the theory whose characteris
can be determined experimentally~see, for example, Refs
1–4 in this connection!.

It is also worth noting that, according to formula~2!, the
equilibrium distribution n0(p) differs insignificantly from
the ‘‘step’’ distribution

n0~«!5u~«F2«! ~6!

or

n0~p!5u~pF2p!, ~6a!

whereu(x) is the Heaviside unit function,«F5«0(pF), and
the Fermi momentumpF is determined, as usual, from th
relation

«0~pF!5m. ~7!
s-
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For simplicity, we assume that the Fermi surface is spheri
and the quasi-particle energy«0(p) corresponding to the
equilibrium distribution~4! depends only on the magnitud
of momentum:«0(p)5«0(p).

Let us now go over directly to an analysis of the Land
damping of zero-point sound in a normal Fermi liquid.

2. COLLISIONLESS MECHANISM OF ATTENUATION OF
LONG-LIVED ZERO-POINT VIBRATIONS

The emergence of zero-point sound is possible in
frequency rangevtt@1, wherett is the relaxation time, so
that we can disregard collisions between quasiparticles
hence neglect the collision integral in the kinetic equat
~3!. We shall consider the simplest model of zero-po
sound.5 We assume that the forces of interaction betwe
quasiparticles are short-range forces and that the interac
function f (x2x8,p,p8) is independent of momenta:

f ~x2x8;p,p8!5 f d~x2x8!, ~8!

where f 5const.
Disregarding collisions, we can present the kinetic eq

tion ~3! linearized by using formulas~5! and~8! in the form

]

]t
dn~x,t !1

]«0~p!

]p

]

]x
dn~x,t !

2 f
]n0~p!

]p

]

]x (
p8

dn~x,p8,t !50. ~9!

Going over to the Fourier transform of the deviationdn(x,t)
from the equilibrium distribution function~4!

dn~x,p,t !5E dkE
2`

`

dv exp~ ik•x2 ivt !dnk~p,v!,

~10!

we obtain

dnk~p,v!~2v1v•k!2 f k
]n0~p!

]p (
p8

dnk~p8,v!50.

~11!

The solution of this equation can be presented in
form

dnk~p,v!52 f $v2v•k1 i0%21k
]n0~p!

]p
dwk~v!

1dA~p,k!d~v2v•k!, ~12!

where we have introduced the notation

v[
]«0~p!

]p
5

]«0~p!

]p

p

p
. ~13!

The functiondwk(v) is defined by the expression

dwk~v!5(
p

dnk~p,v!, ~14!

while the quantitiesdA(p,k) are arbitrary functions sub
jected to constraints in view of the fact that the functi
dn(x,p,t) calculated by using formula~10! must be small in
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comparison with the equilibrium distribution functionn0(p)
@see formula~4!#. It also follows from formula~10! that the
functionsdA(p,k) must satisfy the relation

dA* ~p,k!5dA~p,2k!. ~15!

We shall use the notationdAn(p,k) to describe the entire
admissible set of such functions, wheren is a symbolic dis-
crete or continuous parameter on which the functio
dA(p,k)[dAn(p,k) may depend.

Formula ~12! obtained above can be used to determ
the value ofdwk(v) in terms of the functionsdAn(p,k):

dwnk~v!5dĀn~k,v!«̃21~k,v!, ~16!

where

dÃn~k,v![(
p

dA~p,k!d~v2v•k!, ~17!

dÃn* ~k,v!5dÃn~2k,2v!.

Substituting~16! into ~12!, we arrive at the following expres
sion for the quantitydnk(p,v):

dnk~p,v!5dA~p,k!d~v2v•k!2 f $v2v•k

1 i0%21«̃21~k,v!dÃn~k,v!k
]n0~p!

]p
.

~18!

Note that the quantity«̃(k,v) in ~16! and ~18!, which is
defined as

«̃~k,v!5 «̃* ~2k,2v!5 «̃1~k,v!1 i «̃2~k,v!

511 f k(
p

]n0~p!

]p
$v2v•k1 i0%21, ~19!

is the complex permittivity of the system in the case o
charged Fermi-liquid~see, for example, Ref. 11!. The pres-
ence of an imaginary correction to«̃(k,v) indicates dissipa-
tion of energy of waves whose energy-momentum relat
v0(k) can be derived from the equation

«̃@k,v0~k!2 igk#50. ~20!

The damping decrementgk of the wave is defined by the
imaginary component«̃2(k,v) of the quantity «̃(k,v).
Hence weakly attenuating vibrations can exist in the sys

uv0~k!u@gk ~21!

only under the condition

u«̃1~k,v!u@u«̃2~k,v!u. ~22!

Going over in formula~19! from summation overp to inte-
gration and using the relation

~z1 i0!215P
1

z
2 ipd~z! ~23!

where the symbolP indicates that the principal value i
taken for the subsequent integration, we can present
quantities«̃1(k,v) and «̃2(k,v) in the form
s

e

n

m

he

«̃1~k,v!5 «̃1~k,v!511
f

2p2\3 E
0

`

dpp2
]n0~«!

]«

3H 211
v

2kv
lnUv1kv

v2kvUJ , ~24!

«̃2~k,v!52
f

4p\3 E
0

`

dpp2
v

kv
]n0~«!

]«
u~kv2uvu!.

~25!

Assuming that the sound attenuation is small, the dispers
relation for determiningv0(k) assumes the following form
in accordance with formulas~20!–~22!, ~24! and ~25!:

«̃1~k,v~k!!50 ~26!

or

11
f

2p2\3 E
0

`

dpp2
]n0~«!

]« H 211
v

2kv
lnUv1kv

v2kvUJ 50,

~26a!

while the damping decrement of the wave is defined by
expression

gk5H ]«̃1~k,v!

]v J
v5v0

21

«̃2~k,v0!. ~27!

It is well known that specific vibrations~zero-point sound! in
which we are interested in the present work exist even
zero temperature in the system under consideration. Proc
ing from Eq. ~26! and taking into account formula~4!, we
can easily obtain the dispersion equation for zero-po
sound

11FF12
s

2
ln

s11

s21G2
f

2p2\3 E
0

`

dz

3~e211!21
]

]z
@x~«F1Tz!1x~«F2Tz!#50, ~28!

where we have used the notation

F[
f pF

2

2p2\3vF
, s[

v0

kvF
.1, ~29!

and, in accordance with formula~13!,

vF5
]«0~p!

]p U
p5pF

. ~30!

In formula ~28!, the function

x~«!5
p2~«!

v~«! H 211
svF

2v~«!
lnUs111~v~«!2vF!/vF

s212~v~«!2vF!/vF
UJ

~31!

defines the effect of thermal blurring of the equilibrium di
tribution function on the energy-momentum relation of t
zero-point sound. It can be seen from the above expres
for the functionx~«! that it is important to take into accoun
this effect only fors→1. We shall consider this situatio
below.

Let us now derive an expression for the coefficientgk of
zero-point sound attenuation. For this purpose, we must
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termine the quantity«̃2(k,v) which can be presented, i
accordance with formulas~25! and ~29!, in the form

«̃2~k,v0!52
f svF

4p\3 E
0

`

d«
p2~«!

v2~«!

]n0~«!

]«
u@v~«!2svF#,

~32!

where the dependence ofv on « must be determined from
~13!. It can be seen easily that on account of the presenc
a Heaviside unit function in the integrand, the attenuation
sound is defined by the region of temperature ‘‘blurring’’
equilibrium distribution with a quasiparticle energy«>«̄
.«F , where«̄5«0(p), while the limiting momentump is
determined from the condition

]«0~p!

]p U
p5 p̄

5svF5s
]«0~p!

]p U
p5pF

. ~33!

Let us evaluate integrals of the type

E
«̄

`

d«g~«!
]

]«
$exp@~«2m!/T#11%21,«̄.m. ~34!

Using the change of variablesz5(«2m)/T, we arrive at the
expression

E
~ «̄2m!/T

`

dzg~m1zT!
d

dz
$e211%21. ~35!

It can be seen easily that for («̄2m)/T>1 or 0,
3( «̄2m)/T<1, the functiong(m1zT) appearing in the
above expression can be expanded into a power serie
(zT) in view of a rapid decrease in the function 1/(expz
11) for z→` and the validity of the inequalitym@T ~see
Eqs. ~2! and ~7!! ~naturally, for the case when the functio
g(m) is differentiable at the pointm!. In the main approxi-
mation in temperature, we can write, in accordance with~7!,
~33! and ~34!,

E
«̄

`

d«g~«!
]

]«
$exp@~«2m!/T#11%21'2g~«F!

3H expS «̄2«F

T D11J 21

,

and hence the following expression is valid for the quan
«̃2(k,v0) in the same approximation:

«̃2~k,v0!'
p

2
sFH expS «̄2«F

T D11J 21

. ~36!

It can also be verified easily that for («̃2m)/T@1, the inte-
gral ~34! is evaluated by using the formula

E
«̄

`

d«g~«!
]

]«
$exp@~«2m!/T#11%21

'2g~ «̄ !expS 2
«̄2«F

T D ,

Consequently, we obtain
of
f

in

y

«̄2~k,v0!'
p

2
sFS p~«!

pF
D 2S vF

v~«! D
2

expS 2
«̄2«F

T D ,

~ «̄2«F!/T@1. ~36a!

Further, we take into consideration the fact that the followi
formula is valid in view of the relations~24! and ~26!:

]«̄1~k,v!

]v U
v5v0

5
~F112s2!

~s221!v0
. ~37!

In accordance with formulas~27! and~36!, the damping dec-
rementgk can be presented in the form

gk5v0

p

2

s~s221!F

~F112s2! H expS «2«F

T D11J 21

~38!

for ( «̄2«F)/T*1 or 0,( «̄2«F)/T<1 and in accordance
with formula ~36a!, the damping decrement assumes t
form

gk5v0

p

2

s~s221!F

~F112s2! S p~ «̄ !

pF
D 2S vF

v~ «̄ ! D
2

3expS 2
«̄2«F

T D ~38a!

for ( «̄2«F)/T@1. It should be recalled that formulas~38!
and ~38a! are obtained under the assumptiongk!uv0(k)u
and are therefore valid only if the following conditions a
observed:

p

2

s~s221!F

~F112s2! H expS «̄2«F

T D11J 21

!1 ~39!

for ( «̄2«F)/T>1 or 0,( «̄2«F)/T!1 and

p

2

s~s221!F

~F112s2! S p~ «̄ !

pF
D 2S vF

v~ «̄ ! D
2

expS 2
«̄2«F

T D!1

~39a!

for ( «̄2«F)/T@1.
It is also worthwhile to note that the invariance of th

expression~28! relative to the substitutions→2s indicates
the presence of two waves propagating in opposite direct
with the same damping coefficientgk defined by formulas
~38! and ~39!. Analyzing the behavior of the function
]«̃1(v)/]vuv5skvF

@see Eq. ~37!# and considering tha
«̃2(k,v0) is positive, we can easily prove that the dampi
coefficient gk is also positive. It can be shown that ass
changes from 1 to infinity, this function decreases monoto
cally but always remains positive, and hence the damp
coefficientgk is also positive.

Let us now derive expressions for the damping coe
cient of zero-point vibrations in two limiting casess'1
(s.1) ands@1 @see~29!#. It was mentioned above that fo
the cases*1, which is realized for interaction amplitude
lying in the interval 0,F&2, we must take into consider
ation the effect of thermal ‘‘blurring’’ of the equilibrium
distribution function on the energy-momentum relation f
the zero-point sound. Fors*1, the dispersion equation~28!
assumes the form
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11
1

F
2

1

2
ln

2

s21
22F T

2«F~s21!G
2E

0

`

dz

3z~ez11!21H 12z2F T

2«F~s21!G
2J 21

, ~40!

where the integral has the meaning of the principal val
This equation is quite complex and cannot be solved ana
cally in the general form. However, from the point of view
the problem being considered in the present work, the m
interesting case corresponds toT@«F(s21)#21&1, when the
damping coefficient for the zero-point sound is the most s
nificant. In this case, the integral in Eq.~30! can be replaced
by the asymptotic series

11
1

F
2

1

2
ln

2

s21
2 (

n51

` F pT

«F~s21!G
2n 122122n

2n
Bn50,

~41!

whereBn are the Bernoulli numbers. It can be seen eas
that in the main approximation in the parameter

pT

«F~s21!
&1 ~42!

the deviation ofs from unity is determined by the interactio
of quasiparticles@see Eq.~29!# and can therefore be pre
sented in the form

s21'dsint1dsT , dsT,dsint , ~43!

where dsint is obtained from the dispersion equation~41!
without taking into account the thermal corrections:

dsint'2 exp$22~111/F !%!1, ~44!

while the deviationdsT , which determines the contributio
of thermal effects to the energy-momentum relation for
zero-point sound, can be derived as a correction todsint in
the theory of perturbations in the parameterpT(«Fdsint)

21

&1:

dsT'
1

12F S pT

«Fdsint
D 2

dsint . ~45!

Note that formulas~43!–~45! are valid for 0,F&2, when
0,dsint&0.1. Hence we need not take into consideration
thermal corrections to the zero-point sound frequency if
conditions~42!, ~43! and ~45! are satisfied, and the expre
sion for the zero-point sound damping coefficient can
presented in accordance with~38! in the form

gk'pdsintH expF2p
m̃

m* S ]sint«F

pT D G11J 21

v0 , ~46!

v05kvF ,

where we have taken into account the fact that, in view
formula ~44!, the limiting energy«̄ ~see~38!! is of the order
of the energy«F :

«̄2«F'2
m̃

m*
«Fdsint , ~47!
.
ti-

st

-

y

e

e
e

e

f

where

m̃21[S ]2«0~p!

~]p!2 D
p5pF

~48!

and the effective massm* is defined, as usual, by the for
mula

pF5m* vF . ~49!

Note that, in spite of the relation«F@T in this approxima-
tion, the expression in the exponent of formula~46! is not
necessarily large because of the validity of relations~42! and
~44!. Proceeding from formula~46!, taking into account re-
lation ~42! and puttingm* ;m̄, we can estimate the maxi
mum value of the damping coefficient of zero-point sou
having a frequencyv05kvF :

gk
max'pdsint exp~22p!v0 . ~50!

In the opposite limiting cases@1 corresponding to the
interaction amplitudesF@1, the influence of thermal effect
on the energy-momentum relation for zero-point sound
also be taken into consideration in the perturbation theory
temperature. In this case, however, it follows from formu
~28! that it is not essential to take thermal corrections in
consideration, and hence we shall disregard them in
work. Thus we obtain from~28! the relation

s'AF/3@1. ~51!

Assuming for simplicity a quadratic energy-momentum re
tion for quasiparticles

«0~p!5
p2

2m*
,

we obtain after simple calculations from formula~38a!

gk'
p

12
kvFF2 expS 2

F

3

«F

T D . ~52!

A comparison of formulas~38! and~46! with ~38a! and~52!
shows that the dependence of the zero-point sound dam
coefficient on reciprocal temperature may be exponen
@see~38a! and~52!#, and hence the zero-point sound atten
ation is exponentially small in the present case. Howev
such a dependence of the damping coefficient on recipr
temperature may be suppressed in a number of cases in
of the validity of relations~42! and ~46!. Hence it can be
expected that conditions ensuring a predominance of c
sionless mechanism of zeroth sound attenuation~over the
hydrodynamic mechanism! may prevail in physical system
displaying the properties of normal Fermi-liquids in spite
the fact that in the case of damping due to collisions,
damping factor has a power dependence on temperature,
g;(T/«F)2.

CONCLUSION

We shall illustrate the last statement with the help
rough estimates. In other words, we shall find the conditio
under which the collisionless zero-point sound damping
efficient may be of the same order as the coefficient of
sorption due to collisions:
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gk21/t r , ~53!

wheret r is the relaxation time. Note that, according to re
tions ~38! and ~38a!, this condition is equivalent to the re
quirement that the parameter (gk /v0(k))!1, which deter-
mines the conditions for the existence of long-lived ze
point vibrations in a normal Fermi liquid, must be of th
order of the parameter@v0(k)t r #

21!1 which defines the
condition of applicability of the collisionless approximatio
It follows from formulas~38! and~38a! that the collisionless
absorption of zero-point sound is maximum when condit
~42! is satisfied, which occurs~see above! in the region of
relatively small values of the Landau amplitudes (0,F
&2). The relaxation timet r associated with the collisions o
quasiparticles in3He can be estimated by formula

t r;102
\

«F
S «F

T D 2

.

and is found to be in good agreement with the experime
results.7,8,12–15 In this case, we obtain from~53! by taking
formula ~46! into consideration

p3 expH 22pS dsint«F

pT D J '1022dsintS pT

dsint«F
D «F

\v0
,

~54!

\v0

«F
!1.

The expression for the maximum value of the zero-po
sound damping coefficient has the form@see~50!#

\v0

«F
;1022

dsint

p3 exp~2p!,
\v0

«F
!1. ~55!

It should be recalled that the relation

\v0

«F
!1,

which points towards the smallness of the zero-point so
in comparison with the characteristic atomic frequencies
necessary condition for the applicability of the kinetic theo
of a normal Fermi-liquid.

Formulas~54! and ~55! determine the zero-point soun
frequencies for which the collisionless damping is com
rable with the hydrodynamic damping of zero-point vibr
tions.

It should be observed that it is not appropriate to use
existing experimental data on the zero-point sound in3He
~see, for examples, Refs. 7, 12–16! for verifying the validity
of formulas ~53!–~55!, if only because of the fact that th
most simplified model of zero-point sound considered in t
work is mainly intended for proving in principle the poss
bility of realizing collisionless damping mechanism fors
.1. However, it is clear from all that has been stated ab
that the collisionless mechanism of zero-point sound abs
-

-

n

al

t

d
a

-

e

s

e
p-

tion will be realized in the best way when the system
closest to a weakly nonideal Fermi gas.

It was mentioned earlier by us that in the literature d
voted to the investigation of a normal Fermi liquid, the zer
point sound attenuation occurs either according to hydro
namic mechanisms which cannot be considered in
framework of the collisionless approximation, or under t
assumption of collisionless damping~Landau mechanism!,
but only for s,1 when this damping is so strong that it
hardly appropriate to speak of the existence of zero-po
sound. Apparently, the latter circumstance is associated
the fact that according to formulas~46! and ~52! there is no
attenuation of zero-point sound strictly atT50, but the dec-
rement gk cannot be obtained forTÞ0 and «F@T by a
traditional expansion in small values of temperature~as is
done in the case of hydrodynamic mechanism of zero-p
sound attenuation! due to a nonanalytic dependence of t
damping factor on temperature.

In conclusion, the author would like to express his gra
tude to Academician S. V. Peletminskii of the Ukrainia
National Academy of Sciences for fruitful discussions of t
obtained results.
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A charged liquid surface is known to lose its stabili
upon a gradual increase in the surface charge density on1

This phenomenon was studied most completely for a liq
helium surface charged with electrons or ions,2,3 on which
the loss of stability by the helium surface can be tracked
detail, and basic predictions of the theory can be verified
the case of semi-infinite helium, stability is lost for fini
wave numbers~at the so-called capillary wavelength!. In the
supercritical region, the helium surface undergoes a rec
struction, i.e., a transition from a plane to a periodically d
formed boundary with a period close to the capillary wav
length with a modulation amplitude which is a compl
function of the extent of supercriticality~see theoretical4,5

and experimental6–8 papers!.
The observation of the effect of boundedness of the f

charged surface of a semi-infinite liquid also plays an imp
tant role along with other results on the stability of bu
helium with a charged surface. The expected result is qu
tatively predictable although it has not been analyzed con
tently. Since the instability of a bulk liquid is develope
primarily over a capillary wavelength, a decrease in the s
of the free liquid surface to values smaller than the capill
wavelength must increase its stability. This was proved
perimentally by Volodin and Edelman.9

In the case of an infinitely large charged liquid film, th
mode with zero wave vector turns out to be most ‘‘vulne
able.’’ This theoretical prediction~see Ref. 10! yet has not
been confirmed by direct experiments. The correctnes
theoretical predictions follows only from indirect and main
qualitative indications,11 e.g., the observed decrease~as com-
pared to the bulk value! in the critical charge density leadin
to a loss in stability. A quantitative comparison of the resu
obtained in Refs. 10 and 11 is not quite justified since
experiments were made in a finite-size cell, while t
calculations10 give zero critical wave number, i.e., are app
cable in actual practice only to the case of an infinite char
film. In order to remove the prevailing discrepancy, it
expedient to solve the problem of instability of a charg
liquid film of finite dimensions. Such an analysis should
conducted to find out which film can be regarded as infinit
large and whether the qualitative discrepancy between
results obtained in Refs. 10 and 11 can be eliminated in
way. Naturally, the solution of this problem will clarify th
role of geometrical factors in the behavior of critical para
2251063-777X/98/24(4)/5/$15.00
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eters of a liquid film~in other words, we solve a film prob
lem similar to that for bulk helium9!.

The present publication is devoted to analysis of the
havior of a charged liquid film under the conditions facilita
ing the maintaining a constant value of electric poten
along a charged bounded liquid film. Apart from critical p
rameters, we are also interested in determining the local
formation of the liquid film. The possibility of such measur
ments was demonstrated in recent experiments12 with
charged liquid hydrogen films. The optical methods used
Ref. 12 make it possible to study experimentally the effect
geometrical factors not only on the stability of a charg
liquid film, but also on its local strainj(r ).

The first part of this paper is devoted to the structure
equilibrium equations for a charged finite liquid film in it
plane and to the properties of one-dimensional version
deformation of such a film. The second part deals with
details of cylindrically symmetric case of deformation.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL DEFORMATION OF A FINITE CHARGED
LIQUID FILM

1. Let us consider a charged He film on a metallic su
strate under complete compensation of the electric fi
above the film. The position of the upper electrode relative
the film, which is always present in the problem of a charg
helium surface, is immaterial~the separation between th
upper electrode and the surface must be larger than the
thickness!. The geometry of the electrodes satisfies the
quirements that allow us to assume that the deformation
the film thicknessj under the action of electric forces i
one-dimensional~a function of the coordinatex alone!.

The initial equilibrium equation describing this deform
tion has the structure

rgj2a
j9

@11~j8!2#3/21
V2

8p~d1j!2 50, 2 l<x<1 l ,

~1!

j~6 l !50, ~2!

V5const, 2 l<x<1 l , ~3!

j95d2j/dx2, j85dj/dx.

Herej(x) is the deformation of the helium surface under t
action of the aggregate of forces acting on the film surfa
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the cell intended for studying the deformation of a charged He film~a! and antifilm~b!.
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gravity, surface tension, as well as forces of electric ori
proportional to the potential differenceV between the
charged He surface and the metallic substrate@j(x)→0] as
V→0!, r andg are the helium density and acceleration d
to gravity, a is the surface tension,d the equilibrium thick-
ness of He film forV→0, and 2l the film thickness in the
x-direction. According to~2! the deformation at the ends o
this interval is maintained at zero level. The electric comp
nent of Eq.~1! is written under the assumption that the so
substrate possesses ideal metallic properties; moreover,
assumed that the total number of electrons at the He film
not fixed ~the potential differenceV is preset; care must b
taken while deriving the equilibrium equation~1! from the
total energy functional, see Ref. 1!. Charges arrive at the film
from a radioactive source at the upper electrode. The ‘‘g
eration’’ of these charges is terminated after the neutral
tion of the given external fieldE5V/h by the field of
charges deposited on the free surface of the film. The or
is at the metallic substrate. Thez-axis is directed vertically
upwards. The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 1
a liquid film ~a! and antifilm~b! ~both cases are realized i
Ref. 12!.

2. It is appropriate to make some general remarks
explain the behavior ofj(x). If the interval 2l is large
enough, the quantityj(x) attains its asymptotic formj0

away of the ends of this interval:

rgj01
V2

8p~d1j0!2 50. ~4!

In this case, only the gravitational term competes with
electric component of the problem.

A stable solution of Eq.~4! in j0 , which satisfies the
requirementj0→0 for V→0. exists only in the region

V,Vcr , Vcr
2 5~2/3!3V

*
2 , V

*
2 54prgd3. ~5!

In this case,

j0
cr52d/3. ~5a!

One more characteristic value ofjp corresponding to
inflection points on thej(x) profile also exists. The position
of such points is defined by the requirementd2j/dx250 or,
which is the same, by
n

-

t is
is

-
a-

in

r

at

e

rgjp1
V2

8p~d1jp!2 50. ~6!

Obviously, the definition~4! coincides with~6!. For this
reason, the points of inflection on the one-dimensional p
file of j(x) are absent for large values ofl .

Thus, the theory aims at refining the concept of ‘‘qu
large’’ interval l , defining the dependencej( l ) near the ends
of the 2D system, and determining the effect of finiteness
l on the structure ofj(x).

3. Returning to problem~1! and~2!, let us first consider
the linear solution under the conditions

j~x!5!d. ~7!

In this case, we have

d2j/dx22p2j5v2/d2, v25
V2

8pa
, j~6 l !50,

~8!

p25k2F12
V2

4p~d1j0!3rgG , k25rg/a.

The solution of Eq.~8! has the form

j~x!5dS 12
cosh~px!

cosh~pl ! D , d52v2/p2d2. ~9!

We shall also write the derivativedj(1 l )/dx at the end
of the interval, where it assumes its maximum value:

dj~x!

dx U
x5 l

5v2 tanh~pl !/pd,

~10!
tanh~pl !

p U
V→0

→k21.

According to ~9! and ~10!, the size effects associate
with the finiteness ofl are determined by the parameterpl.
In the region of smallv, we are speaking of the combinatio
k l . If, however, the quantityv tends to its critical value, the
requirement

pl@1, ~11!

corresponding to the limit of large values ofl can apply to a
size much larger than the capillary constant for the giv
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liquid. This forms a specific feature of the problem on def
mation of a helium film in comparison with the version
the same problem for a semi-infinite liquid.

4. With increasing supercritically, the position of poin
with the maximum derivativejmax8 ~points of inflection! can
be shifted from the boundaries6 l to the bulk of the 2D
system. The amplitudejp corresponding to these points ca
be found, as before, from relation~6!. As regards the critica
valueVcr , it must be determined in the general case from
analysis of the dependence ofj~0! on the parameters of th
problem. Solving Eqs.~1! and ~2!, we can find the required
dependence in the form

E
j0

0 dj

$0.5k2~j22j0
2!1v2@1/~d1j0!21/~d1j!#%1/25& l ,

~12!

wherev can be determined from~8!.
It can easily be proved that asl→`, the quantityj~0!

assumes the value following from~4!. If, however,l is finite,
j~0! becomes a function ofl which can be determined onl
numerically.

Knowing j~0!, we can easily calculatej(x):

E
j~x!

0 dj

$0.5k2~j22j0
2!1v2@1/~d1j0!21/~d1j!#%1/2

5&~ l 2x!, x.0. ~13!

The behavior ofj~0! ~12! as a function ofv for various
values ofl is illustrated in Fig. 2. An analysis of these d
pendences allows us to determine the behavior ofVcr( l ) ~Fig.
3!. Figure 4 also contains information onj(x) in ~13!. It
should be noted that, according to Fig. 4, the statement a
the absence of inflection points~6! on the coordinate depen
dence of film deformation in the stability region 0,V,Vcr

~segmentAB on the curve in Fig. 2! becomes universal.
5. The segmentBC in Fig. 2 requires special conside

ation. This region is not physical since, starting from sm
values ofV, we cannot ‘‘reach’’ theBC curve continuously.

FIG. 2. Maximum deformationj(0)/d of the film thickness as a function o
the dimensionless electric potentialV/V* following from ~12! for different
values of the parameterl /d. Curves1, 2, and3 correspond tol /d510, 5,
and 2 respectively. The pointsA, B, and C mark stable (AB) and meta-
stable (BC) regions on the curves.
-

n

ut

ll

If, however, we track the evolution of the film after its loss
stability, we can expect the following scenario. The brea
down indicates the escape of charged particles from the
face of the liquid film to the metallic substrate. If the char
mobility in the liquid is quite small, the vacuum gap abo
the liquid film immediately after a breakdown becomes u
screened~new charges have no time to reach the film!. The
potential differenceV concentrated completely on the liqui
film prior to the breakdown is redistributed over the ent
interval h ~see Fig. 1a!. Only its fractiondV!V ~associated
with the residual surface charge! continues to exert electro
static pressure on the liquid film. In other words, the stabi
breakdown under the conditions depicted in Fig. 1a with
source at the upper metallic plate automatically brings
system to a state on theBC curve ~see Fig. 2!. If we also
reduce slightly the initial voltageV, we can hope that the
problem will be stabilized on theBC curve in Fig. 2.

Considering what has been said above~in addition to the
data presented in Fig. 4!, we obtain the solution of the prob
lem on the deformation on the liquid film on theBC curve
~Fig. 5!. A typical feature of this deformation is the revers
variation of deformation as a function of voltageV and the
emergence of points of inflection on thej(x) curves.

6. The case of the antifilm investigated in Ref. 12 do
not require special calculations. We should only place
origin at the upper electrode and direct thex-axis vertically
downwards~see Fig. 1b!. After this, the problem of the anti
film is reduced to the film problem.

DEFORMATION OF A CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC FILM

Let us now suppose that the deformation of the fi
surface is cylindrically symmetric. Will formal changes
the structure of the equilibrium equation~1! lead to new
physical consequences like the emergence of points of infl
tion on the stable segmentAB in Fig. 2? The answer to this
question is not obvious since in this case definitions~5! and
~6! are not equivalent.

Thus, instead of~1! we have

rgj2a
j91j8/r

@11~j8!2#3/21
V2

8p~d1j!2 50, ~14!

FIG. 3. Dependence of the critical fieldVc
2/V

*
2 on the film size along the

substrate.
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0<r<R,

j~r 5R!50, ~15!

j95d2j/dr2, j85dj/dr.

Here, as before,j(r ) is the film deformation under the
action of the aggregate of forces acting on its surface: g
ity, surface tension, and forces of electric origin, which a
proportional to the potential differenceV between the charge
helium surface and the metallic substrate@j(r )→0 as V
→0#; r andg are the liquid density and acceleration due
gravity,a is the surface tension,d the equilibrium film thick-

FIG. 4. Deformationj(x)/d calculated on the basis of~13! for different
values ofV/V* and l /d on the stable segmentAB of the curve in Fig. 2.
Versions a, b, and c were obtained forl /d510, 5, and 2 respectively. Curve
1–4 in each figure correspond to different values of the parameterV/V* and
are obtained upon its monotonic increase.
v-
e

ness forV→0, andR is the size of the film in the directionr .
According to ~15!, the deformation is maintained at zer
level on the perimeter of the film.

Going over to an analysis of the solution of Eq.~14!, we
write this equation for the central part of the film:

rgj~o!22aj9~o!1
V2

8p@d1j~o!#2 50. ~16!

Here we have used the assumption concerning the beha
of j(r ) in the vicinity of the origin:

j~r !>j~o!1j9~o!r 2/2. ~17!

FIG. 5. Deformationj(x)/d calculated on the basis of~13! for different
values ofV/V* and l /d on the metastable segmentBC of the curve in Fig.
2. Versions a, b, and c were obtained forl /d52, 5, and 10, respectively
Curves1–5 in each figure correspond to different values of the parame
V/V* and are obtained upon its monotonic decrease.
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As regards the point of inflectionr p on thej(r ) profile,
it is defined, as before, by the requirement

j9~r p!50, ~18!

Consequently, taking into account~14!, we can write

rgj~r p!2a
j8~r p!/r p

@11j8!2~r p!] 3/21
V2

8p~d1j~r p!!2 50.

~19!

Besides, the following condition must be satisfied by hypo
esis:

uj~r p!u,uj~o!u. ~20!

For the subsequent analysis, it is important to know
signs ofj9(o) andj8(r p). By hypothesis, we have

j8~r p!.0, j9~o!.0 ~21!

and

j8~r p!>j9~o!r p . ~22!

Combining now~16! and ~19!, we obtain

aj9~o!F22
1

@11$j8~r p!%2#3/2G5
V2

8p F 1

@d1j~o!#2

2
1

@d1j~r p!#2G2rg@j~o!2j~r p!#. ~23!

The left-hand side of this relation is positive. The sign of t
right-hand side is determined by contributions of the expr
sions in the two brackets. Taking into~20! account, we can
easily see that the quantity in the first brackets is positive
in the second brackets negative. In other words, both co
butions to the right-hand side of~23! are positive. Conse
quently, a point of inflection might appear on thej(r ) curve
in the cylindrically symmetric case even on the segmentAB
in Fig. 4.

CONCLUSION

The problem on deformation and loss of stability of
charged film on a metallic substrate has been analyze
detail in the one-dimensional approximation. Here
present a complete pattern of deformation of a He film,
-

e

-

d
ri-

in

-

cluding the determination of critical parameters and their
pendence on the film thickness and size along the subst
It is noted that there are no points of inflection on the sta
deformation profile of the film on the entire segmentAB ~see
Fig. 2!. Moreover, it is noted that the states of the film whi
are regarded as commonly unfeasible can be stabilized on
segmentBC in Fig. 2.

The nonlinear radially-symmetric equation~14! cannot
be solved analytically. Nevertheless, some exact statem
make the experimental verification possible. Indeed, the
lowing quantities can be determined:j(o);j(r p);
r p ;dj(r p)/dr.

These parameters are not independent. For exam
substituting these parameters into~22! and ~23!, we can
verify whether they satisfy these relations. Naturally, t
presence of a point of inflection on thej(r ) profile in the
case of a cylindrically symmetric stable solution of Eq.~14!
is naturally of primary importance.
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Superconductivity above 250K in Tl 1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d at high pressure
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The pressure dependence of the superconducting transition temperatureTc ~onset! of
Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d ~Tl-2223! has been measured under quasi-hydrostatic pressure~QHP!
up to 5.0 GPa. TheTc increases with increasing pressure at a relatively high rate and
reaches a maximum at 255.4 K and pressure of about 4.3 GPa. This is the highestTc yet observed
for any high-Tc superconductor. The total change inTc from ambient condition (Tc

5129 K) to the high pressure applied can be greater than 126 K. TheTc above 200 K was
replicated several times in our experiments. The site of the maximum ofTc and the value of
dTc /dP51.7 K/GPa~at P50! agree with previous results obtained by D. Tristan Jover
et al. ~Physica C218, 24 ~1993!! and J. G. Linet al. ~Physica C175, 627 ~1991!!, respectively.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00304-1#
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1. INTRODUCTION

High pressure has played an important role in identifi
tion of new materials and mechanisms in high-tempera
superconductivity.1–3 The pressure dependence of the critic
temperature of high-temperature superconductors has
studied extensively. For example, L. Gaoet al.3 obtained a
much higher value ofTc ~164 K! at a pressure of up to 3
GPa in the high-Tc superconductor Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-O~1223!.
D. D. Berkeleyet al.4 observed a maximumTc of 131.8 K at
7.4 GPa in single crystals of Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O102d . Tristan
Jover et al.1 obtained the superconducting transition te
perature in Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O101d , which increased from
128.5 K to 133 K with increasing pressure from 0 to 13 GP
The maximum value ofTc ~onset! in this compound was
found at pressure of about 4.0 GPa. A systematic study of
pressure effects on the superconducting transition temp
tures of Tl-based family has been made by J. G. Linet al.,2

who obtaineddTc /dP52.5 K/GPa for Tl-2223 samples at
pressure of only up to 2 GPa.

From their plot ofTc vs P for a Tl-based compound
system, it seems that for Tl-2223 and Tl-2122 compou
the Tc may be further enhanced. In view of these circu
stances and based upon our previous experience in h
pressure experiments, we have carried out some experim
on Tl-2223 compounds.

Here we report our investigation on the superconduc
ity of Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d compound under high pres
sures up to 5.0 GPa. We found thatTc changes rapidly with
applied high pressures, especially in the range of press
from 3.0 to 4.0 GPa. TheTc(P) is observed to increase from
129 K at atmospheric pressure to 255.4 K at 4.3 GPa.
2301063-777X/98/24(4)/4/$15.00
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The samples were prepared by using the ordinary s
reaction technique. After the powders of Tl2O3, CaO, BaO,
and CuO had been thoroughly mixed and ground, they w
pressed into pellets with a diameter of;12 mm and thick-
ness of;2 mm, and then sintered at 890 °C for 5 h in flow-
ing oxygen gas. The samples prepared in this way were t
put into quartz cells, which were evacuated to 1024 Torr,
sealed, heat treated at 750 °C for 250 h, and finally
quenched to room temperature.5 Samples (30350
3300mm3) used for measurements under quasihydrost
pressure~QHP! up to 5.0 GPa were cut from the above pe
let.

The QHP was generated in a high-pressure chamber
special system to compress the planes of Bridgman a
made of tungsten carbide, which was fitted into a cylind
made of fully hardened beryllium copper alloy, with the d
ameter of the plane 1.2 mm. A thin disk made by press
the Fe2O3 powder was used as the pressure transmitting
dium, which had a diameter equal to that of the anvil pla
The gasket was made of Fe2O3 and talc powder mixture
compressed into a thin ring~;10– 15mm thick!. Pressures
in the cells were calibrated against the various phase tra
tions of bismuth at room temperature and by using the
perconducting Pb manometer at low temperature in sepa
calibration runs; however, the pressure was not directly m
suredin situ during the experimental cycles. The overall u
certainty in QHP was estimated to be6(10– 15%) at differ-
ent temperatures.

Superconducting transition of th
Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d sample under pressure was dete
mined electrically by the four-probe technique, with th
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Powder X-ray diffraction
pattern of the as-prepared
Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d sample.
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platinum strips~;20mm thick! used as electrical leads. Th
measuring direct current of (10060.2) mA was held con-
stant in the whole range of pressures and temperatu
Sample temperature was measured using a rhodium-
thermometer~Calibrated by Cryogenic Laboratory, CAS
China!, which was inserted into the high-pressure cell a
placed 10 mm from the sample. All of theTc(P) curves were
measured during dropping and rising of temperature and
corded by a X-Y recorder.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns for an as-prepa
sample Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d measured with a RAX-10
X-ray diffractometer~Fig. 1! show a nearly perfect singl
phase of Tl-2223 with a tetragonal unit cell with paramet
a53.85 Å andc535.70 Å.

The dc magnetization was measured using a SQU
magnetometer~quantum design!. The ZFC magnetization a

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of magnetization of the pellet samp
ambient pressure in zero-field cooling~ZFC! at H55 Oe.
s.
on

d

e-

d

s

D

a function of temperature for the Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d

sample in a field ofH55 Oe and at ambient pressure sho
a sharp single-phase superconducting transition at 129 K
antimagnetic factor of 19%~Fig. 2!.

In order to determine the uncertainty of the temperat
measurements, the system was put into a liquid LN2
77.4 K and the ice water of 273.15 K, respectively. Und
this condition the temperature uncertainties are shown
Table I.

We have measured theR(T,P) curves for the cooling
and warming processes. In this paper we gave all the cu
of the superconducting transition during the warming p
cesses, because the warming rate could be made as sm
;0.2 K/min, and steady state can easily be achieved, e
though we found that the superconducting transition occ
at considerable higher temperatures in both processes.

The temperature dependence of normalized resista
with respect to the resistance values measured atTc under
different pressures up to 4.3 GPa for one sam
Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d is shown in Fig. 3. The pressure
were applied slowly and continuously from zero to 5 GPa
can be seen that theTc ~onset! is clearly shifted upward with
the increase of the applied pressure. When the pressur
creases continuously, theTc rises rapidly and reache
255.4 K at pressure of 4.3 GPa. The total change inTc from
ambient condition to the high pressure applied can be gre
than 126 K. As the pressure is further increased to 4.8 G
the R(T,P) curve changes, the behavior of the temperat
dependence becomes semiconducting, and there is a ma
drop of transition temperature (Tc;206 K).

at

TABLE I. DT(K)-temperature difference between the sample and the t
mometer which is located 10 mm from the sample.

Sample
temperature

Temperatures were measured by rhodium-iron
thermometer 5#

P50 GPa DT(K) P53.5 GPa DT(K)

77.4 K 77.44 K 0.04 77.43 K 0.03
273.15 K 273.65 K 0.5 272.55 K 0.6
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From Fig. 3 we can also see that the resistance (R) of
the sample decreases with the increase of pressure, w
however, does not reach zero in the range of pressures
plied, by analogy with the previous study of superconduct
cuprates at high pressure.6,7 The reason for the nonzero be
havior of R(T,P) may be attributed to possible defects a
microcracks generated in the sample, as reported by C
Chuet al.,6 but we think it may also come from the possib
pressure gradient generated in the anvils, especially at
and very high pressures for the QHP system. The maxim
value of the resistances of the sample are about;3 V at the
normal state and under high pressures.

To verify the reproducibility of the effect of high pres
sure, we have also carried out experiments with decrea
pressure. The results are summarized in Fig. 4, where
transition temperaturesTc are plotted versus pressure f
both increasing and decreasing pressures. We found
Tc(P) is a reversible nonlinear function of pressure. T
location of the maximum of Tc and the value of
dTc /dP51.7 K/GPa~at P50) agree with the previous stud
ies of Tristan Joveret al.1 and J. G. Linet al.,2 respectively.

To test the reliability of the above results, we have
peated our experiments several times with other samples
from the same pellet which was described above. We

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of normalized resistance of
Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d ~Tl-2p4! sample under different pressures.

FIG. 4. Superconducting transition temperatureTc ~onset! of
Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d ~Tl-2p4! as a function of pressures:d—as pres-
sure is increased;.—as pressure is decreased.
ch,
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tained similar results, one of which is shown in Fig. 5. It c
be seen that at a pressure of 3.2 GPaTc rises to 250 K, while
the resistance drops sharply to 13.5%~at 80 K! in compari-
son with its maximum value. For yet another sample
have obtainedTc(onset)5153.7 and 235 K at pressures 1
and 3.4 GPa, respectively, which are not shown in the figu

In summary, the pressure dependence of the super
ducting transition temperature in the compound
Tl1.8Ba2.0Ca2.6Cu3.0O101d has been determined: theTc ~on-
set! increases with increasing pressure at a relatively h
rate and reaches a maximum value of 255.4 K at a pres
of about 4.3 GPa. External pressure greatly enhances
critical temperature of the oxide superconductor sample.
basic physical reason for this phenomenon is the stron
coupling between the CuO2 planes and the change in fre
charge concentrations in the superconducting CuO2 layers
caused by external pressure. Our experimental investiga
on the effect of high pressure onTc of another pellet of
Tl-2223 superconductor is continuing.
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Magnetic-field suppression of superconductivity in layered high- Tc materials
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The dependence of the superconducting transition temperature in GdBa2Cu3O61d single crystals
on the magnetic fieldH applied parallel to the intercrystalline layers is studied
experimentally. A nontrivial dependence of the superconducting transition temperature on the
field H is explained by magnetic field penetration into high-Tc single crystals. The
presence of a layered structure leads to the formation of a spatially periodic magnetic structure
with a period varying discretely in fieldsH@Hc1 ~Hc1 is the lower critical field!. Any
change in the magnetic structure results in a nonmonotonic~jumpwise! dependence of the
superconducting transition temperature on the fieldH. The effect is estimated numerically by using
the results of calculation of the critical temperature of small samples in strong magnetic
fields. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00404-6#
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New layered HTS materials with a relatively weak J
sephson coupling between layers possess specific prope
similar to those observed in the study of two-dimensiona
nearly 2D superconductivity. The effect of the layered cry
tal structure on the thermodynamics and electrodynamic
HTS materials is being studied intensely both theoretica
and experimentally~e.g., the crossover from the two- t
three-dimensional behavior in phase transitions, the same
fluctuational diamagnetism, heat capacity, paraconducti
effect, and observation of the Berezinskii–Kosterlitz
Thouless phase transition!.

The studies of layered superconductors in a strong m
netic field applied parallel to the layer are of considera
interest. In this case, the properties of the vortex lattice di
from those analyzed in the 3D approximation. For example
Bulaevskii and Clem1 proved that strong magnetic fields in
duce a new effect, i.e., a first-order transition between vo
lattices with different periodsL52ks in a direction perpen-
dicular to the layers~herek51,2,... ands is the separation
between the planes!. Such jumps in the lattice structure a
associated with the discrete layered structure of the cry
and the Josephson nature of the coupling between the la

The results of investigations of superconducting prop
ties of oxygen-deficient GdBa2Cu3O61d single crystals2,3 re-
vealed that single crystals with a low oxygen concentrat
(d50.4) acquire quasi-two-dimensional superconductiv
No phase coherence was observed between layers in sys
with d50.4. As the oxygen concentration in single cryst
increases tod50.56, a weak Josephson coupling is est
lished between the planes, and a further increase in the
gen content~to d50.75! leads to clearly manifested three
dimensional superconductivity. For this reason, the study
superconductivity suppression in GdBa2Cu3O61d single crys-
2341063-777X/98/24(4)/5/$15.00
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tals by a magnetic field is undoubtedly of physical impo
tance.

In this research, we carry out an exterimental investi
tion of the effect of an external magnetic field on the em
gence of superconductivity in GdBa2Cu3O61d single crystals
with oxygen concentration of 6.2, 6.56, and 6.75, i.e.,
samples with a Josephson coupling between the layers
well as theoretical analysis of this effect on the basis of
model concepts of the layered 2D structure of HTS materi-
als. We discovered peculiarities in the behavior of the sup
conducting transition temperatureTc in the above sincle
crystals depending on the direction of the applied magn
field. Instead of a monotonic decrease inTc that can be ex-
pected due to antisymmetric properties of perturbations
cited by strong magnetic fields~see Ref. 4!, we observed a
nontrivial ~jumpwise! dependenceTc(H) for single crystals
with theC-axis directed at right angles to the field. Using t
results obtained by Bulaevskii and Clem~see above!,1 as
well as the results of calculations of the superconduct
transition temperature for small samples in strong magn
fields,4 we can prove that such a behavior ofTc(H) is due to
transitions between vortex lattices with different periods.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We investigated GdBa2Cu3O61d single crystals with
oxygen content 6.75~sample 1!, 6.56 ~sample 2!, and 6.2
~sample 3!. The samples were grown in an Alundum cr
cible. The oxygen concentration after synthesis was 6.4
order to increase the oxygen index, we subjected the sam
to a special thermal treatment in oxygen atmosphere.
oxygen content and uniformity of its distribution over th
sample were analyzed on a Syntex P2 diffractometer. Sin
crystals had a tetragonal structure and were homogeneo
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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oxygen. It was found that the samples contain 1% alumin
impurity acquired during the sample growth. The sizes of
samples were 1.231.230.4 mm ~sample 1!, 1.232
30.6 mm ~sample 2!, and 2.132.231.6 mm ~sample 3!.
More detailed characteristics of the samples can be foun
Ref. 5.

We measured the temperature dependences of diffe
tial susceptibility ~ac-susceptibility! in constant magnetic
fields applied along two directions~perpendicular and paral
lel to theC-axis! for all the samples as well as the tempe
ture and field dependences of magnetization in sample 3
the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance o
same sample in external magnetic fields. The susceptib
was measured at a frequency of 31 Hz~the modulation field
was 231024 T for measurements along theC-axis and
631024 T for measurements in the perpendicular directio!.
The temperature dependences of susceptibility for all
samples were measured in magnetic fields of 0, 1.21, 6
12.08, 18.12, 24.16, 30.25, and 36.24 kOe. The magne
tion was studied on a vibrational magnetometer, while
electrical resistance was measured by the four-probe t
nique in ac. In all the cases, the samples were first coole
1.5 K in zero magnetic field, and then the magnetic field w
applied, and measurements were made during heating.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 show the temperature dependence
ac-susceptibility measured along and across theC-axis of the
GdBa2Cu3O61d single crystals with oxygen contents 6.7
and 6.56. It can be seen that thexH

i (T) curves for both
samples in a magnetic field applied along theC-axis are
shifted downwards along the temperature scale. Such a
can be explained by ordinary suppression of supercondu
ity by a magnetic field stronger than the upper critical fie
Temperature dependences of ac susceptibility in a direc
perpendicular to theC-axis is of recurrent type. For th
sample with oxygen concentration 6.75~see Fig. 1b! in a
field H50, the susceptibility is diamagnetic forT,Tonset.
As the magnetic field increases, thexH

'(T) curves are first
displaced to the low-temperature region (H56 kOe), then to
the high-temperature region (H512 kOe), and again to the
region of low temperatures upon a further increase in
magnetic field. For the sample with oxygen content 6.56,
susceptibility in the direction perpendicular to theC-axis is
paramagnetic forH50 ~see Fig. 2b!. In strong fields, dia-
magnetism is observed.

In order to explain the behavior of the temperature
pendences of ac susceptibility in a magnetic field, we m
take into account the fact that the susceptibility being m
sured is the sum of the contributions of the magnetic a
superconducting subsystems. In order to single out the c
tribution from the superconducting subsystem, we must s
tract from the integral ac-susceptibility being measured
component due to the magnetic subsystem. The magn
contribution to the integral susceptibility of the superco
ducting sample is equal to the ac susceptibility of the norm
sample if it is also of magnetic origin only and does n
change with the oxygen concentration.
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In order to find the origin of the ac susceptibility of
nonsuperconducting sample, we measured thex(T) depen-
dences for GdBa2Cu3O6.2 in fixed external fields along and
across theC-axis ~Fig. 3! and carried out their detailed
analysis.6,7 The analysis is essential in view of singularitie
on thex i(T) andx'(T) curves in the form of peaks whos
position is determined by the magnitude of the magne
field. Such a behavior ofx(T) can be due to a change in th
conductivity of GdBa2Cu3O6.2 in a magnetic field, or the
conditions of magnetization reversal of the magnetic s
system~adiabatic nature of ac susceptibility!, or purely mag-
netic phenomena~the Schottky effect!. In our case, it is im-
portant to eliminate the change in the ac susceptibi
associated with a change in conductivity. Only in this ca
the contribution associated with the superconducting s
system can be determined by subtracting the susceptibilit
normal samples from the susceptibility of the samples in
superconducting state being measured.

The conductivity of GdBa2Cu3O6.2 in a magnetic field
decreases monotonically~the electrical resistance increase!

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of ac susceptibility of a GdBa2Cu3O6.75

single crystal in constant external magnetic fieldsHiC~a! and H'C~b!:
H50 ~curve1!, 6.04 ~curve2!, 12.08~curve3!, and 36.24 kOe~curve4!.
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with decreasing temperature. The resistance of the samp
of the order of 1 MV. Such a magnitude and temperatu
variation of electrical resistance in magnetic fields lead to
conclusion that the ac susceptibility of the sample in
normal state is of the magnetic origin. The absence of sin
larities on the temperature and field~at T54.2 K! depen-
dences of magnetization measured on a vibrational magn
meter points to the adiabatic origin of the peaks on thex(T)
curves~Figs. 3a and 3b!. The adiabaticity is due to peculiar
ties of the magnetic subsystem.6 On the other hand, the sus
ceptibility of a nonsuperconducting sample is determin
only by the Gd subsystem and does not change with
oxygen content in the system.7 Magnetic anisotropy of the
gadolinium subsystem is determined by the exchange an
ropy which is low. For this reason, the susceptibilities m
sured in the two directions atT.TN ~TN is the Néel tem-
perature! differ insignificantly. This explains the similarity o
figures 3a and 3b. On the other hand, this proves that
qualitative difference in the temperature dependences of
susceptibilities in the two directions for single crystals w
d50.75 and 0.56 is determined by the superconducting s
system.

Consequently, we can determine the contributions to

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of ac susceptibility of a GdBa2Cu3O6.56

single crystal in constant external magnetic fieldsHiC~a! and H'C~b!:
H50 ~curve1!, 6.04 ~curve2!, 12.08~curve3!, and 36.24 kOe~curve4!.
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integral susceptibilities of GdBa2Cu3O6.75 and
GdBa2Cu3O6.56 due to the superconducting subsystems
subtracting the susceptibility of the GdBa2Cu3O6.2 single
crystal from the integral susceptibility. The resultant curv
~for the direction perpendicular to theC-axis! are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5.

It can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that anomalies on
temperature dependences of the susceptibility disappear
the other hand, if we identifyTc with the temperature corre
sponding to the onset of diamagnetism~which is reasonable
since the order parameter fluctuations are suppressed b
varying magnetic field!, the shift inTc induced by the mag-
netic field will be nonmonotonic for both samples~Fig. 6!.

DISCUSSION

In order to interpret the obtained results, we must p
ceed from the fact that a magnetic field (H'C! penetrates
into layered systems in the form of Josephson vortices. A
result, a structure consisting of alternating superconduc
regions and interlayer space filled with vortices is formed.
fields much stronger than the lower critical fieldHc1 we can

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of ac susceptibility of a GdBa2Cu3O6.2

single crystal in constant external magnetic fieldsHiC(a) and H'C(b):
H50 ~curve1!, 6.04~curve2!, 12.08~curve3!, 18.12~curve4!, and 36.24
kOe ~curve5!.
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assume that the field applied parallel to the planar super
ducting regions of thicknessd is constant and equal to th
external field to withina/l j ~a is the separation between th
centers of Josephson vortices andl j the Josephson penetra
tion depth!. If the inequalityd!j(T) ~j(T) is the correlation
length! holds, we can neglect the variations of the order
rameter in the amplitude space. In this case, the propertie
resultant phases of the electron wave functions for a Coo
pair acquired during the motion of the electrons from o
point in the sample to another upon the reflection at
boundaries of superconducting regions play an exception
important role~see, for example, Ref. 4!. This exceptional
role is associated with an ‘‘antisymmetric’’ perturbation e
erted by the magnetic field on the electrons of a Cooper p
Such an ‘antisymmetry’’ leads in experiments to a numbe
amazing properties such as a decrease in the supercondu
transition temperature. The problem of suppression of su

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the diamagnetic component of t
susceptibility of a GdBa2Cu3O6.75 single crystal in constant external mag
netic fieldsH'C: H50 ~curve 1!, 6.04 ~curve 2!, 12.08 ~curve 3!, and
36.24 kOe~curve4!.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of the diamagnetic component of t
susceptibility of a GdBa2Cu3O6.56 single crystal in constant external mag
netic fieldsH'C: H50 ~curve 1!, 6.04 ~curve 2!, 12.08 ~curve 3!, and
36.24 kOe~curve4!.
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conductivity in a thin film in a longitudinal magnetic fiel
was solved by de Gennes and Tinkham8,9 ~see also Ref. 4!.
The situation with a layered conductor is more complicat
An increase in the external magnetic field in such syste
can lead to a nontrivial dependence ofTc on H associated
with processes of penetration of a magnetic field into laye
media.

The temperatureTc becomes a function of the magnet
field as a result of interaction of a Cooper pair with t
magnetic field, which has opposite signs for the electrons
the same pair. Under the assumption that the electrons
dergo diffusive reflection at the boundaries of the film~of
thicknessd!, de Gennes and Tinkham4,8,9 found that the su-
perconducting transition temperature obeys the equation

kTc51.14\vDe21/lh, ~1!

wherevD is the Debye frequency andh the function of the
sample parameters and the magnitude of the external fieldH:

h~H,d!1/25
2

d E
0

d/2

dx exp@~pH/F0!~x22d2/4!#. ~2!

HereF0 is the flux quantum. In the limiting cases, we ha

h~H,d!5H 12
p

3

H2

F0
d for H!

F0

d2 ,

~2F0 /pHd2!2 for H@
F0

d2

. ~3!

The analysis of possible mechanisms of hig
temperature superconductivity carried out by Ginzburg a
Maksimov10 proved that the normal as well as the superco
ducting states of HTS systems can be explained to a con
erable extent by taking into account the strong electro
phonon interaction. Among other things, such an appro

ac

ac

FIG. 6. Superconducting transition temperature as a function of the exte
magnetic field H'C for GdBa2Cu3O6.75 ~s! and GdBa2Cu3O6.56 ~j!.
Dashed and dot-and-dash curves correspond to the field dependencesTd(H)
calculated on the basis of Eqs.~2! and ~4!.
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explains the high values ofTc observed in HTS cuprates o
the basis of formula~1! for h51. Hence we shall use th
results obtained with the help of this theoretical model
describing the effects observed in the present research.

The layered nature of HTS materials strongly affects
superconducting phase transition, which is manifested
decrease in the superconducting transition temperature i
increasing magnetic field and in its nontrivial behavior a
function of H. According to formula~1!, the superconduct
ing transition temperature decreases upon an increase i
field H according to the exponential law

Td~H !5Tc~0!expF1

l

h~H,d!21

h~H,d! G , ~4!

whereTc(0) is the transition temperaure forH50 and the
the subscriptd on T corresponds to the thicknessd of super-
conducting regions.

In accordance with the ideas developed above, we
use Eq.~4! for estimating the coefficienth(H,d) and ulti-
mately the thicknessd of superconducting regions. Using th
experimentally observed dependences of the supercond
ing transition temperature on the fieldH presented in Fig. 6
we find that this coefficient forTd1

(H) ~the sample with the
oxygen index 6.56! is

h~H,d!uH50.6 kOe5F11l ln
Tc~0!

Td
G21U

Td523 K

50.892.

In the electron–phonon interaction, the frequency bound
for the phonon spectrum of cuprates isvD580 MeV.10 This
allows us to obtain the following value from Eq.~1! for the
electron–phonon interaction constant:

l5S ln
1.14hvD

kTc~0! D 21U
vD580 MeV

50.304

~the experimental value of the superconducting transit
temperatureTc(H50)534 K; see Fig. 6! and to use this
value for estimatingh(H,d).

Simple calculations based on relation~3! for h show that
the characteristic sized1 of superconducting regions fo
H@Hc1 amounts to 180 Å.

Let us now consider theTd2
(H) for the sample with the

oxygen index 6.56. The estimation ofd2 gives the value 89
Å, which is in good agreement with the concepts concern
the penetration of the magnetic field in a layered madiu
Indeed, it follows from physical considerations and the
sults obtained by Bulaevskii and Clem1 that a first-order tran-
sition between lattices with multiple periods must be o
served in strong magnetic fields. This actually takes plac
our experiments. It follows from relation~3! that the super-
conducting transition temperature increases with decrea
thickness of superconducting regions~during the rearrange
ment of the vortex structure!.
r
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For the value ofl mentioned above, the values ofd1 and
d2 for the samples with the oxygen indices 6.56 and 6.75
be also determined from a comparison of the theoretical@cal-
culated by using formulas~2! and~4!# and experimental field
dependences ofTc . Using this result, we obtaind15170 Å
and d2584 Å for the sample GdBa2Cu3O6.56 while
d15145 K and d2572.5 Å for the GdBa2Cu3O6.75 single
crystal with the superconducting transition temperat
Tc(0)557 K.

A numerical analysis shows thatTd(H) dependence is
very weak for small values ofd. This apparently explains
why we could not observe experimentally the transitions
tween lattices with a finer structure.

It should be noted in conclusion that the problem co
cerning the role of the layered structure in the formation
properties of superconducting systems has a number of
ditional aspects. Advances in technology have made it p
sible to synthesize artificially high-quality multilayered tu
nel structures and to simulate some properties of H
systems experimentally on the macroscopic scale. In fie
H@Hc1 , such systems must inevitably exhibit the suppr
sion of superconductivity by a strong magnetic field para
to the lauyers similar to the process considered aove.

The results obtained here also lead to the conclusion
strongly anisotropic superconducting single crystals or l
ered systems with the tunnel-type conductivity between
layers must exhibit a negative magnetoresistance whose
ture is determined by a decrease in the value ofTc for su-
perconducting planes in a magnetic field. Such an effect
observed by Belevtsev and Fomin11 for granular films.
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Bound electron pairs in strongly correlated models of high-temperature
superconductivity
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The ground-state energy of two electrons on a ring is calculated for the one-dimensional
Hubbard model with positive and negative on-site interaction and for the contraction model with
additive and multiplicative interaction terms. Thehc/2e periodicity of the ground-state
energy with respect to a fluxF threading the loop is derived. The periodicity may serve as an
indication of superconductivity. The results are shown to be consistent with the Lieb–Wu
solution forF50 limit. In addition, the new states that were missing in the Lieb–Wu solution
are derived. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00504-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the possible mechanisms of high temperature
perconductivity attention was focused in the last years
strongly correlated systems,1 non Fermi-liquid scenarios,2,3

magnetic schemes~spin-fluctuation4,5 and spin-bag6! and soft
orbital mode interaction mechanisms.7,8 The generic Hamil-
tonian underlying these models are the one-, two-, or th
band Hubbard positive- or negative-U Hamiltonians and
contraction Hamiltonians with a hopping amplitude whi
depends upon the sum or product of the near-site occupa
number operators. The criterion for superconductivity can
learned in the pairing instability, in the Meissner effect, or
flux quantization. In this paper some of the above models
considered in an assumption that halving of the flux peri
icity in the energy versus flux dependen
~hc/e to hc/2e! may serve as an indication of the superco
ducting transition.

The purpose of this paper is to show some new states
the one-dimensional Hubbard model, which are missing
the Lieb–Wu9 solution, and to show that the contractio
model may serve as a mechanism for superconductiv
Similar states appear in other strongly correlated model
high-Tc superconductivity. Specifically, we will analyze i
this paper three Hamiltonians for strongly correlated ferm
ons:

~1! Hubbard model with repulsive on-site interaction.5

~2! Negative-U Hubbard Hamiltonians.27,28

~3! Contraction-pairing mechanisms.7,8,10

It is known that direct O-O hopping in high-Tc super-
conductors is important. Since oxygen in oxides li
YBa2Cu3O61x has almost filledp-shell configuration, holes
in a p6 shell may play a similar role for the conduction
oxides in question, as the electrons from nearly em
atomic shells in conventional metals do. Oxygen atoms
specific in the sense that change of the oxygen ioniza
state~O0 to O2 and O22! results in a dramatic increase o
px ,py orbitals in the CuO plane, and therefore in the incre
of the magnitude of hopping between near oxygen~as well
as near oxygen-copper! sites. A non-s-wave orbital
2391063-777X/98/24(4)/8/$15.00
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configuration10 is expected to survive with consideration
this occupation-dependent hopping.

2. GROUND-STATE ENERGY OF TWO ELECTRONS IN THE
HUBBARD MODEL WITH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
ON-SITE INTERACTION

We consider a loop ofNa lattice sites with a magnetic
flux F threading the loop~Fig. 1!. The electrons can hop
between neighboring lattice sites, and each site can be o
pied by at most two electrons with opposite spins. T
Hamiltonian for this system has the form

H52t(
j ,s

~cj ,s
1 cj 11,seia1cj 11,s

1 cj ,se2 ia!

1U(
j

nj↑nj↓ , ~1!

wherecj ,s
1 andcj s are respectively the creation and annih

lation operators of an electron with spin projections at the
j th lattice site, t is the electron hopping amplitude
a5(2p/Na)(F/F0) ~here F05hc/e is the magnetic flux
quantum!, nj s is the occupation number operator, andU is
on-site interaction term. The energy spectrum ofH is invari-
ant under the replacement oft by 2t. Hence, we assume
t511 in appropriate units.

The wave function for two electrons, one with spin u
and the other with spin down, is

uC&5 (
x1,x2

f ~x1 ,x2!cx1↓
1 cx2↑

1 u0&, ~2!

whereu0& is a vacuum state.
The eigenvalue equationHuC&5EuC& leads to

2@~ f ~x111, x2!1 f ~x1 ,x211!!eia1~ f ~x121, x2!

1 f ~x1 ,x221!!e2 ia#1Ud~x1 ,x2! f ~x1 ,x2!

5E f~x1 ,x2! ~3!

or, in the momentum space,
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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~E12 cos~K11a!12 cos~K21a!! f K1 ,K2

5
U

Na
(
K

f K12K,K21K , ~4!

where K1,25(2p/Na)n1,2 with n1,250,1,2,...,Na21. Here
f K1 ,K2

is assumed to satisfy the periodicity conditio
f K112p,K2

5 f K1 ,K212p5 f K1 ,K2
. Equation~4! can be rewrit-

ten as follows:

PQS 12
U

Na

3(
p

1

E12 cos~K12p1a!12 cos~K21p1a! D 50,

~5!

where PQ5(1/Na)(K f K12K,K21K , Q5K11K25(2p/
Na)n, andp5(2p/Na)m. Hence, either the term inside th
parentheses orPQ should be equal to zero.

„I … PQÞ0. The Lieb and Wu solution
For PQÞ0, the term inside the parentheses should

equal to zero, or

1

U
5S~E!, ~6!

where

S~E!5
1

Na
(

p

1

E12 cos~K12p1a!12 cos~K21p1a!
.

~7!

Using the Poisson summation formula,

1

U
5 (

n52`

` E
0

2p dp

2p

exp~ ipNan!

E14 cos~Q/22p!cos~Q/21a!
~8!

S(E) becomes

FIG. 1. Configuration of the sample. There areNa lattice sites on the ring
which can be numbered from 1 toNa . The flux F piercing the ring is
produced by a solenoid inserted inside the ring.
e

S~E!5 (
n52`

`

Sn~E![Sn50~E!1 (
n51

`

@Sn~E!1Sn* ~E!#.

~9!

Sn(E) can be calculated by transforming Eq.~8! to an inte-
gral in the complex plane. Settingz5eip, we have

Sn~E!5
1

2p i

3 R dz
zNan

z2~eia1e2 i ~Q1a!!1Ez1~ei ~Q1a!1e2 ia!
.

~10!

The poles~Fig. 2! of the integrand are

z1,252
2E6~E22E0

2!1/2

E0 exp~2 iQ/2!
, ~11!

whereE054 cos(Q/21a). For E2,E0
2, both of the polesz1

and z2 are on the unit circle andSn50 vanishes, while for
E2.E0

2 one of them is inside the unit circle and the other o
is outside of it, andSn50 does not vanish. For both cases

S~E!5
1

4i sin x cosb

exp~ i ~Q/22x!Na!11

exp~ i ~Q/22x!Na!21
, ~12!

wherex can be real or complex, depending on whetherE2 is
smaller or larger thanE0

2, andb5Q/21a. If we denote new
momentak1 ,k2 as

k1,25
Q

2
1a6x, ~13!

Eq. ~6! takes the form

exp@ i ~k1,22a!Na#5
sin k1,22L1 iU /4

sin k1,22L2 iU /4
, ~14!

where

L5
sin k11sin k2

2
. ~15!

Equation~14! is identical to the Lieb and Wu solution9 in the
a50 limit.

It is possible to express the eigenvalueE of the system
as

FIG. 2. Poles of the integrand in the complex plane.E2,E0
2 ~a! and

E2.E0
2 ~b!, whereE0524 cosb for evenn andE0524 cosb cos(p/Na)

for odd n.
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TABLE I. Minimum energy for different values ofU.

U.0 U,0

E524 cosx cosb E524 coshk cosb
evenn with x ~real! determined by withk determined by

tan(Nax/2)5U/4 sinx cosb tanh(Nak/2)5uUu/4 sinhk cosb

U,Ucr Ucr,U,0

E524 coshk cosb, E524 cosx cosb,
odd n E524 cosb cos(p/Na) wherek is determined by wherex is determined by

tanh(Nak/2)54 sinhk cosb/uUu tan(Nak/2)54 sinhx cosb/uUu
c

o

th

x

,

g
the
the

onds
e

e
tate

um
E522~cosk11cosk2!524 cosx cosb, ~16!

with x determined by

tan
Nax

2
52sS 4 sin x cosb

U D s

, ~17!

where s511 or 21 for odd or even value ofn@n
5Q/(2p/Na)#.

For U.0, E2 is always less thanE0
2; hencex is always

real. ForU,0 with evenn, E2 is always larger thanE0
2, so

that x is complex. But for oddn and smalluUu values (U
,0), x might be real. Let us consider Eq.~17! for negative
U and oddn with complexx5 ik

1

uUu
5

tanh~Nak/2!

4 sinhk cosb
. ~18!

To have a solution of this equation, 1/uUu should not be
larger than the maximum value of its right-hand side. A
cordingly, the critical valueuUcr(Na)u can be found. The
values ofuUu which are smaller than thisuUcru have realx;
others have complexx in Eq. ~17!.

„II … PQ50. The new state
If PQ is equal to zero, then either a new eigenvalue

the system is found as

E522 cos~q1a!22 cos~Q2q1a!, ~19!

with K15q andK25Q2q, or f K1K2
50 for anyK1 andK2 .

But all f ’s cannot be zero; otherwiseuC&50. Summation of
all f ’s, so thatPQ is equal to zero whilef ’s are individually
not all zero only if for two different values ofq, 2 cos(q
1a)12 cos(Q2q1a) are coinciding.

For positive on-site interactionU, this eigenvalue be-
comes the minimum energy of the system whenn is odd. For
U,0 it does not become the minimum eigenvalue of
system.

The ground-state energy values are summarized
Table I.

The dependence of the ground-state energy on the flu
shown in Fig. 3.

A. Dependence of the amplitude of energy oscillations on
the number of sites

The dependenceE(F) is shown schematically in Fig. 4
whereDE1 andDE2 are the amplitudes ofhc/e andhc/2e
oscillations.

For U,Ucr,0 in the largeNa limit
-

f

e

in

is

DE15DE25DE'
2p2

Na
2

1

~U2116!1/2. ~20!

Here there is aF0/2 periodicity, which resembles the pairin
of electrons as in a superconductor, but the amplitude of
energy oscillations decreases with inverse square of

FIG. 3. Energy versus flux for two electrons withNa510. ~a! Solid curves
1–3 correspond to the Lieb–Wu solution and the dashed curve corresp
to the new states found by us. ForU.0 (U510) this new state becomes th
minimum energy of the system.~b! The same as~a! to show theF0/2
periodicity more clearly. It is clearly seen that the Lieb–Wu solution~solid
curves1–3! does not lead to theF0/2 periodicity alone.~c! U5210. As in
~a!, the solid curves1–3 are the lowest-lying eigenvalues found by th
Lieb–Wu solution. Similarly, the dashed curve corresponds to the new s
found by us. ForU,0 the new eigenvalue does not become the minim
energy of the system.~d! The same as~c! to show the periodicity more
clearly.
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FIG. 4. Energy oscillations for two electrons.DE1—amplitude of hc/e
periodicity,DE2—amplitude ofhc/2e periodicity.
number of lattice sites~Fig. 5a!. If uUu→uUcru, then the am-
plitude of oscillation corresponding tohc/2e becomes
smaller and atU5Ucr it vanishes. Note, however, that fo
very large values ofNa ,uUcru becomes quite small; henc
even for very smalluUu the behavior of energy with respec
to flux is the same. The behavior of ground-state energ
shown explicitly for various values ofU and Na in Figs.
5c–5f. In the very largeNa limit, using Eqs.~16! and ~17!,
we can show that

E'2AU2116 cos2 b ~21!

for even and odd values ofn. The last expression can b
obtained directly from Eq.~7! by changing the summation
over p to an integral.

For U.0, in the limit Na@1

DE1'
2p2

Na
2 S 12

1

2 S UNa

81UNa
D 2D 2

, ~22!

DE2'
2p2

Na
2 S 1

2 S UNa

81UNa
D 2D 2

. ~23!

Hence, for U3Na→`, DE15DE251/4(2p2/Na
2). Both

DE1 and DE2 behave like 1/Na
2, and DE1 /DE2→1 ~Fig.
r

FIG. 5. ~a! Minimal energy versus flux forNa510 and 20 (U5210). Comparison of oscillations forNa510 and 20 shows the 1/Na
2 behavior of the

amplitude.~b! Minimal energy versus flux forNa510 and 15 (U510). As the number of sites increases~larger Na!, DE1 /DE2 approaches 1.~c–f!
Ground-state energy for different values ofNa and negativeU. Compared to the oscillations in~a! for Na510 amplitudeDE2 becomes smaller in~c!. This
occurs becauseU comes closer toUcr , if larger values ofU were used, even smallerDE2 values would be obtained.~d!, ~e!, and~f! demonstrates the behavio
of the system withNa5100. This time even withU521, DE2 is still almost equal toDE1 , because for larger values ofNa ,Ucr becomes larger and
approaches zero. ForU520.1 a decrease inDE2 is observed.~g–j! Ground-state energy for different values ofNa and for positiveU. For smaller values of
U(U→0)DE2 becomes smaller. But just as in theU,0 case, for larger values ofNa , even for very small values ofU, there is still aF0/2 periodicity. It
should be noted that in all cases, asNa→`, all oscillations vanish,DE1,2→0.
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5b!. But for U→0, U3Na→0; DE152p2/Na
2 and DE2

50. The plots of energy versus flux behavior of the syst
for positiveU are shown explicitly in Figs. 5g–5j.

With the new state found in our work, anhc/2e period-
icity of the ground-state energy appears even for positiveU.
This branch vanishes gradually asU→0. It is not possible to
find this periodicity with the Lieb–Wu solution.

B. Comparison with other theories

The energy oscillations with thehc/2e periodicity were
calculated in the strongly correlated electron models, incl
ing the Hubbard model, in a number of papers.11–17 In some
papers18–21 the Hubbard model was examined by using t
Lieb and Wu solution.9 The oscillations with thehc/2e pe-
riodicity for negativeU can be found by starting directl
from the original solution presented by Lieb and Wu, sin
the new state found in our work does not become the m
mum energy state. But for positiveU, new states should b
included to obtain the correcthc/2e periodicity. The Lieb
and Wu solution does not lead to thehc/2e periodicity for
positiveU.

1! Why Lieb–Wu is incomplete:
Let us consider the Lieb–Wu equations~with no magnetic
flux F!

exp~ iNak1!5
sin k12sin k21 iU /2

sin k12sin k22 iU /2
, ~24!

exp~ iNak2!5
sin k22sin k11 iU /2

sin k22sin k12 iU /2
. ~25!

Dividing the first equation by the second, withk11k25Q
andk12k252k, we obtain

exp~2iNak!5S 2 sin k cos~Q/21a!1 iU /2

2 sin k cos~Q/21a!2 iU /2D
2

. ~26!

The energy equation is

E522~cosk11cosk2!524 cos~Q/2!cosk, ~27!

and the new eigenvalue found by us is

E524 cos~Q/2!cos~p/Na!. ~28!

Therefore,k should be equal top/Na in Eq. ~27!. According
to Eq. ~26! it is obvious that this is possible only ifU50.
The Lieb–Wu solution does not give this result for allU
exceptU50.

In the original paper of Lieb and Wu9 it is explicitly
stated that the momentakj should be unequal, which mean
that bothI 12I 2 andI 11I 2 cannot be equal to zero~I 1 andI 2

are integers in the original paper of Lieb and Wu.9 This is
also the case in our procedures. In terms of our appro
k50 should be excluded from the solution set. But in so
papers14 k1 is assumed to be equal tok2 , so thatk50 and a
F0/2 periodicity is obtained by accident.
-

e
i-

h,
e

3. CONTRACTION MODEL

A. Physical background

In the investigation of unusual electronic properties
metal-oxide compounds it was proposed7,8,22 that the new
features in the electronic band conduction in oxide me
should be included. The first one is the possibility th
‘‘intrinsic-hole’’ rather than intrinsic-electron carriers ma
play a role. The second one is that, provided intrinsic ho
are at work, one-particle picture of the electronic transpor
not fully adequate, because the interaction between holes~re-
pulsive or attractive! must be included, and because the fa
that the hopping of holes in itself cannot be considered
constant in amplitude and is strongly dependent upon
occupation.

Normally, two oxygen atoms have a strong tendency
make covalent bonding, which results in the formation of
oxygen molecule, O2. However, in a proper chemical su
rounding, this may not happen if the nearest neighbor ato
are not too close to each other. In this case the other scen
which is reminiscent of metallic oxygen, applies. We c
assume that this is just what happens in the metal-oxide
perconductors. In the CuO2 plane of the latter, due to larg
ionic radii of oxygen, the oxygen orbitals overlap each oth
almost as strongly as the near site oxygen and copper orb
do. The O2 molecules therefore are not formed, and the el
trons derived from thep6 shell are the conducting electron
The charge carriers are holes in thep6 shell, which propagate
from one oxygen anion to the next nearest one by hopp
Because of the contraction of thep orbital of oxygen as a
result of occupation by a hole, hole hopping betwe
nearest-neighbor sites (i , j ) is dependent on the opposite-sp
hole occupation number. In the second quantization rep
sentation it was suggested to consider the hopping ma
elementt i j as an operator which depends on the occupa
number operatorsni and nj at the atomic sitesRi and Rj .
There are three independent matrix elements,t0 , t1 , and t2

~Refs. 23 and 26!, which in the case of two oxygen anion
correspond to the following, charge transfer reactions:

t0 : Oi
21Oj

22→Oi
221Oj

2

t1 : Oi1Oj
22→Oi

221Oj , ~29!

t2 ; Oi1Oj
2→Oi

21Oj ,

which result in

t i j 5t0~12ni ,2s!~12nj ,2s!1t1@ni ,2s~12nj ,2s!

1nj ,2s~12ni ,2s!#1t2ni ,2snj ,2s . ~30!

The occupation dependence of the hopping can be re
sented in another form:

t i j 52t1Vni ,2snj ,2s1W~ni ,2s1nj ,2s!, ~31!

where from Eq.~30! we obtain

t52t0 , V5t022t11t2 , W5t12t0 . ~32!

Hence, the 1D version of the interacting holes in an anio
network can be represented by the following Hamiltonia
which includes the on-site interaction termU:
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H52(
j s

cj s
1 cj 11,s exp~ ia!1H.c.1U(

j
nj↑nj↓

1(
j ,s

cj s
1 cj 11,s@Vnj ,2snj 11,2s1W~nj ,2s

1nj 11,2s!#exp~ ia!1H.c. ~33!

The effect of the coupling term W has been considered
great detail in the paper of Hirsch and Marsiglio,7 as well as
by Kulik et al.8,25

B. Bound state of two electrons

As before, we use the wave function for two electro
one with spin up and the other with spin down,

uC&5 (
x1 ,x2

f ~x1 ,x2!cx1↓
1 cx2↑

1 u0&. ~34!

In momentum space the eigenvalue equationHuC&5EuC&
gives

F12US0~E!2WS1~E! 2WS0~E!

US1~E!1WS2~E! 211WS1~E!
G3FF0~Q!

F1~Q!G50,

~35!

where

1

Na
(
K

~«K12K1a1«K21K1a!nf K12K,K21K[Fn~Q!,

~36!

n50, 1, and

1

Na
(

p

~«K12p1a1«K21p1a!n

E1~«K12p1a1«K21p1a!
[Sn~E!, ~37!

n50 , 1, 2;«k52 cosk. Hence, either the determinant of th
first matrix is equal to zero or both terms of the vector a
zero.

For two electronsV does not show up. The effect ofV in
the weak-coupling regime was considered previously.8

In the caseF05F150 the energy eigenvalue of the sy
tem becomes

E522 cos~q1a!22 cos~Q2q1a!

524 cos~Q/22q!cosb. ~38!

It is possible to have bothF0 andF1 equal to zero, while all
f ’s are not individually equal to zero only if for two differen
values ofq, 2 cos(q1a)12 cos(Q2q1a) are coinciding.

For the other case, i.e., when determinant of the fi
matrix in Eq.~35! is equal to zero, the transcendental equ
tion is found as follows:

~W21!2

U1W~W22!E
5S0~E!. ~39!

The plot ofS0(E) is presented in Fig. 6. Equation~39! can
be solved numerically, which is done to test our results. If
set W50 in the last equation, we immediately obtain t
in

,

e

t
-

e

result of the 1D Hubbard model discussed in Sec. 2. Wi
similar calculations as in the previous sections, the minim
energy corresponding to Eq.~39! is found as

E52~cosk11cosk2!524 cosx cosb, ~40!

wherex is determined by

tan
Nax

2
52sS 4~W21!2 sin x cosb

U24W~W22!cosx cosb D s

. ~41!

Here s511 or 21 for odd or even values ofn. In the
hatched region in Fig. 7 for odd values ofn the expression

FIG. 6. Plot of the transcendental equation for the contraction model.
intersection points ofS0(E) ~solid line! with 1/F(E) ~dashed line! give the
energy eigenvalues. HereNa510, F5F0/2, n59, U522, andW51.5.

FIG. 7. Phase space for bound states of two electrons. The hatched r
corresponds to the free propagating states and the nonhatched region
sponds to the bound states of two electrons within the contraction mo
The solid line corresponds to the equationU52W(W22)E1 , whereE1

524 cosb for evenn andE1524 cosb cos(p/Na) for odd n.
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TABLE II. Minimum energy for different values ofU.

U.2W(W22)E1

hatched part in Fig. 7
U,2W(W22)E1

nonhatched part in Fig. 7

E524 cosx cosb E524 coshk cosb

evenn

with x ~real! determined by withk ~real! determined by

tanSNax

2 D5 U24W~W22!cosx cosb

4~W21!2 sinx cosb
tanh

Nak

2
52

U24W~W22!coshk cosb

4~W21!2 sinhk cosb

U,Ucr U.Ucr

E524 coshk cosb, E524 cosx cosb,

odd n E524 cosb cos(p/Na)

wherek is determined by wherex is determined by

tanh
Nak

2
52

4~W21!2 sinhk cosb

U24W~W22!coshk cosb
tan

Nax

2
52

4~W21!2 sinx cosb

U24W~W22!cosx cosb
re

o

d
o

g
e
A
ig
lly

th
e
8

sm.

r
e

E524 cos~p/Na!cosb ~42!

gives the minimum energy value. The curve in Fig. 7 cor
sponds to U52W(W22)E1 , where E1524 cosb for
evenn and E1524 cosb cos(p/Na) for odd n. The result-
ing values of the ground-state energy for different values
U andW are summarized in Table II.

HereUcr is found in a similar way to that of the Hubbar
model. The energy-versus-flux dependence for two electr
in the contraction model is shown in Fig. 8.

The amplitudes of the energy oscillations in theNa@1
limit are found as follows:

~i! For the nonhatched region below the curve~the
bound states! andU,Ucr (U,Ucr,2W(W22)E1):

DE15DE25DE

'
~2p2/Na

2!~W21!4

$U2W2~W22!21~2W224W11!@16~W21!41U2#%1/2.

~43!

Hence there is aF0/2 periodicity. The branch correspondin
to the expression in Eq.~42! for odd n does not become th
minimum energy; it is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 8a.
U→Ucr from below, the branch which is marked as 2 in F
8c fades away from being the minimum energy. Eventua
at U5Ucr there is no moreF0/2 periodicity. For very large
Na(Na→`), Ucr→4W(W22). It is interesting that in this
very large Na limit E1→24, so that the curve in Fig. 7
corresponds toU54W(W22);Ucr . Hence, for very large
Na , anyU which satisfiesU,4W(W22) is less thanUcr ;
therefore, almost always there is aF0/2 periodicity in the
nonhatched region in Fig. 7.

~ii ! For the shaded region above the curve in Fig. 7
expression in Eq.~42! becomes the minimum energy of th
system. This branch is shown as the dashed line in Fig.
The corresponding amplitudes are

DE1'~2p2/Na
2!~12l!2, ~44!

DE2'~2p2/Na
2!l2, ~45!

where
-

f

ns

s
.
,

e

a.

l5
1

2 S ~U24W~W22!!Na

8~W21!21Na@U24W~W22!# D
2

. ~46!

FIG. 8. Energy versus flux for two electrons in the contraction mechani
Note the resemblance of this figure to Fig. 3. Here instead ofU.0 there is
U.2W(W22)E1 ; similarly for U,0 there is theU,24W(W22) cri-
terion. In ~a! the solid curves correspond to the expression~40! and the
dashed curve corresponds to the expression~42!. Just like forU.0 in the
Hubbard model, in the contraction model forU.2W(W22)E1 the dashed
curve becomes the minimal energy of the model.~b! The same as~a! to
show the behavior of the system more clearly. In~a! and ~b! Na510, U
522, W51.5. In ~c! U,2W(W22)E1 , just as in the Hubbard model fo
U,0, the solution corresponding to Eq.~42! does not take place as th
minimum energy of the model. The solid curves1–3 correspond to Eq.~40!
and the dashed curve corresponds to Eq.~42!. ~d! is the same as~c! to show
the behavior more clearly. In~c! and ~d! Na510, U52, andW521.
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For (U24W(W22))Na→`, DE15DE251/4(2p2/Na
2).

But for (U24W(W22))Na→0, DE152p2/Na
2, and DE2

50.
All results found here and in the previous section for t

Hubbard model are in close correlation. In the Hubba
model and the contraction model two different types of
lutions were found. For the Hubbard model a new type
solution gives theF0/2 periodicity forU.0, which is absent
in the Lieb–Wu solution, while in the contraction model th
type of solution gives theF0/2 periodicity for U.2W(W
22)E1 . In the Hubbard model forU,0 can be larger or
smaller thanE0 , depending on whetherU is larger or
smaller than a critical valueUcr . Similarly for the contrac-
tion model for U,2W(W22)E1 ,E can be larger or
smaller thanE0 , depending on whetherU is larger or
smaller thanUcr . For Hubbard modelUcr becomes zero for
very large Na , for contraction model it becomes 4W(W
22). In all these inequalities one can get Hubbard mo
type relations settingW50 in contraction model relations.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the one-dimensional Hubbard model and the contr
tion model for two electrons, the periodicity of ground-sta
energy with respect to flux ishc/2e. Our study shows tha
the solution for a one-dimensional Hubbard model by L
and Wu9 in 1968 is not complete, at least for two electron
For positive on-site interaction new states found by us c
respond to the ground-state energy. Hence, they play an
portant role for correct behavior of the ground-state ene
of the system. Generalizing the current results to more t
two electrons will be the task of a future work. It is ve
likely that for more than two electrons new states, wh
cannot be determined by the Lieb and Wu results, will
found. The model for the ground-state energy of contract
has ahc/2e periodicity also. But it is not easy to speak abo
superconductivity very clearly. For some range of the val
of U andW it is likely that this model results in supercon
ductivity. To show that this model serves as a model
superconductivity, other probing methods should be use
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Peculiarities of vortex state of Bi-2212 single crystals
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A phase diagram of the vortex state of Bi-2212 single crystals in a magnetic field parallel to the
ĉ-axis proposed under the assumption on the two-stage destruction of long-range vortex
correlation in such crystals matches with the experimental results obtained by using different
methods.1–7 The intersection of the dimensional crossover lineBcr(T) with the line
corresponding to violation of long-range vortex correlations in the (ab̂)-plane makes it possible
to explain the discontinuity at the critical point of the vortex lattice melting curveTm(B).
Possibilities of experimental investigation of low-temperature condensed state forB.Bcr and the
temperature dependenceBcr(T) are considered. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!00604-5#
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The application of various methods for studying t
mixed state of Bi2Sr2Ca1Cu2Ox ~Bi-2212! single crystals led
to a considerable advance in constructing the magnetic p
diagram.1–7 The existence of a vortex lattice which is tran
formed into a disordered condensed state atT<50 K upon an
increase in the magnetic field to 500 Oe was confirmed
recent experiments on small-angle neutron scattering1 and
spin rotation of muons.2 As the temperature is elevated
T.Tm , whereTm is the melting point, the vortex lattice i
transformed into a 3D vortex liquid.1–7 In spite of an aston-
ishing qualitative agreement between the results obtaine
Refs. 1 and 2 and the results of resistive, magnetic, and t
mal measurements,3–8 a number of important aspects rema
unclear, namely:

~1! discontinuity of the melting curve for a vortex lattice
the critical point1–7:

~2! strong dependence of the melting curve on the cry
anisotropy, electron radiation dose,7 and the magnitude
of transport current6,

~3! the nature of the disordered condensed state in the
temperature region of the phase diagram in fields wea
than 1000 Oe.1–3,6,7

In this communication, we discuss these problems
the model of phase diagram for Bi-2212 in the mixed st
matching with the results obtained in Refs. 1–8.

The phase diagram for Bi-2212 in a magnetic field p

allel to theĉ-axis shown in Fig. 1 is based on the assumpt
that long-range correlations are destroyed upon an incr
in the field or temperature in two stages. The longitudi
and transverse correlation functions should obviously
taken into account in systems for which the number of co
ponents in the order parameter is greater than unity~see, for
example, Refs. 9 and 10!. The two-stage destruction of long
range correlations for anisotropic~quasi-two-dimensional!
high-Tc superconductors was considered for the first time
Glazman and Koshelev11 and was confirmed in recent ex
periments made by Keeneret al.6 It should be noted that the
2471063-777X/98/24(4)/3/$15.00
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regions of existence of the long-range order in the arran
ment of vortices and the long-range superconducting or
do not coincide due to nonlocal relations between cor
sponding fluctuations.

The long-range order in the vortex state is determined
the behavior of the vortex correlation functionCG describing
translational correlations for vortex lines in the space of th
displacements12 u(r,z), i.e.,

CG~r,z!5^exp iG@u~r,z!2u~0,0!#&, ~1!

whereG is the reciprocal vector of the vortex lattice,r the
radius vector in the (ab̂) plane, and theẑ-axis coincides with
the ĉ-axis. For z→`, the asymptotic form of the vortex
correlation function is determined by the correlation leng
jc

v along theĉ axis:

CG~r,z→`!5expF2
1

2
G2^u2&G~11jc

vz21!. ~2!

For r→`, the correlation lengthjab
v in the (ab̂) plane

determines the behavior of the correlation function

CG~r→`,z!5expF2
1

2
G2^u2&G~11jab

v r21!. ~3!

The temperature and magnetic-field dependences of
tex correlation lengths are presented in Refs. 10 and 12.

In the case of Bi-2212, the peculiarities of the mixe
state and the two-stage nature of destruction of long-ra
correlations are due to strong anisotropy of electromagn
interactions and weak pinning of vortex lines in the (ab̂)
plane. This leads to the existence of two curves on theB–T
plane, whereB is the magnetic induction. One of thes
curves, which is the dimensional crossover curveBcr(T) cor-
responds to violation of long-range correlations along
ĉ-axis and is determined from the condition of equality
the correlation length along theĉ-axis to the separations
between superconducting copper–oxygen planes:
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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jc
v~B,T!5s. ~4!

The second curve corresponds to the destruction of lo
range correlations in the (ab̂) plane and is determined from
the condition of equality of the correlation length in the (ab̂)
plane to the separationa5(F0 /B)1/2 between vortices,
whereF0 is the magnetic flux quantum:

jab
v ~B,T!5a. ~5!

The dimensional crossover curve divides the phase
gram into the two- and three-dimensional parts. An incre
in the magnetic fieldB.Bcr in the regionT<50 K leads to
dimensional crossover of vortices, and the vortex lattice
transformed into the condensed state of two-dimensio
vortices with strong pinning. Violation of long-range corr
lations along theĉ-axis is accompanied by the loss of matc
ing in the arrangement of 2D-vortices in adjacent copper
oxygen planes (ab̂). The existence of the curve boundin
from above the vortex lattice phase at low temperature
confirmed by various measurements.1–3,6,7 The assumption
concerning the observation of dimensional crossover
discussed in Refs. 1, 7, and 8. The order-of-magnitude e
mates giveBcr'F0 /(gs)25470 Oe for Bi-2212~g2 is the
ratio of effective masses,g5140,s515 Å!, which is in ac-
cord with the results of measurements.1–3 We assume that a
modification of the Giaever method can be used for de
mining the nature of the low-temperature state forB.Bcr .
The existence of a dislocation mesh in the (ab̂) plane13 can
lead to strong pinning of 2D vortices, observed in magneti
and resistive measurements.6,7

The positions of 2D vortices at low temperatures o
each individual (ab̂) plane are correlated. As the temper
ture increases toT.T2D(B), long-range vortex correlation
in the (ab̂) plane are violated. It is well known that th
melting of the lattice of 2D vortices differs significantly
from the melting of a three-dimensional lattice.14 For
B.Bcr and T.T2D(B), no long-range vortex correlation
existed in the two-dimensional part of the phase diagra
Such a state known as a two-dimensional vortex liquid d
fers from the normal state in strong two-dimensional fluct
tions. For this reason, the melting curve in magnetic3,7,15and
resistive6,16 measurements terminate at the ‘‘critical’’ poin
Tcr , whereTm(B)5Bcr(Tcr).

In the three-dimensional part of the phase diagram,
B,Bcr , an increase in temperature leads to the vortex lat
melting ~theTm(B) curve in Fig. 1! and to violation of long-
range vortex correlations in the (ab̂) plane: the vortex lattice
is transformed into a vortex lines liquid. Like the melting
the crystal lattice, this is a first-order transition accompan
only by the violation of long-range correlations of vorte
lines without changing the dimensionality of vortex excit
tions. This part of the diagram differs insignificantly fro
the phase diagram for low-temperature superconductors
which ‘‘one-dimensional’’ superconductivity was observ
at T,Tc .17,18

The position of the melting curveTm(B) and the critical
point Tcr on the phase diagram depends considerably on
extent of anisotropy of the single crystal3,7 and on the trans-
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port current,6,16 as well as on the time of measurements.16 In
resistive measurements,6,16 the Tm(B) curve is shifted to the
high-temperature region upon a decrease in current and
proaches the line corresponding to violation of long-ran
correlations along theĉ-axis. Keeneret al.6,16 proposed that
the two-stage destruction of long-range vortex correlation
associated with nonequilibrium conditions of melting. Th
may be due to experimental conditions and can be de
mined by intrinsic properties inherent in Bi-2212 com
pounds. During measurements in such a large tempera
interval, thermal excitations change the distribution of d
fects and the dynamics of their movement. It was prove19

that the action of a magnetic fieldH,235 Oe changes the
distribution of defects in Bi ceramic samples so substantia
that the initial distribution of defects can be restored only
annealing to 1000 K followed by thermocycling. Accordin
to Keeneret al.,16 long-term current in the sample causes
shift in the melting curve, reflecting the change in disorder
a result of the movement of defects activated by heating
current.

The coincidence of the melting curves obtained fro
resistive~under a current 20 mA!6 and magnetic measure
ments ~in fields up to 700 Oe!11 indicates that the vortex
lattice melting in these experiments takes place under id
tical nonequilibrium conditions. However, considerab
changes in melting curves are observed for crystals grown
different methods and for different experimental techniqu
~see the figure in Ref. 16!. Such changes can be explained
we assume that the lines of long-range correlation dest
tion depend on temperature, and on the concentration of o
gen and Bi, Sr, Ca, and Cu cations. According to Refs. 3

FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagram for Bi-2212 in the mixed state. The s
line marks the upper critical fieldBc2 . The lines of destruction of long-

range correlations in the (ab̂) plane are curveT2D(B) at T,Tcr and the
melting curveTm(B) at T.Tcr(B). The dashed curveBcr(T) is the line of

destruction of long-range correlations along theĉ-axis. The pointTcr of
intersection of these curves is the discontinuity point on the melting cu
The results of measurements for a sample bombarded by electrons7 are
marked byn ~radiation dose 6•1018 cm22!.
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and 16, the melting temperatureTm(B) increases in the
course of sample saturation with oxygen. The crossover
Bcr(T) in Fig. 1 consists of three segments. One of them
the low-temperature part, on which only the long-range c

relations in the vortex lattice along theĉ-axis are violated for

B5Bcr(T), while correlations in the (ab̂) plane are pre-
served. The second segment~the line Td in Fig. 1! is the
high-temperature part of the curve corresponding to rup
of bonds between layered in a 3D vortex liquid. This means
that no long-range vortex correlation are observed atT.Td

and we are dealing with a normal state with strong tw
dimensional fluctuations as atT.T2D(B). We assume tha
the third part existing at moderate temperatures connects
first and second segments of theBcr(T) curve. Recent experi
ments on low-angle neutron scattering20,21 indicate that a
vortex lattice that is not observed at lower temperature
formed in fields stronger than 600 Oe atT.30 K. This sug-
gests the existence of a maximum on theBcr(T) curve at
T;0.5Tc . The temperature dependence of the crossover
is probably due to electromagnetic and Josephson bonds
tween layers, which have different temperature depende
as well as due to the ‘‘size’’ effect10 for jc

v(B,T)> l c , where
l c is half the transverse size of the sample.

Thus, we have analyzed the phase diagram for Bi-2

single crystals in a magnetic field parallel to theĉ-axis under
the assumption of intrinsic two-stage destruction of lon
range correlations. The analysis leads to the following c
clusions.

~1! The melting curve terminates at the critical point whe
the dimensional crossover curveBcr(T) intersects the
line corresponding to long-range correlation destruct

in the (ab̂) plane. TheTm(B) curve is the only line on
which long-range correlations are violated without
change in the dimensionality of vortex excitation. W
assume that the shape of theBcr curve depends signifi
cantly on temperature.

~2! Nonequilibrium conditions of melting lead to the depe
dence of the melting curve on the methods of measu
ments and growth of crystals. This is due to a we
pinning of defects~oxygen atoms and vacancies as w
as dislocations! and reflects a change in disorder und
the action of temperature, current, and magnetic field

~3! The low-temperature state observed forB.Bcr is a con-
densed state of 2D vortices with strong pinning due to

the existence of a dislocation mesh in the (ab̂) plane of
Bi-2212 single crystals.
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In order to verify the last statement and analyze the te
perature dependence ofBcr , one can use a modification o
the Giaever method, which makes it possible to determ
the dimensionality of vortices.22 The effect of a two-
dimensional dislocation mesh on the pinning of 2D vortices
can be determined after sample annealing in vacuum for
an hour at 500 °C. The dislocation mesh vanishes u
cooling,9 and the ordered states of 2D vortices must be ob-
served in some (ab̂) planes. Resistive measurements at c
rents smaller than 0.1 mA should be continued in order
study the origin of nonequilibrium conditions. The coinc
dence of theTm(B) and Td(B) curves would confirm the
hypothesis put forth by Keeneret al.,6 according to which
the two-stage violation of long-range correlations is due
nonequilibrium conditions of measurements. It should be
teresting to observe the ‘‘size’’ effect predicted by Yeh10: as
the transverse sizel c of the sample decreases, theTd(B)
curve corresponding to the violation of long-range vort
correlations in theĉ-axis must be displaced towards low
temperature region.
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Low-temperature resistivity of Zener ferromagnets
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Low-temperature resistivityr(T) of Zener ferromagnets due to the interaction between the
conducting and magnetic subsystem is studied. The effective Hamiltonian is obtained by using the
representation of Hubbard’s operators in terms of local pseudospins and spinless fermions.
The contribution tor(T) from scattering of charge carriers by spin waves and magnetic
inhomogeneities is considered. The latter are simulated by a vector field with random
orientation and location of scattering center. The obtained dependencer(T)5r01r1T3/21r2T5/2

is compared with the available experimental and theoretical results. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00704-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Zener1 introduced the ‘‘double-exchange’’ mechanis
in order to explain ferromagnetism of compounds with t
perovskite structure with ions of the same element but w
difference valencies in equivalent positions of the crystal
tice. Kubo and Ohata,2 who studied the resistivity of a Zene
ferromagnet in the low-temperature regionT!TC ~TC is the
Curie temperature!, obtained the dependencer(T);T9/2.
Perovskite-type manganites are regarded as typical repre
tatives of systems with ‘‘double exchange’’3 ~see also Ref.
4!. However, none of these systems obeys the tempera
dependence of resistivity described by a 9/2-power law
spite of their diversity. For example, a dependence of
type r(T)5A02B0T1C0T2 was obtained for
La2/3Ba1/3MnO3 films.5 The low-temperature behavior o
r(T) studied by Schifferet al.6 for La12xCaxMnO3 ~x
50.20; 0.33; 0.45! is successfully approximated by the d
pendencer(T)5r01r1T5/2. Urushibaraet al.7 described
the resistivity of La12xSrxMnO3 single crystals withx
50.2, 0.3, and 0.4 atT,200 K by the functionr(T)
5r(0)1r1T2. A detailed analysis of transport and magne
properties of bulk samples and thin epitaxial films
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 and La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 was carried out in a
recent publication by Snyder.8 The observed behavior o
low-temperature resistivity of these systems is correctly
scribed by the dependencer(T)5r01r2T2. A polynomial
of the formr01r2T21rnTn with n varying in the interval
4,n,5 made it possible to describe ther(T) curve down
to the Curie temperature.

The spread in experimental relations forr(T) indicates
the diversity of elastic and inelastic mechanisms of cha
carrier scattering. The contribution of each mechanism
be noticeably enhanced or suppressed by varying the sa
preparation technique. However, it is interesting to note t
empirical relations forr(T)5–8 differ significantly from the
theoretical results.2 Since the concept of ‘‘double exchange
between the Mn31 and Mn41 ions can be regarded as su
2501063-777X/98/24(4)/5/$15.00
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stantiated for perovskite-type manganites, such a discrepa
can be associated with the mechanisms of formation of lo
temperature resistivity of manganites that differ from tho
considered by Kubo and Ohata,2 or some of the approxima
tions used for calculating ther(T) dependence may not b
applicable. In this connection, it is expedient to consid
again the theory of low-temperature resistivity of manga
ites.

Using the slave-fermion representation for Hubbard o
erators, we consider the magnetic mechanisms of forma
of low-temperature resistivity of Zener ferromagnets. T
contribution tor(T) due to charge carrier scattering by sp
waves is described by the dependenceT5/2, while the terms
proportional toT3/2 appear in the expression for resistivity
we take into account the scattering of charge carriers
magnetic inhomogeneities. Heterogeneity of the magn
structure is simulated by the classical vector field with ra
dom orientation and location of a scattering center. The
tainedr(T) dependence is compared with the available
perimental and theoretical results.

1. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FOR AN ELECTRON MOVING
IN A FERROMAGNETIC MATRIX

We shall first consider the ideal case, i.e., a lattice wi
out magnetic and crystal defects. Suppose that we hav
system of spinsS localized at crystal lattice sites. Electron
whose numberNe is smaller than the numberN of lattice
sites move from site to site. In the case when the Coulo
repulsion of electrons at a lattice site is strong, the sys
can be described by a Hamiltonian of the form

H52(
i j

t i j ~12ni s̄!Cis
1 Cj s~12nj s̄!2K(

i
Sis i

2
1

2
J(

i j
SiSj , ~1!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where t i j is the kinetic term describing the motion of ele
trons between nearest neighbors in the lattice,K the intra-
atomic exchange integral of interaction between the lo
spin Si and the electron spins i at thei th site~Hund’s bind-
ing energy!, andJ the effective exchange interaction of loc
spins of the lattice. The factor (12ni s̄), wheres̄52s de-
scribes the prohibition for an electron with spins to be at a
lattice site containing an electron with the opposite spin.
this way, the condition that electrons move over vacant
tice site is taken into consideration. In Eq.~1!, Cis

1 andCis

are the Fermi operators of creation and annihilation of
electron with spin s at the i th lattice site,
s i5(1/2)(Cis

1 t̂ss8Cis8 ~t̂ are Pauli matrices!, and
nis5Cis

1 Cis . We shall assume that the initial antiferroma
netic order of the matrix is suppressed by ‘‘double e
change,’’ and a metallic phase with the ferromagnetic ord
ing of local spins exists in the system. The interacti
between the electron spin and the spin of a lattice site is
ferromagnetic. The magnetic ordering temperature for m
ganites is JS2'200 K(;0.02 eV). According to
estimates,9,10 the conduction band width ista2'1.0 eV, and
the energy of interaction between an electron and a local
is KS'1.5 eV. For the sake of simplicity, however, we sh
consider stronger relations between the parameters of
Hamiltonian:KS@ta2@JS2.

By virtue of the conditionN.Ne and the type of elec-
tron movement, the spin at a lattice site is variable. We s
take this fact into account by using the methods develo
for investigating strongly correlated electron systems.11 That
is, we shall use the slave-fermion~according to the terminol-
ogy used by Izyumov11! representation for Hubbar
operators12–14 and single out the spin and charge degrees
freedom for electrons by using the following relations b
tween operators:

Ci↑~12ni↓!5hi
1S 1

2
1si

zD , Ci↓~12ni↑!5hi
1si

1 ,

~12ni↓!Ci↑
15hi S 1

2
1si

zD , Ci↓
1~12ni↑!5hisi

2 ,

~2!

s i5sihihi
1 .

Here the operators of spinless fermions~‘‘holes’’ ! hi ,hi
1

commute with the operators of pseudospins; as usual,s6

5sx6 isy . The separation of spin and charge degrees
freedom of an electron simplifies the physical aspect of
problem. At the same time, a transition to pseudospins in
duces certain difficulties: we must take into account c
straints that rule out nonphysical states inevitably introdu
by these concepts. This question was analyzed most t
oughly for models of strongly correlated systems~see the
review by Izyumov11!. For example, in the case of the Hu
bard model, representation~2! contains only one local con
straint which is automatically satisfied in the limitU@t ~U is
the Coulomb repulsion energy for electrons at a lattice si!.
Besides, conditions~2! do not include a relation between th
charge and spin degrees of freedom.12,14 For models of type
~1!, these problems have not been discussed. However, t
are no additional reasons either for which the role of n
l
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physical states in model~1! would be more significant than
in the Hubbard model. It should also be noted that in Re
the projection operators (12nis) were replaced by unity,
while we take them into account completely by using rep
sentation~2!.

Using the slave-fermion representation, we can red
the initial Hamiltonian~1! for electrons moving in a ferro-
magnetic matrix to the effective Hamiltonian

H5(
i j

t i j hi
1hjF1

4
1

1

2
~si

z1sj
z!1si

zsj
z1si

2sj
1G

2K(
i

hihi
1FSi

zsi
z1

1

2
~Si

1si
21si

1Si
2!G

2
1

2
J(

i j
~Si

zSj
z1Si

2Sj
1! ~3!

for spinless ‘‘holes’’ moving in the ‘‘two-sublattice’’ ferro-
magnetic matrix with a constant spin (S11/2) at lattice sites.
Following Kubo and Ohata,2 we shall use the low-
temperature expansion of spin variables in Bose operato

Si
15A2S ai , Si

25A2S ai
1 , Si

z5S2ai
1ai ;

si
15bi , si

25bi
1 , si

z5
1

2
2bi

1bi .

At this stage, The Hamiltonian quadratic in the operat
assumes the following form in the Fourier representation

H05(
k

~Ek2m!hk
1hk1(

k
@A1kak

1ak1A2bk
1bk

1B~ak
1bk1bk

1ak!#. ~4!

The first term includes the chemical potentialm, and we have
used the following notation:A1k5K/21S(J02JK), A2

5SK, andB52KAS/2; Jk and Ek are Fourier transforms
of effective exchange and hopping integral, respectively
should be emphasized that Hamiltonian~4! preserves the to-
tal number of spin deviations. Nevertheless, it is conveni
to diagonalize the Hamiltonian and go over to Bose opera
of quasiparticlesak

1 ,ak andbk
1 ,bk . After a u–v transfor-

mation of the formak5u1kak1v1kbk , bk5u2kbk1v2kak
with the coefficients

u1k5S A22«1k

«2k2«1k
D 1/2

, v1k5S «2k2A2

«2k2«1k
D 1/2

u2k5S «2k2A1k

«2k2«1k
D 1/2

, v2k5S A1k2«1k

«2k2«1k
D 1/2

we go over to diagonal form of the Bose component of
quadratic Hamiltonian also. The energies of spin-wa
~Bose! excitations are given by

«k5
2S

2S11
«k , «2k5S S1

1

2DK1
«k

2S11
, ~5!

where«k5S(J02Jk). Thus, the interaction between the su
system of band charge carriers and the local system of s
leads to the emergence of the exchange~optical! branch«2k
in addition to the acoustic branch«1k in the spectrum of
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spin-wave excitations. Such a situation is typical of magn
in which magnetic ions can be in states with different vale
cies.

The interaction of spin waves and ‘‘holes’’ in the fir
nonvanishing approximation is described by the Hamilton
H45H481H49 , where

H485N21(
1234

$w1h1
1a2

1h3a41w2h1
1b2

1h3b4

1w3h1
1a2

1h3b41w4h1
1b2

1h3a4%D~1222324!. ~6!

Herew1,2,3,4are the amplitudes of scattering of ‘‘holes’’ an
spin waves at each other,15k1 , 25k2 , and so on. The term
H49 describes scattering of spin waves at one another with
the participation of ‘‘holes’’ and is important for establishin
thermodynamic equilibrium in the spin subsystem. We sh
assume that this equilibrium has already set in, and the
plicit form of H49 is not required.

2. RESISTIVITY AT LOW TEMPERATURES

Following Kubo and Ohata,2 ~see also Ref. 15!, we can
obtain the following expression for the temperature dep
dence resistivityr(T):

r~T!5S 1

3
e2M2D 2FN21(

k
S ]Ek

]k D 2 ] f k
0

]Ek
G22

N21

3(
k

kI coll~ f k!, ~7!

where f k
0 is the equilibrium andf k the nonequilibrium

‘‘hole’’ distribution functions ~here and below, the Planc
constant\51!. At low temperatures, the contribution of ex
change magnons to the ‘‘hole’’ kinetics can be neglected
view of their high activation energy. As a result, we obta
the following expression for the collision integralI coll( f k):

I coll~ f k!52pN22(
pq

uw1u2$~12 f k!~11Np! f pNk1p2q

2 f kNp~12 f q!~11Nk1p2q!%d~Ek1«1p2Eq

2«1k1p2q!.

While calculatingI coll( f k), we shall assume that the follow
ing conditions are satisfied~in this case, we confine our
selves to the assumptions made by Kubo and Ohata2!: equi-
librium distribution is observed in the magnon system a
Fermi-liquid effects are small. The second condition impl
that the nonequilibrium ‘‘hole’’ distribution function in a
weak electric fieldE can be presented in the form

f k5 f k
01 f k

~1!5 f k
02e~E•v!tk

] f k
0

]Ek

and the effect of weak deviations from equilibrium on t
fermion energyEk can be disregarded. In the above expr
sion, we have used the following notation:Ek5k2/2M ,
v5]Ek /]k, and tk is the transport relaxation time fo
‘‘holes.’’

After a number of simple transformations, we obtain t
following expression for the sum in the numerator in~7!:
ts
-

n

ut

ll
x-

-

n

d
s

-

N21(
k

kIcoll~ f k!5
2p

N3 (
kpq

uw1u2NpNk1p2qd~Ek1«1p

2Eq2«1k1p2q!

3H exp~b«1k1p2q!
f k

0

f q
0 ~k•q!

] f q
0

]Eq

2exp~b«1p!
f q

0

f k
0 ~k•k!

] f k
0

]Ek
J , ~8!

whereNp andNk1p2q are the equilibrium distribution func
tions for acoustic magnons. By virtue of the conditio
T!Tc , we can write the scattering amplitude in the form
an expansion in magnon wave vectors. In the first nonv
ishing approximation, we can write it in the form
w1'24SK/(2S11). For the same reason, it is sufficient
confine our analysis to a quadratic energy–momentum r
tion for spin waves:«1k5k2/2m. In the first approximation,
the derivative ] f k

0/]Ek can be treated as ad-function:
] f k

0/]Ek'2d(Ek2EF). Finally, we shall take into accoun
the fact that the ‘‘hole’’ mass obeys the relationM 21

;ta2, while the reciprocal mass of the acoustic magn
m21;JSa2, i.e.,m@M , and the scattering of light electron
at heavy magnons can be regarded as elastic. Expressio~8!
can be easily made dimensionless, and we obtain the foll
ing estimate forr(t):

r~T!2
1

e2kF
~ uw1u2mM!S T

EF
D 5/2S m

M D 5/2

~akF!2C1 , ~9!

where C1 is a numerical constant. Thus, the scattering
‘‘holes’’ by spin waves leads to the dependencer(T)
;T5/2.

Let us consider in greater detail the reasons behind
discrepancy between our results and those obtained by K
and Ohata.2 It should be recalled that Kubo and Ohata co
fined their analysis to the subspace of the lowermost exc
states of the system, for which the energy associated with
Hund interaction remains unchanged. This allowed them
eliminate this energy by using a canonical transformati
The resultant Hamiltonian~see formula~2.3! in Ref. 2! con-
tains only the kinetic component describing the motion
effective charge carriers. This Hamiltonian was used by
authors of this publication for determiningr(T). However,
approximation~2.3! from Ref. 2 is insufficient for calculat-
ing scattering amplitudes. The latter can be determined b
more consistent elimination of intraatomic exchange a
‘‘vacant’’ site, i.e., higher orders of the canonic expansi
are required. In our approach, this is taken into account
tomatically: the second term of Hamiltonian~3! contains the
factorhihi

1 which nullifies the Hund energy if a lattice site
occupied by a ‘‘hole.’’ This circumstance leads to a chan
in the amplitude of interaction of the ‘‘hole’’ with a spin
wave. In the limit of small wave vectors, the amplitude b
comes proportional to intraatomic exchange instead of
square of the wave vector.2 This reduces the exponent in th
power dependencer(T) from 9/2 to 5/2.

It should also be noted in this connection that the co
struction of the spin-polaron Hamiltonian of a narrow-ba
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semiconductor in the monograph by Nagaev16 cannot be re-
garded as satisfactory. The arguments given in the deriva
of ~3.5.14! in Ref. 16 rather reflect the author’s point of vie
and do not result from mathematical transformations. T
symmetry requirements suitable for homogeneous syst
apparently cannot be extended to systems with a vary
magnitude of spin at a lattice site.

3. SCATTERING AT MAGNETIC INHOMOGENEITIES

It is important to find the effect of imperfections of th
crystal and magnetic lattices on ther(T) dependence. Leav
ing aside a detailed discussion of this problem, let us c
sider a simple generalization of model~1!.

It should be noted that the potential of scattering of el
trons at lattice defects contains in the general case a com
nent that does not depend on the orientation of the spin
well as a spin-dependent term. The potential scatte
makes a contribution to the temperature-independent~if we
disregard interference processes! residual resistivityr0 and
will not be considered here. The physical reason behind
presence of spin-dependent terms is the spin-orbit inte
tion. The microscopic expression for spin-orbit scattering
a complex analytical form. We shall use a simple pheno
enological expression proposed earlier in Ref. 17, nam
we shall describe the interaction of conduction electrons w
magnetic heterogeneities by a Hamilton of the form

H rand52N21(
lq

~R•sq!h l exp~2 iq• l!. ~10!

Here R is the effective field of inhomogeneities distribute
randomly over lattice sites and in space, and the factorh l is
equal to unity if a site contains a heterogeneity and to z
otherwise. The mean values^Ra&50 in view of the absence
of preferred direction of the fieldR in space, while the quan
tities

^Ra
2&5E R0

2p~Ra ,T!dRa , a5x,y,z, ~11!

differ from zero, wherep(Ra ,T) is the distribution function
for the fieldRa at a given temperature, normalized to uni
Relation ~11! presumes thermodynamic and configuratio
averaging; the meaning of configurational averaging is
same as for spin glasses.18 The local field of magnetic inho
mogeneity introduced in this way is very close in its physi
meaning to the effective field used in the theory of sp
glasses~e.g., in Edwards–Anderson model!.18 This means
that formula~10! can also describe the scattering of electro
by nanometer-scale imperfections of the magnetic struct
In this case,R is the effective magnetic field of magnet
clusters, nuclei of the new phase, and so on.

Carrying out transformation~2! and going over from
spin variables to Bose variables, and then to quasipar
operators, we obtain

H rand
~1! 5N23/2(

kpq
$c1ak

1hp
1hq1c2bk

1hp
1hq1h.c.%, ~12!

where the amplitudes are given byc151/2R1h1n2k , c2

5(1/2)R1h1u2k , R65Rx6 iRy . As usual, momentum is
on
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not conserved in scattering at heterogeneities. In expres
~12!, we write only low-order terms leading to temperatu
corrections tor(T).

The collision integral@to be more precise, the right-han
side of ~8!# acquires an additional term of the form

2p

N3 (
kpq

uc1u2Npd~Ek1«1p2Eq!

3H exp~b«1p!
f k

0

f q
0 ~k•q!

] f q
0

]Eq
2

f q
0

f k
0 ~k•k!

] f k
0

]Ek
J .

We must now carry out summation over impurity coord
nates and configuration averaging over the orientations of
field R at each site. Denoting this averaging by the an
brackets ^...&, we note that^h lh l8&5^h l&^h l8&5c2, for l
Þ l 8 and ^h lh l8&5c for l 5 l 8, wherec is the concentration
of inhomogeneities. Repeating the same arguments a
derivation of formula~9! and retaining the terms;c, we
obtain the following estimate forr rand(T), viz., the contribu-
tion to resistivity from electron scattering by magnetic inh
mogeneities:

r rand~T!2
c

e2kF

^R1R2&M2

2S11 S T

EF
D 3/2S m

M D 3/2

~akF!2C2 ,

~13!

whereC2 is a numerical constant. The value of^R1R2& in
each case is determined by the form of the distribution fu
tion p(Ra) in accordance with~11! ~we shall not do it here!.
Thus,r(T) acquires terms proportional toT3/2 due to scat-
tering of ‘‘holes’’ by magnetic inhomogeneities.

CONCLUSIONS

Let us make some general remarks concerning the ap
cability of the above model and the obtained results to r
systems of perovskite-type manganites.

In the general case, we must expect the existence of
independent mechanisms for formation of resistance i
magnetic conductor, which are associated with elastic
inelastic interactions of charge carriers with the magne
subsystem. For elastic mechanisms, the conductivity can
described by the band model~taking into account the ‘‘coat-
ing’’ of electrons with magnons!. For inelastic mechanisms
the motion of ‘‘coated’’ electrons is jumpwise and is accom
panied by the emission and absorption of magnons. Th
two mechanisms have completely different temperature
pendences. In the case of the itinerant description, the re
tivity increases with temperature since magnetic fluctuati
hamper the motion of electrons. In the case of inelastic p
cesses, resistivity decreases upon an increase in temper
since fluctuations facilitate electron jumps.

In perovskite-type manganites, both mechanisms are
parently equivalent and operate simultaneously. Moreo
an analysis of thermoelectric effects proves19–21 that manga-
nites contain simultaneously electrons and holes, and
type of conductivity can be changed by varying temperat
and/or degree of doping. As a result, the transport proper
of various manganite systems can differ considerably.
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According to the results obtained in Sec. 1, the am
tudes of interaction between magnons and ‘‘holes’’ have
small parameter, i.e., we are dealing with a ‘‘strong co
pling.’’ This means that a consistent analysis of transport
magnetic properties of the system requires a self-consis
approach taking into account mutual renormalization
‘‘hole’’ and spin-wave states. In the general case, this
proach should be based not on the perturbation theory, bu
the application, say, of a certain canonical transformation
analogy with the problem of magnetic polaron in strong
correlated electron systems.11 Such a problem is beyond th
scope of this communication. We have used the band m
and a standard approach based on the kinetic equatio
consider magnetic mechanisms of formation of the lo
temperature resistance of Zener ferromagnets. The de
denceT5/2 was obtained for contributions tor(T) associated
with intrinsic scattering of charge carriers by spin wav
while the inclusion of scattering by magnetic inhomogen
ities led to the emergence of terms in resistivity proportio
to T3/2. Returning to the experimental situation described
Introduction, we see that expression~9! corresponds to the
r(T) dependence for the compound La12xCaxMnO3

6 and is
close to the low-temperature behavior ofr(T) observed for
other materials.5,7,8

The authors are grateful to E` . Zubov for fruitful discus-
sions of some aspects of the theory of strongly correla
electron systems.
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Heat capacity of reentrant ferrimagnets Li 0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 with x 50.9 and 1.2
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The specific heatCm of the magnetic subsystem of reentrant ferrimagnets Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 with
x50.9 and 1.2 is investigated in the temperature range 1.9–22 K. It is found that, in the low-
temperature region of this interval,Cm is a linear function of temperature, while the dependence
Cm;T3/2 is observed forT.11 K. Possible mechanisms responsible for such a behavior are
discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00804-4#
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Linear temperature dependence of the magnetic co
bution to the specific heatCm(T)}T is considered as one o
the canonical properties of spin glasses~SG!.1,2 Such a de-
pendence has been observed experimentally, with
exceptions,3,4 for quite diverse types of SG with long- a
well as short-range exchange interaction.2 For T,Tf ~where
Tf is the freezing temperature!, Cm;T not only in SG, but
also in reentrant magnets in which a decrease in tempera
leads to two succesive phase transitions, one at the C
temperatureTC , and the second at the freezing temperat
Tf,TC .2,5

In a previous publication,6 we reported that theCm(T)
dependence in reentrant ferrimagnets Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 with
x50.9 and 1.0 follows Bloch’sT3/2 law at temperatures
T,Tf . Although theoretical model of formation of reentra
states allows such a dependence in dilute spinels with
type of magnetically active ions,7 an additional verification
had to be made experimentally in view of the following c
cumstance. Since theCm(T) dependence is determined b
excitations in the magnetic subsystem, their character is
rectly linked with the general problem of origin of SG typ
disordered states, including the possibility of identifying S
states of different types with magnetic phases of
substance.8,9 This is not a trivial problem for Heisenber
reentrant magnets with a short range, as evidenced by
discussion that has been prevailing in the literature for a l
time.4,10,11From the experimental point of view, the need f
supplementary investigations was dictated by the fact
the small number of reliable experimental points obtained
Refs. 5 and 6 allowed us to study the behavior of the h
capacity in low-temperature regionT<10 K ~i.e., for T
<Tf) only through extrapolation.

In this work, we present the results of experimental st
ies of the dependencesC(T) ~Fig. 1! andCm(T) ~Fig. 2! in
the temperature range 1.9–22 K for samples of dilute spin
Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 with x50.9 and 1.2 as well as lithium
gallate Li0.5Ga2.5O4 ~Fig. 1, curve3!. Measurements were
made by using the technique described in Ref. 12. Since
objects of investigation are insulators, we measured the
2551063-777X/98/24(4)/2/$15.00
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capacityC(T)5Cph1Cm(T). According to the detailed dis
cussions in Ref. 5, the phonon contributionCph(T) can be
treated as the heat capacity of nonmagnetic lithium galla

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the lattice contributi
Cph(T) to the total heat capacity is quite small in the inve
tigated temperature range, especially atT,10 K. Hence the
total heat capacityC(T), which is a linear function of tem-
perature forT<11 K, can be identified with the magneti
contributionCm(T). As the temperature is increased beyo
11 K, theC(T) dependence varies significantly, the increa
in the heat capacity is obviously not related with the incre
in Cph(T).

The temperature dependences of the magnetic contr
tions to the heat capacity of samples withx50.9 and 1.2 are
presented in Fig. 2 inCm(T) vs. T3/2 coordinates. It can be
seen clearly that the linear dependenceCm(T) observed in
the low-temperature region is replaced by the spin-wave
pendenceCm(T);T3/2 in a narrow temperature interva
Slight departures from theT3/2 dependence for samples wit
x51.2 in the temperature region;18 K are associated with
the formation of peaks whose origin was discussed earlie
us.6 It should be noted by the way that the values ofCm(T)
obtained in this work coincide with those obtained in Ref
for the temperature rangeT.11 K, where theT3/2 depen-
dence is observed.

The obtained results, viz., the classical depende
Cm(T)}T for SG systems atT,Tf(Tf;10 K) are signifi-
cant since we are dealing with systems with short-range
teractions in which the concentration of nonmagnetic io
corresponds to the initial concentration region of formati
of the reentrant states where a large spontaneous magne
tion still persists. This region ofx vs. T phase diagrams ha
not been studied adequately for disordered systems.

The linear dependenceCm(T);T is in accord with the
traditional concepts concerning the behavior of heat capa
in systems with SG type disorder and may be associated
peculiarities of the spectrum of elementary excitations.
was mentioned in Ref. 13 that, under conditions of cons
vation of spontaneous magnetic moment, an additional s
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tem of low-lying two-level energy states is formed in th
excitation spectrum even for a small concentration of co
peting exchange bonds~antiferromagnetic bonds in a ferro
magnetic matrix!. Such a structure of the excitation spectru

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of spi
Li 0.5Fe1.6Ga0.9O4 ~1! and Li0.5Fe1.3Ga1.2O4 ~2!, as well as lithium gallate
Li0.5Ga2.5O4 ~3!. The origin for curve2 is displaced by 2•103J • K21g21.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to the
capacity of samples Li0.5Fe1.6Ga0.9O4 ~1! and Li0.5Fe1.3Ga1.2O4 ~2!.
-

determines all low-temperature properties of the magn
subsystem, including the linear temperature dependenc
heat capacity. Thus, on one hand, the results obtained in
work confirm according to phenomenological indicatio
that low-temperature disordered states in these objects
long to SG type states, and on the other hand point towa
changes in the elementary magnetic excitation spect
caused by the presence of competing exchange bonds
frustrations in accordance with the results obtained in R
13.

The results of our investigations also lead to an intere
ing and, to our knowledge, hitherto unknown fact. It can
seen from Figs. 1 and 2 that the nature of the depende
Cm(T) changes in a comparatively narrow temperature in
val aroundT;11 K, i.e., the spin-glass regionCm}T ob-
served at low temperatures is replaced by the spin-wave
gion at higher temperatures. In principle, this may happ
during a normal thermodynamic phase transition. In suc
case, thex vs. T phase diagram of Li–Ga spinels14 must
contain another region of magnetic states. In order to find
nature of the reentrant states and the mechanisms of
formation, the existence of a thermodynamic phase transi
and its temperature are quite important factors and req
further investigations, which are being carried out at pres

*E-mail: aanders@ilt.kharkov.ua
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Magnetic structure of ferro–antiferromagnet interface. 1. Layered antiferromagnet
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The ferro-antiferromagnetic interface is studied by using the classical discrete model. Collinear
and noncollinear magnetic configurations of the interface are considered and critical
values of parameters are obtained for which a collinear–noncollinear transition takes place.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00904-9#
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The problem of coexistence of ferromagnetic~FM! and
antiferromagnetic~AFM! phases arose while studying the a
loys Co/CoO containing AFM grains embedded in an F
matrix. The problem of AFM/FM interface has been studi
theoretically by Vlasov and Mitsek.1 In recent years, multi-
layered magnetic systems, including systems with alterna
FM and AFM layers~Fe/Cr, Co/CoO, etc.!, have been stud
ied extensively because of the investigation and practical
plications of the giant magnetoresistance phenomenon.
though these materials are characterized by itine
magnetism, the theoretical description of the interface~IF! is
based, as a rule, on simple classical models of magnets in
exchange approximation.2–4 Cheng and Sy2 studied spin
waves~SW! in multilayer systems containing layers of tw
different FM, while Stamps and Camley3 studied SW in
AFM films on an FM substrate. Finally, Stampset al.4 stud-
ied FM resonance in two-layered FM/FM and FM/AFM sy
tems, including the system Co/CoO. All these authors c
sidered layers of finite thickness~several interatomic
spacings!, and the IF structure and SW frequencies were
termined to a considerable extent by this thickness.

The aim of our investigations was to study theoretica
the magnetic structure of the IF of semi-infinite FM a
AFM, as well as the dynamics of surface SW localized in
vicinity of the IF. It was found that the static and dynam
properties of such interfaces depend considerably on
magnetic ordering of the AFM phase and are different
layered AFM ~Fig. 1a! and AFM with a normal antiferro-
magnetic ordering~Fig. 1b!. In the present work, we stud
the possible static configurations of IF between an FM an
layered AFM in the classical model proposed by Stam
et al. 4 ~in the static case, the obtained results are also v
for IF between two FM!.

While studying the static structure of IF and the wav
propagating along it, we can treat the problem as o
dimensional, i.e., study the contact between semi-infinite
and AFM chains. We shall consider the simplest model
uniaxial magnets with an ‘‘easy axis’’ type anisotropy in t
exchange approximation without taking into account the
ternal magnetic field and magnetic dipole interaction~which
2571063-777X/98/24(4)/4/$15.00
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is usually quite important for studying surface effects!. In
this case, the Hamiltonian of the system has the form

H5(
n

S 2Jn,n11SnSn112
1

2
BnSnz

2 D , ~1!

whereSn is the spin localized at a lattice site, the exchan
interaction constantJn,n115Jf for n>0; Jn,n1152Ja for
n<22; and J21,05Jf a at the IF (Jf ,Ja.0); the uniaxial
anisotropy constantBn5Bf for n>0 and Bn5Ba for
n,0 (Bn.0).

In the case of ferromagnetic interaction through the FM
AFM boundary (Jf a.0), the ground state with minimum
energy corresponds to a configuration with the collinear~an-
ticollinear! spin ordering shown in Fig. 1a. However, mo
complex static configurations with collinear~anticollinear!
spin ordering are also possible. All of them actually descr
FM or AFM domain walls~DW! which are parallel to the
FM/AFM IF and are situated at various distances from it~the
possibility of existence of various states is associated w
the discrete nature of the lattice and the existence of Pe
relief for DW!. All the above-mentioned states are topolog
cally equivalent to each other and topologically differe
from the ground state in Fig. 1a.

The DW problem in an infinite FM~or AFM! chain with
an easy axis anisotropy was considered in Refs. 5 an
where it was shown that the DW ‘‘collapse’’ for small ex
change interaction: forJ5(3/4)B, the normal DW with a
smooth rotation of the magnetization vector bifurcates int
strictly collinear 180°-DW containing an ‘‘intrinsic mode’
for J,(3/4)B with frequenciesv in the spectral gap of lin-
ear spin waves. We observed an analogous physical s
tion, albeit with complications caused by interaction of D
and IF: the existence of collinear DW is also possible
small values of exchange interaction. Figure 2a shows c
figurations with collinear DW lying on the IF (A) between
layers with numbersn andn11 in the FM half-space (Bn)
and in the AFM half-space (Cn). Figure 2b shows a typica
noncollinear configuration~DW in FM half-space! obtained
numerically.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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In contrast to a homogeneous chain characterized by
one parameterB/J, the system considered by us is describ
by four parameters:

b f5
Bf

Jf
, ba5

Ba

Ja
, r5S Ja

Jf
D 1/2Sa

Sf
, j 5

Jf a

~JaJf !
1/2

~2!

~the difference between the specific spinsSa andSf may be
taken into consideration through renormalization of the c
responding exchange integrals!. The quantityr describes the
difference between various magnets, while the parametj
characterizes the IF as a magnetic defect.

In order to define the transformation of collinear stru
tures into noncollinear ones, we must find the relation
tween the critical values of parametersb,r, and j which is a
surface in the space of these parameters. The cross-sec

FIG. 1. Interface between FM and AFM in the case of a layered AFM~a!
and for its ‘‘staggered’’ ordering~b!.

FIG. 2. Collinear configurations of DW in the presence of an interface~a!
and a noncollinear FM/AFM DW in the ferromagnetic half-space near
interface~b!.
st
d

r-

-
-
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of this surface, describing the dependencesb5b( j ) and
r5r( j ), appear to be most typical and informative.

The study of magnetization distribution in noncolline
structures involves computer calculations~see Fig. 2b!, while
collinear structures and their transition to noncollinear str
tures can be studied analytically without any difficulty. Th
energiesBn andCn of collinear structures do not depend o
the numbern, and in terms of notation~2!, the energies of all
inhomogeneous states, which are measured from the gro
state energy, have the form

EA52E0 j , EB52E0 /r, EC52E0r, ~3!

where the characteristic energyE05(JaJf)
1/2SaSf has been

introduced. Thus, the parametersj and r characterize the
DW lying on the IF between media or in the magnetic ha
space~FM or AFM!.

Bifurcation values of parameters for which a colline
structure~CS! is transformed into a noncollinear structu
~NCS! are determined in the standard way~see, for example,
Ref. 5!. It is well known that a transition in a such system
accompanied by spontaneous symmetry breaking, when
of its eigenfrequencies vanishes. If we use equations of m
netization dynamics~discrete Landau–Lifshitz equations! in
polar coordinates associated with the anisotropy axis,7 i.e.,

sin un

dwn

dt
52

1

\Sn

]H

]un
, ~4!

whereSn(sinun coswn , sinun sinwn , cosun)5Sn , the quan-
tity v5dwn /dt in CS defines the frequency of precessio
which vanishes at the CS–NCS transition point.

The dependencev(b) for the frequency of an intrinsic
mode of the collinear structure of the DW in a homogeneo
chain is determined analytically in Ref. 5, andv50 at the
point of transition to a NCS (b5B/J54/3). In NCS, the
dependencev(b) can be found numerically.

In our case, the CS–NCS boundaries~with v50) are
also defined by the condition of existence of nontrivial so
tions of the linearized static equations

]H

]un
U

un→0

→0. ~5!

In the bulk of each magnet, these equations are reduce
the following relations:

un~21b f ,a!2un112un2150, ~6!

while for boundary spin layers we have

u0~11b f2r j !2u12r j u2150, ~7!

u21~11ba2 j /r!2u222 j /ru050.

The general solution of the difference equations~6! has the
form

un5aPn1bP2n, ~8!

where

Pf ,a5P~b f ,a!511
b f ,a

2
2Ab f ,a1b f ,a

2 /4. ~9!s
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For structures of the typeA,B0[B and C22[C in
which the DW center lies on the IF between the media (A)
or is separated from it by an atomic layer in the FM (B) or
AFM half-space (C), we must puta50 for FM (n>0) and
b50 for AFM (n<1). After the substitution of solution~8!
into the boundary conditions~7!, the equality of the determi
nant of the obtained system of linear homogeneous equa
for a andb to zero gives a relation between the paramet
j ,r,ba , andb f for which a transition from collinear struc
tures A,B, and C to the corresponding noncollinear stru
tures takes place:

1

j
5

r

F f
1

1

rFa
, ~A! ~10!

1

j
52

1

rFa
5r

b f2Pf

11~b f21!~b f2Pf !
, ~B! ~11!

1

j
52

r

F f
1

1

r

ba2Pa

11~ba21!~ba2Pa!
, ~C! ~12!

where

F f ,a511b f ,a2Pf ,a5
b f ,a

2
1Ab f ,a1b f ,a

2 /4. ~13!

For configurationsBn with n>1 andCn with n<23,
we must retain both terms in solution~8! for spin layers lying
between the IF of the magnets and the center of the collin
DW. In this case, the relation between critical values of
rameters becomes more complicated:

F 1

rFa
1

1

j G@F f~22F f !1Pf
2n112b f #1

r

F f
@F f~22F f !

2Pf
2n2b#50, ~Bn! ~14!

F r

F f
1

1

j G@Fa~22Fa!1Pa
22~N12!112ba#1

1

rFa

3@Fa~22Fa!2Pa
22~n12!2ba#50. ~Cn! ~15!

In order to analyze dependences~10!–~15! for critical
values of the parameters, it is convenient to fix a pair of th
values and study the relations between the remaining
parameters. First of all, let us analyze the dependenceb( j ).
It was mentioned above that the parameterj characterizes
the IF between two media as a magnetic defect, and he
the dependenceb( j ) describes the effect of this interface o
the DW structure. For the sake of simplicity, we p
ba5b f and r51, i.e., we shall assume that the two ha
spaces are identical. The dependenceb( j ) for transitions
from a collinear to a noncollinear structure in this case
presented in Fig. 3. If the separation between the DW and
IF is large~structure of theBn type with a large numbern),
the effect of the interface is insignificant, and we arrive at
result b'4/3 obtained in Refs. 5 and 6. The dependen
b( j ) remains weak for the structuresBn with numbers
n>1 ~see curveB1 in Fig. 3!. However, the effect of the
interface on the rearrangement of DW is significant for str
turesA,B, andC in which the DW lies near the FM/AFM
interface ~the boundaries of transition to the noncolline
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structure for a DW of the typeA andB are shown in Fig. 3
by the curvesA andB). All the curves in Fig. 3 pass throug
the point j 51,b54/3 since with our choice of the param
eters (b f5ba andr51) the value ofj 51 corresponds to a
homogeneous~in the static case! chain for which a transition
to a noncollinear DW occurs for the anisotropy val
b54/3. Moreover, according to formulas~3!, the sign of the
difference in the energies ofA- andBn-structures changes a
the point j 51 ~for r51). For j ,1, the energy of the
A-structure is lower than that ofBn-type structures, i.e., the
interface in the given case ‘‘attracts’’ a collinear DW~al-
though the energies ofBn-structures do not depend on th
numbern, i.e., on the separation between DW and IF!. In the
opposite casej .1, the IF ‘‘repels’’ domain walls, and thei

FIG. 4. Diagramj (r) of a bifurcation transition of collinear structuresA,B,
andC to noncollinear structures~hatched region! for the values of the pa-
rametersb f50.6 andba50.9.

FIG. 3. Dependenceb( j ) for critical values of parameters upon a transitio
of a collinear DW into a canted DW forba5b f andr51 (Ja5Jf).
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location at a finite distance from the interface is stable o
relatively and is associated with the presence of the Pe
relief.

In order to describe the effect of the difference in ma
netic properties of two magnetic subspaces on the type
DW transition from a CS to a NCS, it is convenient to fix th
values ofb f and ba ~associated with ‘‘magnetic lengths
l f ,a51/Ab f ,a in FM and AFM! and to construct the critica
dependencesj (r). The parameterr characterizes the differ
ence in magnetic properties of contacting media. In Fig
the critical dependencesj (r) for CS/NCS transitions are pre
sented on the logarithmic scale for the valuesb f50.6 and
ba50.9. For such anisotropy constants, the collinear str
turesBn with n>1 andCn with n<23 are unstable, and
hence Fig. 4 shows the boundaries of the stability region
collinear DW only forA-, B-, andC-structures. The region
A,B, and C correspond to stable collinear domain wal
while the hatched regionS corresponds to noncollinear DW
In region S, there exist several types of canted DW wi
various distances from the IF, which can be determined
using numerical methods. Figure 5 shows the evolution o
collinear DW in the regionS upon an increase inj above the
critical value for a fixed parameterr51.2. It can be seen tha

FIG. 5. Noncollinear configurations of DW forb f50.6,ba50.9, and
r51.2 and various values ofj : 0.64 (S1), 0.655 (S2), and 0.66 (S3).
y
rls

-
a

,

c-

r

,

y
a

the noncollinear DW moves from its position on the IF b
tween media (S1) over several atomic spacings from it (S3)
even upon an insignificant increase in the parameterj above
its critical value.

Solid curves in Fig. 4 indicate the values of paramet
for which the energies of collinear structuresA, B, and C
become identical. It follows from expressions~3! and defini-
tions ~2! that this occurs for the energies of FM and AF
collinear DW on the curve withj .1, r51, the energies of
collinear DW in the FM subspace and on the IF beco
equal on the curve withj ,1, j 51/r, while in the case of an
AFM domain wall this takes place on the straight lin
j ,1,j 5r. The boundaries of transition to noncollinear DW
in Fig. 4 in the limit of large and small values ofr and j are
parallel to these straight lines. For example, expression~10!
for r→` has the asymptotic formj 'rFa . In the initial
physical variables, this asymptotic form corresponds to
following relation between the parameters:Jf a

'Ja(Sa /Sf)Fa for Jf→`, i.e., the bifurcation of a collinea
DW at the FM/AFM interface in the case of the conta
between an antiferromagnet and a ‘‘rigidly frozen’’ ferro
magnet. The asymptotic forms of bifurcation dependen
r→const, j→` correspond to an infinitely strong exchang
interaction at the FM/AFM interface.

Pay attention to the fact that for a certain choice of t
parameters of magnetic media~as in the case presented
Fig. 4!, a situation is possible when a collinear DW on the
(A-structure! is relatively stable and is not transformed to
canted structure even in the regions where its energy
higher than the energies of collinearC- andB-structures~the
CS/NCS transition curve intersects the straight linesj 5r
and j 51/r in Fig. 4!.
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Spectra of coupled magnetoelastic waves and peculiarities of phase transitions in easy-
plane ferromagnets under mechanical boundary conditions
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Possible types of phase transitions as well as the spectra of coupled magnetoelastic waves are
studied in an easy-plane ferromagnet with a rigidly fixed face. It is shown that the
presence of such mechanical boundary conditions leads to a change in the type of phase
transition. The dynamic properties of the system become most interesting at the point of absolute
instability of the system rather than at the phase transition point. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01004-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Experimental studies of magnetoelastic~ME! properties
involve various methods of fixing the sample in the expe
mental setup, which impose certain mechanical bound
conditions. The latter determine the structure of spontane
deformations in a magnetically ordered crystal.

The magnitude and structure of spontaneous defor
tions affect thermodynamic as well as kinetic characteris
of a magnet.

The importance of the analysis of mechanical bound
conditions has been noted by a number of authors~see, for
example, Refs. 1 and 2!, but this question has not been stu
ied extensively so far.

In this paper, we analyze the effect of mechani
boundary conditions in the case when this effect is ma
fested most clearly.3,4 We study the spectra of ME waves
the vicinity of a spin-reorientation phase transition in
easy-plane ferromagnet in a magnetic field perpendicula
the easy plane.

FREE ENERGY OF AN EASY-PLANE FERROMAGNET
UNDER MECHANICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Let us consider the simplest situation in which the
fects under investigation are manifested most clearly, i.e.
low-temperature region~T!TC , whereTC is the Curie tem-
perature!. Without loss of generality we assume for simpli
ity that the spinS of a magnetic ion is equal to unity.

As a model system, we consider an easy-plane ferrom
net ~X0Y is the basal plane! in a uniform magnetic fieldH
parallel to the axis 0Z.

The Hamiltonian of such a system in the rotatio
invariant theory of ME interaction3 can be written in the
form

H52H(
n

Sn
z1

b

2 (
n

~Rzi
21Sn

i !22
1

2 (
n,n8

I ~n

2n8!SnSn81n(
n

~Ri f
21Sn

f !~Rjg
21Sn

g!« i j ~n!
2611063-777X/98/24(4)/6/$15.00
-
ry
us

a-
s

y

l
i-

to

-
he

g-

1E drH l1h

2
~«xx

2 1«yy
2 1«zz

2 !12h~«xy
2 1«xz

2

1«yz
2 !1l~«xx«yy1«xx«zz1«yy«zz!J . ~1!

In this equation, the following notation is used:I (n2n8) is
the exchange integral,b.0 the anisotropy constant,n the
ME coupling constant,Sn

i the spin operator at thenth site,l
andh are the elastic moduli of the crystal,R̂ is the operator
of local rotations, which can be represented in the formRi j

5(]xi /]jk)(I 1«)k j
21/2, where Î is the unit operator,« i j

5ui j 1(1/2)(uik2v ik)(uki1vk j) and the finite strain tensor
and ui j 5(1/2)(]ui /]xj1]uj /]xi) and v i j 5(1/2)(]ui /]xj

2]uj /]xi) are the symmetric and antisymmetric comp
nents of the distortion tensor]ui /]xj , respectively. The first
three terms in~1! describe the magnetic subsystem, t
fourth term the magnetoelastic coupling, and the fifth te
the elastic coupling. Further, we assume that the sample
der investigation is fixed rigidly in theZ0X plane~see Fig.
1!, which corresponds to the following mechanical bounda
conditions:

«xx5«zz5«xz5«yx50;

«yz5uyz52vyz ; ~2!

«yy5uyy1
1

2
uyy

2 12uyz
2 .

Subsequent calculations will be carried out in the fo
malism of Hubbard operators.5,6 In terms of Hubbard opera
tors, we can exactly take into account the energy of one-
anisotropy and the energy of ME coupling.

Hubbard operators are constructed on the basis of w
functions, which are the solution of the one-ion problem:

H0~n!cn~M !5EMcn~M ! ~3!

and have the formXn
MM8ucn(M 8)&^cn(M )u. These operators

describe the transition of a magnetic ion from the stateM to
the stateM 8 (M521,0,1).

The one-ion HamiltonianH0(n) has the form
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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H0~n!52~H cosu1I 0^S&!Sn
z2

i

2
H~Sn

12Sn
2!sin u

1
b

2
~Sn

z!2 cos2 u2
b

8 $~Sn
1!21~Sn

2!2

2Sn
1Sn

22Sn
2Sn

1%sin2 u1 i
b

8 $Sn
1Sn

z1Sn
zSn

1

2Sn
zSn

22Sn
2Sn

z%sin 2u,

where I 0 is the zeroth Fourier component of the exchan
integral andu the angle between the directions of magne
field and magnetic moment.

This angle can differ from zero for two reasons~see Fig.
2!. First, shear deformations decline the anisotropy axis fr
the direction existing in an undeformed crystal. Second
the magnetic field decreases, the magnetic moment dev

FIG. 1. Fixation of the sample.

FIG. 2. Orientation of magnetic moment as a function of spontaneous
formations of the crystal and magnetic field.
e

s
tes

from the direction ofH towards the easy plane. The eme
gence of a nonzero angleu in the standard theory of spin
reorientation phase transitions is interpreted as a phase
sition, andu plays the role of the order parameter.

Henceforth, we assume thatu!1, i.e., we are in the
vicinity of the transition from the angular (uÞ0) to the fer-
romagnetic~FM! (u50) phase.

The solution of Eq.~3! leads to the following results
The energy levels of a magnetic ion can be determined
within u4, but we shall give here the results accurate tou2

since exact expressions are very cumbersome:

E15
b

2
2H̄1

I 0^S&

2

b/22H

b/22H̄
u2,

E05
b

2

I 0
2^S&2

H̄22b2/4
u2; ~4!

E215
b

2
1H̄2

I 0^S&

2

b/21H

b/21H̄
u2,

where H̄5H1I 0^S&. We shall write a modified one-ion
problem taking into account the contribution of spontaneo
deformations to the one-ion Hamiltonian in the form

H̃0~n!c̃n~M !5ẼMc̃n~M !, ~5!

where H̃0(n)5H0(n)1Hme(n)1Hame(n), Hme(n) the
fourth term in Hamiltonian ~1!, and Hame(n)
5(1/2)b(Rzi

21Sn
i )22(1/2)b(Sn

z)2. The last term describes th
deviation of the anisotropy axis from the direction existing
an undeformed crystal.

Finally, taking into account spontaneous deformatio
we obtain following expressions for energy levels of a ma
netic ion:

Ẽ15
b

2
2H̄1

1

2
S nuyy

~0!1buyz
~0!2

1
H̄b/2

b/22H̄
uyz

~0!2D 1«1
~1!

1«2
~1!1«3

~1!1«4
~1! ;

Ẽ05nuyy
~0!2

H̄2b/2

b2/42H̄2
uyz

~0!2
1«1

~0!1«2
~0!1«3

~0!1«4
~0! ;

Ẽ215
b

2
1H̄1

1

2
S nuyy

~0!1buyz
~0!2

1
H̄b/2

b/21H̄
uyz

~0!2D
1«1

~21!1«2
~21!1«3

~21!1«4
~21! , ~6!

whereui j
(0) are spontaneous deformation and« i

(M ) the correc-
tions to energy levels in powers of the angleu.

The expressions for these quantities are very cumb
some, and hence we shall write only some of them by way
an example, where the energy levels defined by formulas~4!
appear in them as additive terms:

«1
~1!5u

I 0^S&

H̄2b/2
uyz

~0! H n2
b

2
1

b

4
~uyz

~0!1uyy
~0!!J ; ~7!e-
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«2
~1!5u2H ~H2b/2!I 0^S&2Hb/2

2H̄2b
2

b

4
uyz

~0!2J .

Since we are studying the low-temperature limit, w
confine our analysis only to the inclusion of the lowermo
energy level. It can be seen from expressions~6! that the
lowermost level in the given case isẼ1 . The subsequen
calculations will be made in the approximationI 0^S&,
h@b,n,H.

Spontaneous deformations and the angle of deviatio
magnetization from the direction of the magnetic field can
determined from the condition of minimum of the free e
ergy density:

F5Fel2T ln Z, ~8!

where

Fel5
l1h

2
«yy

~0!2
12h«yz

~0!2

is the elastic energy density and

Z5(
M

exp~2ẼM /T!

is the partition function. SinceẼ1 is the lowermost energy
level, we haveZ'exp(2Ẽ1 /T), and Eq. ~8! assumes the
form

F5
l1h

2
«yy

~0!2
12h«yz

~0!2
1Ẽ1 . ~9!

Substituting~6! into ~9! and minimizing the latter expressio
in uyy

(0) anduyz
(0) , we obtain a system of equations in spon

neous deformations. These equations have the following
lutions:

uyy
~0!52

n

2h
2u2

b~b/22n!

16h2 1
u3

8

b2~b/22n!

16h3

2
u4

4

b2~b/22n!

32h3 ;

uyz
~0!5u

b/22n

4h
2u2

b~b/22n!

32h2 1u3
b~b/22n!

32h2

2
u4

4

bn2~b/22n!

32h4 . ~10!

Substituting the explicit form of spontaneous deform
tions into~9!, we obtain the free energy density as a functi
of the order parameter:

F52
n2

8h
1

c

2
u21

b

3
u31

a

2
u4, ~11!

where

c5H2
b

2
1

b/22n

4h H n2
b

2
2

nb

4h
1

b~b/22n!

8h J ,

b5
3

64

b~b/22n!

h2 H b

2
2n1

nb

4h
2

b~b/22n!

4h J ,
t

of
e

-
o-

-

a5
b~b/22n!

16h2 H n2
b

2
2

nb

4h
1

b~b/22n!

4h J
1

b2~b/22n!

128h3 H 3n2b1
b~b/22n!

8h J 1
b

3
. ~12!

It can be seen from~11! that the free energy densit
differs from the standard form in the presence of the te
proportional tou3. This term is due to the inclusion of rota
tion invariance as well as the presence of nondiagonal sp
taneous deformations which are due to the mechan
boundary conditions under investigation. A comparison
expression~11! with the corresponding expression for
completely free sample or a sample pressed from all sid2

readily shows that they differ basically in the presence of t
term. Izyumov and Syromyatnikov10 proved that the pres
ence of the cubic term in expansion~11! makes this transi-
tion a first order phase transition.

Minimizing ~11! in the order parameteru, we obtain the
equation of state of the system, i.e.,u(c1bu1au2)50,
which has two nonzero solutions:

u652
b

2a
6F S b

2aD 2

2
c

aG1/2

. ~13!

These solutions are real-valued in the case of a positive
criminant, i.e., forc<b2/4a. Solutions~13! as functions of
magnetic field are presented in Fig. 3. The multiple values
the order parameteru in the field range between the pointsO
andA correspond to instability of states on a segment of
type OA on theu(H) curve. For

c.cA5b2/4a ~14!

a nonzero value of the order parameter cannot exist,
hence the fieldHA ~determined from~14!! specifies the
boundary of absolute instability of the disordered phase.

FIG. 3. Solutions of the equation of state. Dashed curve corresponds t
second-order phase transition forb50.
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the other hand, the fieldH0 ~determined from the condition
c50! corresponds to the absolute instability boundary of
ordered phase.

It can easily be seen that the fieldsHA andH0 are con-
nected through the simple relation

HA2H05b2/4a; uA52b/2a. ~15!

where

H05
b

2
2

b/22n

4h H n2
b

2
2

nb

4h
1

b~b/22n!

8h J ,

and the quantitiesa andb are defined in~12!.
It should be noted thatH0 corresponds to the field of

second-order phase transition in the absence of the c
term in expansion~11!.

On the other hand, the phase transition occurs forH0

,HC,HA . The value of this field and the correspondin
value of the order parameteruC can be determined from th
joint solution of the equation of state and the equality of fr
energies in the ordered and disordered phases:

c

2
u21

b

3
u31

a

2
u450.

The magnitude of the transition field and the jump in t
order parameter at the transition point are determined f
the expression

HC5H01
2b2

9a
; uC52

2b

3a
. ~16!

Substituting the values of the coefficientsa and b into
these expressions, we obtain an estimate for a jump of
order parameteruC;b2/h2. This estimate shows that th
magnitude of the jump is small forb!h, and hence we are
dealing with a first order phase transition close to a seco
order transition.

SPECTRA OF MAGNETOELASTIC WAVES OF AN EASY-
PLANE FERROMAGNET UNDER MECHANICAL
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Let us now analyze the spectra of coupled ME waves
the vicinity of the first-order PT.

It is well known that the elementary excitation spectra
the system are determined by the poles of the Gree
function.8 We define the total Green’s function as follows

Gaa8~n,t,n8,t8!52^T̂Ỹn
a~t!Ỹn8

2a8~t8!&,

where T̂ is Wick’s operator,Ỹn
a(t)5eHtYn

ae2Ht the Hub-
bard operator in the Heisenberg representation, andH

5H tr1H int . The HamiltonianH int is the exchange com
ponent of Hamiltonian~1! which has the following form in
the representations of Hubbard operators:

H int52
1

2 (
M ,M8
n,n8

I nn8
MM8Hn

MHn8
M82

1

2 (
M ,a
n,n8

I nn8
MaHn

MXn8
a

e

ic

e

m

he

d-

n

f
’s

2
1

2 (
a,b
n,n8

I nn8
ab Xn

aXn8
b ;

I nn8
MM85I ~n2n8!G i~M !G i~M 8!;

I nn8
Ma

5I ~n2n8!G i~M !g i~a!; ~17!

I nn8
ab

5I ~n2n8!H g i~a!g i~2b!1
1

2
@g'~a!g'

* ~2b!

1g'
* ~2a!g'~b!#J .

The quantitiesG i(M ) and g i(a), g'(a) determine the
relation between the spin operators and the Hubbard op
tors, which in the general case has the form5,6

S15(
a

g'~a!Xa; S25~S1!1;

Sz5(
M

G i~M !HM1(
a

g i~a!Xa.

In our case, the quantitiesG i(M ) and g i(a), g'(a)
have the following form~to within linear terms inu!:

G i~1!51, G i~0!50, G i~21!521,

g i~a1!52g i~a2!5 i
u

&

H2b/2

H̄2b/2
;

g i~a3!5g i~a4!50;

g i~a6!52g i~a5!5 i
u

&

H1b/2

H̄1b/2
;

g'~a1!5g'~a4!5g'~a6!50;

g'~a2!5g'~a5!5&;

g'~a3!52 iu
bI 0^S&

H̄22b2/4
.

The quantitiesa i are the root vectors determining the algeb
of Hubbard operators. These vectors can be found from
relations5,9

@Hn
M ,Xn8

pq
#5dnn8~dpM2dMq!Xn8

pq
5dnn8a~p,q!Xn8

a~p,q! .
~18!

The subsequent calculations will be carried out in t
mean field approximation; hence we shall require in the f
ther analysis only the ‘‘transverse’’ component of Ham
tonian ~17!, which has the form9

H int
' 52

1

2 (
a,b
n,n8

I ~n2n8!

2
Ai

2aBi
bXn

aXn8
b ,

where

A1
a5S 2g i~a!

G i~M ! D ; A2
a5S g'

* ~a!

0 D ; A3
a5S g'~2a!

0 D ;
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B1
a5S g i~a!

G i~M ! D ; B2
a5S g'~a!

0 D ; B3
a5S g'

* ~a!

0 D .

The Hamiltonian H tr of transformations, which de
scribes the conversion of magnons into phonons and
versa, can be written in the form6:

H tr5(
n

H(
M

PMHn
M1(

a
PaXn

aJ ,

where

PM ~a!5
1

AN
(
k,l

~bk,l1b2k,l
1 !Tn

M ~a!~k,l!.

Here N is the number of sites in the crystal lattic
b2k,l

1 (bk,l) are the creation~annihilation! operators for
phonons with the polarizationl, and Tn

M (a)(k,l) are the
transformation amplitudes.

We shall carry out subsequent calculations assuming
the wave vector of phonon propagation is directed along
axis 0X(ki0X). In such a geometry,et

y , el
x , and et

z are
nonzero components of the unit vector of phonon polari
tion.

The equation for the Green’s functionGaa8(k,vn) pre-
sented in Fig. 4 is similar to the Larkin equation.8 The solid
line corresponds toGaa8(k,vn); Saa8(k,vn) is the compo-
nent irreducible in the Larkin sense, the hatched circle c
responds to the amplitude of transformations, while
double dashed line is the Green’s function for a freel-
polarized phonon with the energy–momentum relat
vl(k)5clk ~cl is the velocity of sound!:

Dl~k,vn!52vl~k!/@vn
22vl

2~k!#.

These quite complex equations can be solved owing
the split dependence on the root vectora. In our geometry,
the dispersion equation splits into three equations:

v1~k!5v l~k!; v2~k!5vt~k!; ~19!

detUd i j 1
I ~k!

2
G0

a~vn!b~a!Bj
aAi

a1Kt~k,vn!Bj
aAi

bU50.

It can be seen from~19! that the longitudinally polarized (l )
and one transversely polarized~t! acoustic modes do no

FIG. 4. Equation for Green’s functionGaa8(k,vn).
e

at
e

-

r-
e

n

to

interact with the magnetic subsystem, and their energ
momentum relation has the conventional form.

The last equation in~19! defines the energy–momentu
relation for coupled ME waves emerging due to the inter
tion of magnons witht-polarized phonons. In the mean fie
approximation, the irreducible component in Larkin’s sen
has the form

Saa8~k,vn!5daa8b~a!G0
a~vn!,

whereb(a)5^(aH)&; G0
a(vn)5@ ivn1(aẼ)#21 is the ze-

roth Green’s function.
Taking into account what has been said above as we

the explicit form ofKt(k,vn), i.e.,

Kt~k,vn!5
Dt~k,vn!

12QttDt~k,vn!
T2a~k,t !G0

a~vn!b~a!

3Tb~2k,t !G0
b~vn!b~b!,

where Qtt5Ta(2k,t)G0
a(vn)b(a)T2a(k,t), we can write

the dispersion equation in the form

11
I ~k!

Ẽ10

1
v t

2~k!A0

2hẼ10

3
I ~k!

v22v t
2~k!F11

A0
212A0Au2

2hẼ10

2
B2u2

hẼ121
G

1
v t

2~k!A0Au2

hẼ10

3
I ~k!

v22v t
2~k!F11

A0
212A0Au2

2hẼ10

2
B2u2

hẼ121
G

2u2
I 2~k!

Ẽ10
2 S H2b/2

H̄2b/2
D 2

3H 11
Ẽ10

I ~k!1Ẽ10

v t
2~k!A0

2

2hẼ10

3
I ~k!

v22v t
2~k!F11

A0
212A0Au2

2hẼ10

2
B2u2

hẼ121
G J 50. ~20!

While deriving Eq.~20!, we assumed that the magnitud
of the ME gap is much smaller than the lowermost ene
level, i.e.,

v!Ẽi j ~Ẽi j 5Ẽi2Ẽj ; i , j 51,0,21!.

In addition, we have introduced the following notation

A05n2b/2;
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A52~n2b/2!H H̄I 0
2^S&21

b

4
~H1H̄ !2

2H̄~H̄1b/2!2

1
I 0

2^S&2

4h~H̄2b/2!

b/22n

h~H̄2b/2!
F b

H̄1b/2

1nS 11
n

4h
D GJ ;

B5~n2b/2!H H̄H2H̄2

H̄22b2/4
2

b

4h

I 0^S&

H̄2b/2
J .

The solution of Eq.~20! has the following form~to
within the terms of the order ofu2!:

v2~k!5v t
2~k!H ak21H2

b

2
2

n2

4h
2

A0
2

2h

2
A0AẼ1212B2~Ẽ101I 0!

hẼ121

u2

1S H2b/2

H̄2b/2
D 2

I 0
2

Ẽ10
S 11

A0
2

2h~Ẽ101I 0!
D u2J

3H ak21H2
b

2
2

n2

4h

1S H2b/2

H̄2b/2
D 2

I 0
2

Ẽ10

u2J 21

,

wherea5I 0R0
2 , R0 being the radius of interaction.

Let us analyze the solution of the dispersion equation
the two cases:

~1! at the point of the first-order PT~for H5HC!;
~2! at the point of absolute instability of the disorder

phase~for H5HA!.
According to the solution of the dispersion equation. t

quasiphonon spectrum remains linear at the point of the fi
order PT:v2'v t

2(k)@120(n2/h)#, while the quasimagnon
spectrum has the energy gap due to the ME interact
«(k)5ak21(a/2)uC

2 . Such a behavior of the spectra of M
waves indicates that the soft mode is absent at the poin
the first-order PT (H5HC).

A different situation arises at the point of absolute ins
bility of the disordered phase~for H5HA!. For these fields,
in the long-wave limit
n

e
t-

n:

of

-

S ak2!auA
21

b/22n

4h S b

2
2n1

nb

4h
2

b~b/22n!

8h D D
the quasimagnon spectrum has the ME gap«(k)5ak2

1d0 , where

d05auA
21

b/22n

4h S b

2
2n1

nb

4h
2

b~b/22n!

8h D ,

while the quasiphonon spectrum has the formv25v t
2(k)

3(ak21H2HA)(ak21H2HA1d0)21 and is softened at
the point of absolute instability of the disordered phase~in
the long-wave limit!: v25v t

2(k)ak2/d0 .

CONCLUSIONS

The presence of mechanical boundary conditio
strongly affects the critical behavior of the system as well
its dynamic properties.

Above all, this effect is manifested in the change in t
functional dependence of the free energy density on the o
parameteru. The emergence of the cubic term makes t
phase transition a first-order phase transition.

As expected, the soft mode of elementary excitations
absent at the point of the first-order PT. The softening of
quasiphonon mode takes place at the point of absolute in
bility of the disordered phase.

The authors thank N. M. Lavrinenko for valuable critic
remarks and fruitful discussions.
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Contribution of longitudinal oscillations of magnetization to spin dynamics
of spontaneous reorientation
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Comparative analysis of the results of measurements of soft magnetic resonant modes in weak
ferromagnets with different temperatures of spontaneous reorientation is carried out. It is
shown that the longitudinal oscillations of magnetization make a contribution to the energy gap
even in zero magnetic field~in the case of spontaneous reorientation! and increases with
increasing temperature alone. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01104-9#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In most cases, the spin dynamics of orientational m
netic transitions observed in experiments can be descr
correctly by taking into account only the precession of m
netization and disregarding its longitudinal oscillations. T
allows one to interpret correctly magnetic resonance exp
ments at temperatures considerably lower than the temp
turesTN of spin ordering. However, longitudinal oscillation
of magnetization1 should also be taken into account at high
temperatures apart from precession.

Analyzing soft magnetic resonant modes in several ra
earth orthoferrites~REOF! RFeO3 ~R 5 Yb, Tm, and Er!2,3

and in Fe3BO6,4 we established that the contributions of r
orientation due to precession and longitudinal oscillations
magnetization to spin dynamics always coexist and are a
tive and competing. The ratio of partial magnitudes of the
quantities depends on the parametertSR5TSR/TN which
was called relative spontaneous reorientation (TSR is the av-
eraged temperature of spontaneous reorientation andTN the
temperature of spin ordering for iron!. This parameter is in-
dividual for each orthoferrite since the values of temperat
TSR for them can differ by more than an order of magnitu
for virtually the same values of temperatureTN.700 K. This
allowed us to carry out appropriate experiments in the ra
of tSR50.1–1 by choosing antiferomagnets with the comp
sition indicated above. This research is devoted to subs
tiation of the conclusion that heating leads to continuo
redistribution of contributions to spin dynamics of spontan
ous reorientation from precession to longitudinal oscillatio
of magnetization.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND PRELIMINARY
INFORMATION

The study of soft magnetic resonance modes in ra
earth orthoferrites revealed that considerable energy gapn0

are observed at the points of completion for spin reorien
tion. Figure 1a shows the structure of the spontaneous re
entation between the symmetric phasesG2 and G4 through
the angular phaseG24, which is most typical in these com
pounds. The values of temperatureT1(T2) correspond to the
2671063-777X/98/24(4)/6/$15.00
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point of termination~onset! of the reorientation through the
second-order phase transition~PT-2!. The intervalDT5T1

2T2 can amount to from a few to tens kelvins for differe
REOF and, like the averaged reorientation temperatureTSR

5(T11T2)/2, is an individual characteristic of a give
REOF.

The three ground statesG2 ,G24 andG4 depicted in Fig. 1
a correspond to two-sublattice weakly ferromagnetic su
system of ordered spins in iron. HereG5M12M2 and
F5M11M2 are antiferro- and ferromagnetism vectors r
spectively, whileM1 andM2 are the magnetizations of sub
lattices. As the temperature changes, a number of spont
ous PT-2 are realized in succession. For example, a decr
in T in ErFeO3 leads to a sequence of transitionsG4–
G24,G24–G2, and G2–G12. In the absence of spontaneou
transitions, the phaseG4 always sets in atT,TN ~e.g., in
YFeO3). The application of an infinitely weak fieldHic at
T,T2 or Hia at T.T1 immediately transforms the collinea
phasesG2 and G4 into the angular phaseG24. As the field
increases, reorientation always occurs from the angular ph
to a collinear phase determined by the orientation ofH. For
Hia, the transitionG24–G2 takes place. Such a detailed re
erence to the well-known facts~see, for example, Ref. 5!
concerning the structure of the reorientationG2–G4 is made
in order to emphasize that the transitionsG24–G2 andG24–
G4, which are absolutely identical in the static case, dif
basically when we consider spin dynamics.1 The difference
lies in the following. The theory1 has been constructed fo
transitions in the iron subsystem occurring under the ac
of the applied field. The most important conclusion of t
theory is that in the main approximation, the numerical va
of the experimentally observed frequency gap at the poin
completion of spin reorientation obeys the relationn0

;(x i /x')1/2H tr(x i and x' are the longitudinal and trans
verse susceptibilities andH tr is the transition field at the
relevant temperature!. Thus, the gap can increase both wi
longitudinal susceptibility and with the applied field. Figu
1b shows that simultaneous increase inx i and H tr is ob-
served only for the transitionsG24–G2. Conversely, forG24–
G4 an increase in the field is accompanied by a decreas
x i . The latter circumstance naturally does not imply that
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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increase inH tr is always compensated by a decrease inx i ,
and the effect predicted by the theory1 ~increase in the gap
width upon an increase in the external field! is suppressed. In
the general case, the longitudinal susceptibility and field
affect the gap widths differently. For definiteness, we sh
henceforth take into account the model situation in which
increase in the transition field corresponds to an increas
longitudinal susceptibility, i.e., the situation typical of th
G24–G2 transition in the fieldHia. Accordingly, we shall be
interested only in the energy gapn02 in the vicinity of the
temperatureT5T2. The theory1 was developed and teste
for the first time just for such a transition in YFeO3. In this
material, no spontaneous reorientation takes place, and h
only theG24–G2 transition can occur in the field. TheH –T
phase diagram of YFeO3 in the field Hia is such6 that this
transition can be induced in the experimentally admiss
temperature range only by fields of 70–80 kOe. This me
that it is impossible to eliminate the effect of the field on t
energy gap in YFeO3. If, however, a reorientation of the
same type occurs spontaneously, the induced reorienta
can be caused by an infinitely weak field, and all the effe
associated with manifestations of longitudinal oscillations~if
they exist! can be rightfully associated mainly withx i . A
spontaneous Morin transitionG1–G4 occurs atT.40 K in
DyFeO3 in which the effects of longitudinal oscillations o
magnetization were observed.7 However, theH –T phase
diagram of this orthoferrite is such that the transitionG24–G2

we are interested in can occur near the Morin tempera
only in the field >40 kOe. However, in the temperatu
rangeT.78 K in which the experiments7 were carried out,
this transition can be induced only in a field not weaker th

FIG. 1. ~a! Basic states for spontaneous transitions in the ordered iron
subsystem in rare-earth orthoferrites (G2 ,G24 ,G4 ,G12). TN ,T1 ,T2, andTN2

are the points of spontaneous second- order phase transitions from the
magnetic phase of iron to the ordered phaseG4, spin reorientation transitions
G24–G4 ,G24–G2, andG12–G2, respectively~the latter transition occurs only
in ErFeO3). ~b! Low-field fragment of theH – T phase diagram for rare
earth orthoferrites in the vicinity of orientational transitionsG24–G2 ~in the
field Hia), G24–G4 ~in the fieldHic) in the iron subsystem, and the met
magnetic transitionG124–G24 ~in the field Hic in the erbium subsystem in
ErFeO3. Tt is the tricritical point. Notation of phases and the structure
transition in the temperature rangeTN2–TN is shown forHia.
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60 kOe. For such values ofT and H, the contribution of
longitudinal oscillations to the energy gap is quite large, b
it is due to both cofactors in the expression for the g
Although the theory1 was developed for transitions induce
by an applied field, we can conclude from general consid
ations that the contribution of longitudinal oscillations
magnetization to the spin reorientation dynamics can also
expected for spontaneous transitions if the latter occu
sufficiently high temperatures. Let us substantiate this
sumption proceeding from the results of our experiments
REOF with different values of the parametertSR.

3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

It should be noted at the very outset that the energy
observed in REOF with relatively low values oftSR in the
case of spontaneous transitions can be successfully expla
when only the precession of magnetization is taken into
count. In most cases, we managed to explain quantitativ
the reorientation dynamics as the result of interaction of d
ferent oscillatory subsystems of REOF~ordered spins of
iron, paramagnetic rare-earth ions, elastic, and dipole~elec-
tromagnetic! subsystems! on the basis of a modified theory8

These results were used as the starting point in the searc
effects associated with manifestations of longitudinal os
lations in the spin reorientation dynamics. The experimen
technique and corresponding methodical approaches requ
for this purpose were described in detail in Refs. 2–4. Si
the theory1 disregards the above mechanisms of gap form
tion ~due to the interaction of various oscillatory su
systems!, it leads to the conclusion that the gap width ten
to zero asH→0. Since this contradicts the reality and wid
gaps are observed in all REOF even forH50, the effects
associated with manifestation of longitudinal oscillatio
should be sought in the form of increments of these ‘‘initia
gaps after the application of the field. For this reason,
general methodical approach in experiments was as follo
At first, we reconstructed the energy gapn0 for the corre-
sponding spontaneous transition. Then the temperature–
dependence of this gap was measured in a comparati
weak field ~up to 10–12 kOe) oriented strictly along th
crystallographic axis. The sought effect was estimated fr
the magnitude of the derivatives]n0 /]T and ]n0 /]H. The
latter derivative must be positive~according to Refs. 1,7!,
but the derivative]n02/]T is also always positive for the
G24–G2 transition. If the above-mentioned temperature–fie
dependence of the gap is such that]n02/]T, ]n02/]HÞ0 for
T→T2 andH→0, respectively, we can state that longitud
nal oscillations make a contribution to the spin dynamics
the field-induced as well as spontaneous transition. Since
transition field in this case can be quite small, the prevail
contribution to the effect will be determined for a certa
magnitude of the field by the longitudinal susceptibili
alone. Naturally, this conclusion does not follow from th
theory,1,7 and the results obtained while testing this mod
for YFeO3 and DyFeO3

7 appear rather as the strong fie
effect. For this reason, a detailed comparison of the actu
observed spin dynamics with the theory is hardly correct
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TABLE I. Characteristics of spin dynamics of orientational transitions in REOF and Fe3BO6 measured experi-
mentally by us.

Parameters

Substance

YbFeO3 TmFeO3 ErFeO3 ~1! NdFeO3 SmFeO3 Fe3BO6 ErFeO3 ~2!

Type of transition G242G2 G242G2 G242G2 G242G2 G242G2 G242G2 G1242G24

TSR5(T11T2)/2, K 7.4 88 95 123 463 415 3.9
Energy gap for spontaneous

transition at the pointT5T2 , GHz
37.5 20 26.5 56 35 17.5 26.1

tSR5TSR/TN 0.01 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.7 0.8 1.0
]n02 /]T for T→T2 , GHz/K 0 0 0 0* 0.3* 0.5 60
]n02 /]H for H→0, GHz/kOe 0 0 0 0* – 0.7 4

Remarks:~a! Asterisks mark expected values.~b! The following substitutions should be made for ErFeO3 ~2!:
TSR, TN , andT2 should be replaced byTN2 andn02 by n0N2 .
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this research, we shall use only the main conclusion of
theory ~and experimental test!, i.e., the fact that an increas
in the gap with the field is an indication of a contribution
longitudinal oscillations of magnetization to the reorientati
dynamics. According to experiments,4,9 this contribution can
increase upon a decrease as well as an increase in tem
ture. We shall confine our analysis to the latter case.

Let us analyze all the experiments in the ascending o
of parametertSR. For this purpose, it is convenient t
present the main results and information on REOF a
Fe3BO6 obtained in our experiments in the form of a tabl

It can be seen from Table I that orthoferrites charac
ized by relatively low temperatures of spontaneous reor
tation G24–G2(tSR,0.15) have the gradient]n02/]T50.
Moreover, the results of measurements2,4 show that in ytter-
bium, thulium, and erbium orthoferrites this gradient is eq
to zero not only forH50, but also in a nonzero field.

The field dependences of energy gap width presente
Fig. 2 show that the gradient]n02/]H in these REOF is also
equal to zero not only in zero field, but also in fields up to
10 kOe. The general result of measurements can be for
lated as follows: the gap widthn02 inherent in the spontane

FIG. 2. Field dependences of energy gap widths in different orthoferrites
the curve corresponding to the transitionG24–G2 induced by the fieldHia in
TmFeO3(n),ErFeO3(s),YbFeO3 ~dark triangles!, and Fe3BO6(j), and on
the curve corresponding to the metamagnetic transitionG124– G24 induced
by the fieldHic in the erbium subsystem in ErFeO3(d). The dashed line is
the linear extrapolation of the field dependence of the gap width in Fe3BO6

in the field regionH.8 kOe.
e
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ousG24–G2 transition in YbFeO3,TmFeO3, and ErFeO3 re-
mains unchanged upon the application of a comparativ
weak field. This means that the energy gaps in these ort
errites at the points corresponding to this spontaneous t
sition are formed mainly due to precession mechanisms.
tSR,0.15, the contribution of longitudinal oscillations o
magnetization to the gap width is negligibly small again
this background and is not manifested in experiments
within the attained accuracy of measurements~see Refs. 2,3!.

The magnetic resonance measurements for NdF3

show10 that the range of angular phase and the energy
width in this orthoferrite are very sensitive to the quality
the initial raw material for the samples. For this reason,
experiment meeting our requirements would be character
by a large error. However, no measurements were made
NdFeO3 since it was clear beforehand that such measu
ments would not give any new qualitative results other th
those obtained from experiments with ErFeO3. Indeed,tSR

50.17 for NdFeO3, i.e., this parameter is very close fo
neodymium and erbium orthoferrites. Hence an increase
the gap width with the field and temperature in NdFe3

could hardly be observed.
The compound SmFeO3 with a record-high value of

tSR50.7 among REOF attracts considerable attention of
researchers. However, the attempts to make magnetic r
nance measurements in this compound were not succe
in view of a low intensity and a large absorption line width11

which is apparently due to strong attenuation introduced
the rare-earth subsystem at a large value ofTSR inherent in
this REOF. For this reason, it was essential to find a suita
magnet that does not belong to the well-known set of RE
and has a high value oftSR. Such a magnet was Fe3BO6

isomorphic to REOF, which is a weak orthorhombic ferr
magnet forT,TSR5508 K. This compound exhibits atT
5TSR5415 K the spontaneous reorientationG2–G4 typical
of REOF, but occurring jumpwise and not through the ang
lar phase. TheH –T phase diagram corresponding to it di
fers from that for REOF only in thatT15T2 in Fe3BO6.4

However, the structures of transitions induced by the app
field are absolutely identical to those realized in REOF.
this case also we shall be interested only in reorientation
the fieldHia. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the energy g
width in Fe3BO6 increases with the field. The gradien

n
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]n02/]HÞ0 in this case even forH50 and amounts to
0.7 GHz/kOe. The gap width also increases with tempe
ture, its gradient being]n02/]TÞ0 even at the point of
spontaneous transition:]n02/]T'0.5 GHz/K at T5TSR.
This means that the ‘‘initial’’ gap inherent in spontaneo
transitions is formed not only due to precessi
mechanisms,8 but also due to longitudinal oscillations o
magnetization.1 This is a direct consequence of a high val
of the parametertSR which attains the value 0.8 for Fe3BO6.
It should be stipulated that the above value of]n02/]H was
determined by the linear extrapolation of the field dep
dence of the gap width in the range of the strongest fie
This gives;15 GHz for the initial gap, while the experimen
tally obtained field dependence of the gap width~see Fig. 2!
gives ;17.5 GHz. A detailed substantiation of the need
use this approach is given in Ref. 4.

In all the cases considered above, field-induced tra
tions occur for an exchange energy which is much higher~by
;3 orders of magnitude! than the anisotropy energy. For th
reason, the ratiox i /x' in this case cannot in principle b
greater than unity and that too atT5TN only. It was found
that the inverse relation between exchange and anisot
can be realized in ErFeO3. Such a possibility appears in view
of antiferromagnetic ordering in erbium atT5TN2.4 K. At
this point, a spontaneous combined order–order transi
occurs in the iron subsystem~conventional smooth reorien
tation of G, but now in thezy plane!, and disorder–orde
transition in the erbium subsystem~antiferromagnetic order
ing of spins in erbium along thez-axis!. The rare-earth sub
system acquires the properties of a metamagnet due to a
one-ion anisotropy of erbium, which is much stronger th
the energy off –f interaction. The fieldHic induces a meta-
magnetic transition in this subsystem, which involves
collapse of the magnetic moments of erbium.12 Figure 1b
shows schematically a fragment of theH –T phase diagram
corresponding to the transition to the temperature region
which it takes place as a PT- 2. In ErFeO3, this corresponds
to the temperature intervalT5Tt – TN252.7–4 K(Tt is the
tricritical point!. In our earlier measurements made
spherical samples,3,12 the interval of the applied fieldH in
this temperature range was 0–4.1 kOe. A detailed desc
tion of high-frequency experiments with this metamagne
transition can be found in Ref. 3. Here we only recall that
exceptionally high longitudinal susceptibility and a vanis
ingly low transverse susceptibility are typical properties
metamagnets. For this reason, even a formal applicatio
the theory1 should lead to the corresponding increase in
gap width. Indeed, according to Fig. 2, the energy gap wi
at the metamagnetic transition curve increases almost b
factor of 1.5 in a comparatively weak field. Direct measu
ments of the high-frequency susceptibility give the ra
x i /x'57. The temperature dependences ofx i /x' and of
the gap widthn0N2 also correlate even in details. This is th
most convincing evidence of the fact that the increment
the gap width in a field shown in Fig. 2 is associated w
longitudinal oscillations of magnetic sublattices of erbiu
In the present research, we are interested in the field
temperature gradients of the gap width in the vicinity o
spontaneous transition. ForT→TN2 andH→0, these gradi-
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ents have the following values:]n02/]T560 GHz/kOe,
]n0N2/]H54 GHz/kOe. However, it cannot be stated in th
case that the existence of such large gradients of the
width nearT5TN2 ,H50 indicate an adequate contributio
of longitudinal oscillations to the ‘‘initial’’ gap widthn0N2 at
this point. In all probability, the above gradients emerge o
in the field. It should be noted that the structure of the tra
sition typical of the spontaneous reorientationG24– G2 ~see
Fig. 1b) does not change upon the application of the fie
Hia, while the fieldHic transforms the spontaneous tran
tion G2–G12 into the transitionG124–G24. This means that
the latter can be realized only in the field~otherwise it could
not be a metamagnetic transition!!. Antiferromagnetically or-
dered erbium in this case becomes ferrimagnet with the
ference in the magnetizations of sublattices in the form of
z-component of ferromagnetism of Er. In all probability, th
maximum gradients of the gap width in field and temperat
at T5TN2 and H50 are associated just with the change
the structure of the initial phases. As regards the contribu
of longitudinal oscillations to the gap width in the case o
spontaneous transition, it must correspond to the va
x i /x'51 at the pointTSR5TN2 according to the argument
presented in Introduction. The measurements of hi
frequency susceptibility3 give the valuex i /x'.3 at this
point.

Figure 3 shows the resultant two-dimensional diagr
characterizing the evolution of]n0 /]H for H50 with a
change in the parametertSR. Obviously, this diagram can b
supplemented with the third coordinate characterizing
field dependence of]n0 /]H. For this purpose, we must carr
out high-field measurements of the gap width in the RE
presented above according to the technique used in Refs
for YFeO3 and DyFeO3. Among the compounds represente
in this diagram, such measurements were made only
Fe3BO6.9 The smooth curve connecting ‘‘experimenta
point in Fig. 3 can give an idea about the values of]n0 /]H

FIG. 3. Values of]n0 /]H at the points of spontaneous transitions in d
ferent compounds for corresponding dimensionless temperaturestSR5(T1

1T2)/2TN : measured (s) and expected (n) values. Suffixes~1! and~2! to
ErFeO3 indicate that in the former case we are dealing with theG24–G2

transition in the iron subsystem, while in the latter case we haveG124–G24

transition in the erbium subsystem.
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for H50, which can be expected for some other REOF p
ceeding from the known values~e.g., for DyFeO3, NdFeO3,
SmFeO3!. In all probability, the situation with DyFeO3 and
NdFeO3 will be the same as in ytterbium, thulium, and e
bium orthoferrites, i.e.,]n0 /]H50. On the other hand, th
contribution of longitudinal oscillations to the spontaneo
reorientation dynamics in SmFeO3 must be noticeable~with
]n02 /]H50.3 GHz/kOe). This is natural since theG24–G2

transition in this case occurs for comparatively large value
x i /x' . It follows from the temperature dependence
x i /x' obtained by Balbashev et al.7 and the value oftSR

50.8 for SmFeO3 that the susceptibility ratio is;0.7. Un-
fortunately, the entire set of REOF contains no appropr
compounds for filling the gap between NdFeO3 and SmFeO3
on the given diagram. This gap could be filled in principle
appropriate isomorphic compounds. However, the most
vious and probably attainable way of obtaining an appro
ate continuous set is the method of mutual substitution
rare-earth ions in REOF with the soft mode of the sa
origin, but with noticeably differing temperatures of spon
neous reorientation~e.g., Tm31 and Sm31). But even the
diagram presented here allows us to state with a certain
gree of confidence that it is reasonable to seek the contr
tion of longitudinal oscillations to the spin dynamics of spo
taneous reorientation at the modern level of accuracy
measurements and the quality of raw materials fortSR.0.5.
On the other hand, the corresponding effects must be
served for all above-mentioned ‘‘low-temperature’’ orthofe
rites undergoing transition induced by quite strong fiel
Such effects were actually observed in DyFeO3,7 but the
same effects can be expected with confidence for ytterbi
thulium, erbium, and neodymium orthoferrites also. TheH –
T phase diagram of the corresponding compound can be
to estimate the magnitude of the required external field.
example, this field for theG24–G2 transition in ErFeO3 must
be not weaker than 60–70 kOe~see theH –T phase diagram
in Ref. 13!. Only in such fields the value oftSR5TIR /TN

50.5 can be expected (TIR is the temperature of induce
transition!. Finally, Table I and the figures do not imply th
higher values of the energy gap width in the case of a sp
taneous transition corresponds to a larger contribution of
gitudinal oscillations to the spin reorientation dynamics.
correlation between the values of these quantities can
traced in the results presented here. This means that the
tial’’ value of the gap and its increment in the field are due
different mechanisms. They make additive contributions
spin dynamics. The competition of these contributions in
certain transition region ofT andH can lead to the situation
when one of these contributions becomes insignific
against the background of the other contribution which
comes dominant. In our opinion, the features of such a c
petition were observed earlier for YFeO3 and DyFeO3.6 As
the temperature decreases toT,100 K, the experimenta
values ofx i /x' and the gap width become virtually inde
pendent ofT, while the calculations based on the theor1

predict their further decrease. In all probability, precess
mechanisms play a decisive role in the gap formation
these temperatures,8 and the contribution of longitudinal os
cillations is insignificant against this background. This is
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accord with the results of measurements presented here
ytterbium, thulium, and erbium orthoferrites for which th
gap width is also independent of temperature in the reg
T,100 K.

4. CONCLUSIONS

~1! The spin dynamics of orientational transitions in re
experimental conditions is formed under the effect
precession as well as longitudinal oscillations of mag
tization. The ratio of corresponding contributions to e
ergy gap widths for spontaneous transitions is mai
determined by static properties of a given compound a
can be characterized by the dimensionless tempera
parameter, viz., the ratio of the spontaneous transit
temperature to the temperature of ordering of the s
subsystem.

~2! Commensurate contributions of precession and long
dinal oscillations of magnetization to the energy g
widths at the points of spontaneous transitions should
expected for values of this parameter;0.5. In strong
magnetic fields, however, longitudinal oscillations c
play significant role generally for an infinitely sma
value of this parameter.

~3! An analysis of the entire body of experimental data p
sented here as well as in Refs. 1–10 leads to the urg
need in creating a new, more comprehensive and uni
sal theory describing the spin dynamics of orientatio
transitions. The contributions from precession and lon
tudinal oscillations of magnetization to spin dynami
must dominate at the boundaries of the temperature
gion of spin ordering, i.e., atT→0 andT→TN, respec-
tively. For most of the experimentally observed so
modes and energy gaps in magnetic resonance spe
we have to accept the unusual statement that they ca
be identified as modes of purely precession or of pur
relaxation origin and by no means of purely spin orig
Moreover, soft magnetic resonant modes~in their classi-
cal meaning! apparently can never be observed in expe
ments; the more so, they cannot be observed evenin p
ciple in view of fundamental limitations~e.g., due to
spontaneously broken symmetry!.14 Since coupled oscil-
lations of various subsystems of a magnet always t
place in actual practice at the points of reorientatio8

energy gaps do not vanish even if we disregard long
dinal oscillations.
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Thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity of the layered compound Nb 12xSnxSe2

V. I. Beletskii, O. A. Gavrenko, B. A. Merisov, M. A. Obolenskii, A. V. Sologubenko,
G. Ya. Khadjai, and Kh. B. Chashka

Kharkov State University, 310077 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted November 3, 1997!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.24, 360–366~April 1998!

The thermal conductivityl(x50,0.15,0.3,0.6;T52 –200 K! and electrical resistivityr(0<x
<0.5;T56 –300 K! of layered crystals Nb12xSnxSe2 are measured in theab plane. The metal–
semiconductor transition is observed atx'0.5. The magnitude of the resistivity anomaly
observed at 33 K and associated with a transition to the charge density wave phase increases with
increasingx for x.0.15. The thermal conductivity of the metallic samples (x,0.5)
increases with temperature atT.90K, which is in accord with the nonlinearity of ther(T)
dependence. The absence of such an increase inl(T) for a semiconducting sample indicates that
this singularity is connected with the electronic subsystem. The observed nonmonotonicity
of the r(x) dependence may be associated with the existence of a sharp peak in the electron
density of states near the Fermi level. Approximation of thel(T) dependence reveals the
existence of a phonon scattering mechanism with a relaxation rate proportional to the square of
the frequency. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01204-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The transport properties of layered superconductors
of interest due to the fact that in several cases, the h
anisotropy of the properties of the electron subsystem a
ciated with the singularities of the crystal structure leads
the emergence of a state with a charge density wave~CDW!
competing with the superconducting state. Niobium
selenide, which is a layered superconductor of this kind,
lows the investigation of CDW and superconducting tran
tion in easily attainable temperature regions. As Nb is
placed by Sn, the compound Nb12xSnxSe2 undergoes a
metal–semiconductor concentration transition atx'0.5
while the basic structure of the NbSe2 type is preserved.

The present paper aims are studying the effect of
placement of niobium by tin on heat and charge transp
processes in the compound Nb12xSnxSe2 over a wide tem-
perature interval.

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Single crystals of NbSe2 were grown by the method o
direct gas transport in an atmosphere of Se in a grad
furnace at 750°C and a mean gradient of 5 K/cm. T
growth time was about 240 hours. The composition of
obtained crystals was analyzed by the x-ray electronic te
nique on the set-up KRATOS-800. The crystals grown
this way had sizes of the order of 33230.1mm. The ther-
mal conductivityl was determined in the plane of the laye
by the method of uniaxial steady-state thermal flow. T
temperature difference was measured by using a chrom
2731063-777X/98/24(4)/5/$15.00
re
h
o-
o

-
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-
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nt
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Au10.07%Fe thermocouple. The resistivityr was also mea-
sured in the layer plane by the standard four-probe te
nique.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1. Electrical Resistivity

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the e
trical resistivity of Nb12xSnxSe2 samples (x50 –0.5!. The
temperature dependencer(T) is of metallic type for x
<0.45 and typically semiconducting type forx50.5, the
magnitude of resistivity of Nb0.5Sn0.5Se2 being three orders
of magnitude higher than for compounds with a lower co
centration of Sn. This points towards a concentratio
induced metal–insulator transition in the interval 0.45,x
,0.5. The dependencesr(T) display weakly manifested
anomalies in the vicinity ofTd533 K associated with the
CDW-transition. These anomalies are manifested m
clearly on the temperature dependences of the derivat
dr/dT presented in Fig. 2. It is well known1 that CDW can
be suppressed in layered superconductors by intercalatio
doping. However, CDW-effect for electrical resistance is e
hanced in Nb12xSnxSe2 for x.0.15. Figure 3 shows the con
centration dependence of the jump in the derivative of
resistivityr l8/rh8 , wherer l8 is the resistivity derivative at the
initial segment of the CDW transition, andrh8 is the resistiv-
ity derivative at the final segment~the choice ofr l8 and rh8
for the sample Nb0.7Sn0.3Se2 is illustrated in Fig. 2!. It can be
seen from Fig 3 that this jump has the highest value fox
'0.4, i.e., near the concentration corresponding to met
insulator transition, the dependencer200/r10 K correlating
with the dependencer l8/rh8 ~see Fig 3!. It can be concluded
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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from Fig. 3 that the compound withx50.15 is the most
‘‘defective,’’ and the compound withx50.4 is the least ‘‘de-
fective’’ from the point of view of resistivity and the mag
nitude of the CDW-effect.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that ther8(T) dependences
are qualitatively similar for different Sn concentrations. T
solid curve shown in Fig 2 is the temperature derivative
the function f s2d(T)5A(T/Q)3J3(Q/T), where Q is the

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of Nb12xSnxSe2.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the derivative dr/dT for Nb12xSnxSe2.
The notation is the same as in Fig. 1. The solid curve shows the temper
derivative of the functionf s2d(T) ~see formula~1!!.
f

Debye temperature (Q5222 K),2 and Jn(x)*0
xez(ez

21)22zndz is the Debye integral. This curve is in qualitativ
agreement with the experimental dependence except in
vicinity of the CDW-transition and the high- temperatu
region T.100 K. The functionf s2d(T) describes the tem
perature dependence of the resistivity of a metal contain
s- and d-band electrons for the case when phonon-indu
s2d transitions dominate.3 An approximation of the experi-
mental results by the function

r id~T!5r01A~T/Q!3J3~Q/T! ~1!

shows that at temperatures belowTd , i.e., in the range of
existence of charge density waves, the value of the param
A is much larger, and ofr0 smaller, than the correspondin
values forT.Td . Table I shows the values of the param
eters A andr0 before (Tc,T,20 K) and after (T.40 K)
the CDW-transition. Thus, although the overall variation
r(T) in the CDW transition region is small,2 contributions
from individual mechanisms of electron scattering unde
significant variations.

ure

FIG. 3. Dependencesr200 K /r10 K ,r l8/rh8 ,r200 K andTc on tin concentration
in Nb12xSnxSe2.

TABLE I. Approximation parameters for resistivity of Nb12xSnxSe2.

Parameter,V•m

x

0.00 0.15 0.30 0.40 0.45

r0(T,20 K!, 1028 5.56 9.49 11.35 2.13 2.26
r0(T.40 K), 1028 8.95 13.50 21.50 6.85 6.50
A(T,20 K), 1026 5.85 7.90 17.00 6.85 6.06
A(T.40 K), 1026 2.12 2.88 5.49 2.15 2.04
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The absolute value of resistivity is maximum forx
50.3 ~see Fig. 3!. For T.Td , the dependencesr(T) are
quite close for pure NbSe2 and for compounds with tin con
centrations close to the metal–insulator transition (x50.4
andx50.45) ~Fig. 1!.

At temperatures above 100 K, the experimental dep
dencesr(T) deviate from the approximate expression giv
by ~1! towards decreasing resistivity. Such an effect of res
tivity ‘‘saturation’’ is also observed in other compounds wi
a d-band.4,5 The deviation of the experimental values of r
sistivity from the approximate relation~1! is represented in
Fig. 4 in the form of the ratior/r id . It can be seen that thes
deviations practically fall on a single curve for all sample
which is approximated quite well forT.Td by the expres-
sion @11b exp(2E/T)#21 ~b50.48, E5540 K!. A similar
expression was also used for describing the high-tempera
dependencesr(T) for transition metal alloys6 and associated
with the additional contribution to the conductivity of ele
tron states in one of the bands the energy at whose bo
exceeds the Fermi energyEF by an amountE. Considering
the complex structure of the energy bands of NbSe2,7 and the
fact that Nb states make the dominating contribution to
electronic properties of NbSe2, the interpretation offered by
Claisse et al.6 can also be applied to the present case.

Peculiarities of the transport properties observed for
system Nb12xSnxSe2 can be interpreted unambiguously b
taking into consideration the existence of a sharp peak on
density ofd-states near the Fermi energy.7 In the rigid-band
model, an increase in the value ofx changes the band occu
pancy, andEF crosses the peak of the density ofd-states at a
tin concentrationx'0.3, which corresponds to the maximu

FIG. 4. Departure of the experimental values of resistivityr from the func-
tion r id(T)5r01A(T/Q)3J3(Q/T) for Nb12xSnxSe2 ~the notation is the
same as in Fig. 1!. Solid curves correspond to approximation by the functi
@110.48exp(2540/T)#21. The inset shows the temperature dependence
r/r id in the vicinity of the CDW transition.
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value for the constant A~the expression3 for the constantA
contains the ratioNd /Ns , whereNd and Ns represent the
density of d- and s-electrons, respectively, at the Ferm
level!.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the superconduc
transition temperatureTc on x, the width of the transition
being about 0.2 K for all samples. Note that the depende
Tc(x) is weak although, like resistivity, the superconducti
transition temperature is also sensitive to the density of st
at the Fermi level. It is possible that in this case, we can
the results obtained by Hopfield8 who showed that for tran-
sition metals, the electron-phonon interaction constant w
which the value ofTc is associated depends not on the to
density of statesN(EF), but on the partial density of al
electron states at the Fermi level with the exception of
d-state~the contribution fromp-type states dominates in th
case of transition metals!. Consequently, a weak dependen
of the density ofs- andp-states onx in Nb12xSnxSe2 leads
to a weak variation ofTc .

It can also be assumed that, since niobium diselen
belongs to superconductors with a strong coupling9,10 for
which McMillan’s relation

Tc5
Q

1.45
expF2

1.04~11l!

l2m* ~110.62l!G , ~2!

holds, l being the electron–phonon coupling constant a
m* the effective parameter of Coulomb interaction, the we
variation ofTc upon an increase in tin concentration can
due to renormalization of the electron–phonon coupling c
stant associated with the introduction of a heavy impur
~the ratio of atomic masses of Sn and Nb is;1.27).

3.2. Thermal Conductivity

Figure 5 shows the experimental results on the ther
conductivity of the compounds Nb12xSnxSe2 with x
50,0.15,0.3, and 0.6. No sharp variation was observed in
temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity in
vicinity of the superconducting transition, which is in acco
with the results obtained by Roeske et al.11 The thermal con-
ductivity of samples with metal conductivity (x,0.5) in-
creases with temperature above 100 K, i.e., at the same
peratures where noticeable departures from the depend
~1! are observed. Similar peculiarities were also observed
other metallic compounds with ad-band, e.g., V3Si,5,
TiSe2,12 and TaSe2.13 However, no such increase is observ
in the semiconducting sample Nb0.4Sn0.6Se2 whose room-
temperature resistivity is of the order of 0.1V•m. The fact
that the semiconducting compound does not display an
crease in the value ofl(T) indicates unambiguously that thi
peculiarity is directly related with the electron subsystem

In order to determine the main mechanism of therm
resistivity in Nb12xSnxSe2, we approximated the experimen
tal data under the assumption that the total thermal cond
tivity l can be treated as the sum of electron (le) and pho-
non (lph) components. In the region of elastic scattering
electrons, the electronic component of thermal conductiv
in the normal state is defined by the Wiedemann-Franz l

le
n5L0T/r, ~3!

f
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whereL052.4531028W•V/m. The phonon component o
thermal conductivity was approximated by using t
formula14

lph5
kb

2p2v S kb

\ D 3

T3E
0

Q/T y4ey

~ey21!2t21~y,T!
dy, ~4!

wherey5\v/kbT (v is the phonon frequency!, v the aver-
age velocity of sound, andt(y,T) the total phonon relax-
ation time. The parametersQ and v were not determined
separately for each sample, but since the elastic propertie
NbSe2 and SnSe2 do not differ significantly,15,16 identical
valuesQ5222 K2 andv51.753103m/s17 were used for ap-
proximating the thermal conductivity of all Nb12xSnxSe2

samples.
The contribution of electrons in heat transport and p

non scattering is negligibly small in the semiconducti
sample Nb0.4Sn0.6Se2. It was found that the temperature d
pendence of the thermal conductivity of Nb0.4Sn0.6Se2 is best
approximated~the error in the temperature interval 2– 300
is ;1.8%) by using the following expression fort21:

t215tb
211K1v41K2Tv3 expS 2

Q

bTD1K3v2. ~5!

The first term on the right-hand sidetb
215v/d corresponds

to the scattering of phonons at the sample boundaries (d is
the corresponding mean free path!, the second term corre
sponds to Rayleigh scattering at point defects, and the t
to phonon-phonon umklapp processes. A fourth term prop
tional to v2 had to be introduced for describing the low
temperature segment of the dependencel(T). An analogous
contribution to the phonon scattering was also reported
other works devoted to the thermal conductivity of layer
dichalcogenides.9,18 Khadjai et al19 attributed the contribu-
tion to the relaxation rate proportional tov2 to phonon scat-
tering by crystal lattice distortion fields produced by po
defects in layered crystals.

In order to approximate the experimental data in
high-temperature region, the minimum possible mean f
path vt of phonons had to be restricted to the minimu
length l min . The existence of the smallest possible hig
temperature thermal conductivity defined byl min was ana-
lyzed by Cahill et al.20 for materials with a strong phono
scattering.

The values of approximation parametersK1 ,K2 ,K3 ,b,d
and l min are presented in Table II.

TABLE II. Approximation parameters for thermal conductivity o
Nb12xSnxSe2.

Parameter

x

0.00 0.30 0.60

K1 , 10242 s3 1.25 4.05 14.3
K2 , 10230 K21

•s2 – – 1.34
K3 , 10217 s 5.15 7.7 12.8
d, mm 110 75 190
b – – 6
l min , 1029 m – – 2.2
K4 , 1024 0.3 200 –
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An estimation of the electron contribution to the therm
conductivity of Nb12xSnxSe2 samples with a metal-type con
ductivity (x,0.5) in the normal state carried out by usin
formula ~3! showed thatle

n amounts to 10–30% of the tota
thermal conductivity. A precise splitting of the thermal co
ductivity into componentsle and lph was carried out for
samples of NbSe2 and Nb0.7Sn0.3Se2 at temperatures below
10 K, where elastic scattering of electrons at defects do
nates (r'r0) ~see Fig. 1!. The validity of Wiedemann–
Franz law for NbSe2 at T,10 K was confirmed in the ex
perimental work of Roeske et al.11 The electronic therma
conductivity in the superconducting state was approxima
by formula le

s5le
nf (T/Tc), the functionf (T/Tc) being de-

fined in Ref. 21. The scattering of phonons by electrons w
taken into account by introducing the ter
K4vg@D(T),T,v#, whereK4 is a constant, and the functio
g@D(T),T,v# is also defined in Ref. 21, andD(T) is the
band gap. The valueD(0)51.76kb•Tc from the BCS theory
was used in the approximation, and the temperature de
denceD(T)/D(0) was tabulated in Ref. 22.

Below 10 K, the phonon–phonon scattering does
make any contribution to the thermal resistivity, and hen
the corresponding term in~5! was omitted during approxi-
mation. The values of parametersK1 ,K3 ,K4, and d for
NbSe2 and Nb0.7Sn0.3Se2 are presented in Table II. It wa
found that the experimental results cannot be approxima
quite well in the temperature rangeT,Tc by assuming that
all phonons are scattered by electrons. It is well known23 that
the acoustic vibrations polarized across the layers in laye
materials are virtually not scattered by electrons. Hence
carried out computations under the assumption that phon
belonging to one of the three acoustic branches are not s
tered by electrons , i.e., the corresponding coefficientK4

[0 for them~the remaining coefficients were the same f
all vibrational branches!. Such an assumption made it po
sible to approximate with a good degree of precision~to
within 1.5%) the experimental thermal conductivity da
both in normal and superconducting states~solid curves in
Fig. 5!. The use of independent sets of approximation co
ficients for each of the three acoustic phonon branche24

would enormously increase the number of fitting parame
as well as the uncertainty associated with them.

Note that the behavior of the thermal conductivity in t
vicinity of Tc can also be approximated satisfactorily und
the assumption that phonons belonging to all three acou
branches are scattered identically by electrons, but by u
the valueD(0)/kbTc51.1 instead of the value 1.76 from th
BCS theory. However, it was shown experimentally25 that
the band gap in NbSe2 is close to the theoretical value, an
hence we assume that the former assumption is more re
tic.

Analyzing the obtained values of the approximation p
rameters~Table II!, we observe that the coefficientd is close
to the thickness of the corresponding sample. For sam
with x.0, the values of the parametersK1 andK3 are larger
than for pure NbSe2 because of a larger number of defects
the samples upon replacement of Nb by Sn. The value ofK4

determined by the electron–phonon interaction is mu
higher for Nb0.7Sn0.3Se2 than for NbSe2, which is in accord
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with the values of the parameterA for resistivity ~Table I!.
The assumption that the electron density of states at
Fermi level is maximum for the compound Nb0.7Sn0.3Se2 ex-
plains the increase in the value ofK4 as well asA. The
phonon–electron scattering coefficient is defined
follows24:

K45
~m* !2CD

2

2pD0v\3 , ~6!

wherem* is the effective electron mass,CD is the deforma-
tion potential, andD0 the density. Obviously, the proximity
of the Fermi level to the sharp density of states peak
Nb0.7Sn0.3Se2 leads to an increase in the value of bothm*
andCD . Since these quantities are quadratic in formula~6!,
the value of the parameterK4 increases much more sharp
than parameterA upon a transition from NbSe2 to
Nb0.7Sn0.3Se2.

CONCLUSION

A transition to the charge density wave state in the co
pound Nb12xSnxSe2 samples leads to a decrease in the
sidual resistivity~scattering of phonons by defects! and an
increase in the electron–phonon scattering. An increas
the tin concentration beyondx50.15 enhances the effect o
CDW-transition on the resistivity. The strongest electro
phonon scattering is observed for the compound withx

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity
Nb12xSnxSe2 (d correspond tox50.6, rest of the notation is the same as
Fig. 1!. Solid curves correspond to approximation~see text!. The dashed
curves estimate the electronic contribution calculated according to
Wiedemann- Franz lawle5L0T/r ~curve1 corresponds to NbSe2, curve2
to Nb0.85Sn0.15Se2, and curve3 to Nb0.7Sn0.3Se2.
e

s

r

-
-

in

50.3. For samples with metal-type conductivity, mutua
correlating deviations of thermal conductivity and electric
resistivity are observed at temperatures above 100 K.
observed peculiarities in the electrical resistivity, electro
thermal conductivity and phonon scattering by electrons
Nb12xSnxSe2 samples are apparently associated with the f
that replacement of Nb by Sn changes the occupancy of
d-band whose density of states has a sharp peak in the v
ity of the Fermi level.

To approximate the thermal conductivity o
Nb12xSnxSe2 with an accuracy close to the experimen
one, we must introduce into the total phonon relaxation ti
a term proportional to the square of frequency. At high te
peratures, the phonon mean free path is restricted to a ce
minimum value.

The behavior of thermal conductivity in the superco
ducting transition region points towards a weak interact
between electrons and a part of the phonon spectrum, m
probably the vibrations polarized at right angles to the laye
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Orientation effect in sound absorption by layered conductors
O. V. Kirichenko, D. Krstovska, and V. G. Peschansky
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Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
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It is shown that the damping decrement for acoustic waves in a layered conductor with a quasi-
two-dimensional electron energy spectrum depends considerably on the orientation of the
magnetic field relative to the layers in a wide range of magnetic fields if charge carriers can drift
along the sound wave vector. The positions of extrema on the angular dependence of the
sound damping decrement contain detailed information on the Fermi surface. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01304-8#
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Layered conductors having a strong anisotropy of me
type electrical conductivity and placed in a magnetic fieldH
exhibit a number of effects typical of quasi-two-dimension
conductors,1–9 such as acoustic transparency stimulated
the magnetic field and the orientation effect, i.e., the pr
ence of sharp peaks and narrow valleys on the depende
of kinetic characteristics on the angleu between the norma
n to the layers and the vector of a strong magnetic field w
the radius of curvaturer of a conduction electron is muc
smaller than not only its mean free pathl , but also the elec-
tromagnetic or acoustic wavelength 1/k. It will be shown
below that the orientation effect is possible in a wider ran
of magnetic fields including the case whenkr@1 if charge
carriers can drift in the magnetic field along the sound wa
vector k. The energy of charge carriers in quasi-tw
dimensional conductors

«~p!5 (
n50

`

«n~px ,py!cos~anpz /h! ~1!

depends weakly on the momentum componentpz5p–n, and
their drift along the magnetic field is negligibly small, whi
charge carriers in two-dimensional conductors, for which
the components with a nonzeron in formula ~1! are equal to
zero, do not drift at all. The coefficients of the cosines
formula ~1! decrease strongly with increasingn so that the
maximum value of the function«1(px ,py) on the Fermi sur-
face «(p)5«F is equal toh«F!«F . The drift velocity of
charge carriers alongk is proportional toh, and the orienta-
tion effect can occur only in perfect single crystals in whi
the drift over the mean free timet is much larger than the
sound wave length.

Let an acoustic wave propagate in the plane of the lay
along thex-axis. It follows from the equation

dp

dt
5

e

c
@v3H# ~2!

of motion of a charge in a magnetic field that f
H5(H sin u,0, H cosu), the following equation holds for
the velocity components averaged over the period of mo
T52pm* c/eH:
2781063-777X/98/24(4)/3/$15.00
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n

v̄x5tan u v̄z ; v̄a5
1

T E
0

T

va~ tH!dtH . ~3!

The displacement of an electron over a period of mot
along the wave vector is given by

v̄xT52tan u (
n51

` S an

h D E
0

T

dt«n~ t,pH!sinS anpz

h D
52tan u (

n51

` S an

h D E
0

T

dt«n~ t,pH!sinH anpH

h cosu

2
anpx~ t,pH!tan u

h J . ~4!

If we take into account the fact thatpx and py , and
hence «n , depend weakly on the integral of motionpH

5px sinu1pz cosu in a magnetic field, the electron drif
velocity alongk in the main approximation in the small pa
rameter of quasi-two-dimensionalityh of the electron energy
spectrum assumes the form

v̄x52tan u Im (
n51

` S an

h DexpH ianpH

h cosuJ I n~ tan u!, ~5!

where

I n~ tan u!5T21E
0

T

dt«n~ t !expH 2 ianpx~ t,pH!
tan u

h J .

~6!

It can easily be seen that the principal term in formu
~5!, which is proportional toI 1(tanu), vanishes at certain
values of tanu, and the angleu has many valuesuc near the
zeros of the functionI 1(tanw), for which the drift velocity

v̄x of charge carriers along the sound wave vector coinci
with the velocitys of propagation of an acoustic wave, an
their interaction with the wave is most effective. Cons
quently, we can expect the presence of narrow peaks on
curve describing the dependence of the damping decrem
of sound waves

G5Q/rv2u2s ~7!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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on the orientation of the magnetic field relative to the laye
Here e and m* are the charge and cyclotron effectiv

mass of a conduction electron,tH the time of its motion in
the magnetic field,c the velocity of light,a the separation
between layers,h Planck’s constant,r the density of the
crystal, u the displacement of ions, ands the velocity of
propagation of the acoustic wave with frequencyv, which
will be regarded as monochromatic in the subsequent an
sis. The dissipative functionQ can easily be found if we
know the solution of the Boltzmann kinetic equation for t
charge carrier distribution functionf (p,r ,t):

] f

]t
1

v] f

]r
1FeS Ẽ1

@v3H#

c D2
]d«

]r G ] f

]p
5Wcoll~ f !. ~8!

The collision integralWcol( f ) vanishes if we substitute
into it the equilibrium Fermi distribution function
f 0(«2p3u̇) for charge carriers in the concomitant referen
system moving with the velocityu̇5]u/]t of ion displace-
ments.

The electric field in the same reference system, i.e.,

Ẽ5E1
~ ũ3H!

c
1

mü

e
~9!

can be determined by solving the Maxwell equations

curl curl E5
4p iv

c2 j . ~10!

In the linear approximation in the small strain tens
ui j 5]ui /]xj for the crystal lattice, the solution of the kinet
equation for the nonequilibrium distribution functionf
5 f 0(«2pu̇)2c(p,r )exp(2iwt)]f0 /]« for charge carriers in
the t- approximation for the collision integralWcoll( f )
5( f 02 f )/t assumes the form

c5@exp~nT1 ik• v̄T!21#21E
t

t1T

dt8@g~ t8!

1h~ t8!#exp$ ik•@r ~ t8!2r ~ t !‡1n~ t82t !%, ~11!

where n51/t2 iv, q(t)52 ivL j i (t)kiuj , h(t)5ev(t)•Ẽ,
and the components of the deformation potential ten
L i j (p) describe the energy renormalization of conduct
electrons under the action of crystal deformation

d«5L i j ~p!ui j ~12!

taking into account the conservation of the number of cha
carriers. Here and below, the subscript ‘‘H ’’ on tH is omit-
ted. Using the solution of the kinetic equation~11!, we can
calculate the dissipative function by using the formula

Q5
2eH

c~2ph!3 E d«d~«2«F!E dpH

3E
0

T

dtcŴcoll~c![^cŴcoll~c!&. ~13!

For kr@1, the integrand in formula~11! is a rapidly
oscillating alternating functiont8, and we can use the sta
tionary phase method for calculating the dissipative funct
.

ly-

r

r

e

n

Q5 K ucu2

t L
5K * t

t1Tdt8g~ t8!* t
t1Tdt9g* ~ t9!exp$ ik•@r ~ t8!2r ~ t9!‡%

2t@cosh~T/t!2cos~kv̄x2v!T# L .

~14!

In the numerator of this expression we have omitted sm
corrections in the parametersT/t!1 andvT!1. Assuming
that the cross section of the Fermi surface by the planepH

5const contains not more than two points of the station
phase, at which charge carriers move in phase with the w
i.e., vx(t1)5vx(t2)5s, we obtain the following expression
for Q:

Q5
2eH

c~2ph!3

3E
0

2ph cosu/a

dpH

~T/t!2p/kvx8~ t1!

~T/t!214 sin2~kv̄x2v!T/2

3$ug1u2@11sin~kDx!#1uh1u2@12sin~kDx!#2 ig1~h1

2h1* !cos~kDx!%, ~15!

where g15g(t1), h15h(t1), the asterisk marks comple
conjugate values, and

Dx5x~ t2!2x~ t1!5
@py~ t1!2 py~ t2!#c

eH cosu

1tan uE
t1

t2
v2~ t,pH!dt. ~16!

If the displacement of the electron alongk over the pe-
riod T is much smaller than the acoustic wave length, i
krh tanu!1, the value ofkDx weakly depends onpH , and
the expression in the braces in formula~14! can be taken
outside the integral. However, the denominator depends
nificantly on pH for klh tanu@1 since v̄x oscillates upon
variation of pH . After simple calculations, for
1!klh tanu!l/r we obtain

Q5
L~a!eHht cosu

akvc~2ph!3 $ug1u2@11sin~kDx!#

1uh1u2@21sin~kDx!#2 ig1~h12h1* !cos~kDx!%,

~17!

wherea5kv̄xt, and

L~a!5~2/p!E
0

p/2

df
1

11a2 sin2 f
. ~18!

In formulas~15! and~17!, we have omitted insignifican
corrections in the small parameter equal to the ratio of
velocity of sound to the Fermi velocityv of conduction elec-
trons in the plane of the layers. If we use the approximat
of the quadratic momentum dependence of the funct
«0(px ,py), the quantitya assumes the form

a5klh tan u J0

aDp

2h
tan u, ~19!
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whereJ0 is the Bessel function having an infinite number
zeros on the real axis, andDp is the diameter of the Ferm
surface along the axispy .

Maxwell’s equations~10! make it possible to find the
relation between the functionh and the ion displacementu.
Using the solution of the kinetic equation~11!, we can easily
find the expression for the current densityj i(x)5^ev ic&,
which has the following form in the Fourier representatio

j i~x!5E dk exp~ ikx!@s i j ~k!Ẽj~k!1ai j ~k!kvuj~k!#.

~20!

Here Ẽj (k) anduj (k) are Fourier transforms of electri
field and ion displacement, while the acoustoelectron coe
cients are given by the formulas

s i j ~k!5e2K v i~ t !E
2`

t

dt8F~ t,t8,k!v j~ t8!L , ~21!

ai j ~k!5eK v i~ t ! È t

dt8F~ t,t8,k!L jx~ t8!L , ~22!

whereF(t,t8,k)5exp$n(t82t)1ik@x(t8)2x(t)#%. In the case of
a longitudinal acoustic wave, in the main approximation
the small parameterh we have

h~ t !5uevy~ t !
ivH cosu/c1jkvãyx

12js̃yy
. ~23!

The acoustoelectron coefficients s̃yy5syy

2syxsxy /sxx and ayx5ayx2axxsyx /sxx can be calculated
easily forkr@1 on the basis of the stationary phase meth
For infinitely small values ofh, we have

s̃yy5
s0

kD
@12sin~kD!#L~a!, ~24!

ãyx52 i
s0L

kDev
cos~kD!L~a!, ~25!

whereL5Lxx(t1), andD5cDp /eH cosu.
For kD52p(n11/4), wheren is any integer, we mus

take into account corrections proportional toh in the above
formulas for acoustoelectron coefficients. Using formu
~23!–~25! and relations~7! and~17!, we obtain the following
expression for the damping decrement of a longitudi
acoustic wave:
-

.

s

l

G5~v/v !
r / l 1a2~11a2!21 sin2~kD!

12sin~kD!1~r / l !2 . ~26!

In the case when sinkD differs significantly from unity,
the acoustic transparency of a layered conductor decre
by a factor ofklh tanu in the presence of charge carrier dr
along the wave vector~we omit insignificant factors of the
order of unity in formula~26!!. For a fixed value of magnetic
field and for the values ofu5uc , when the value ofa van-
ishes, the damping decrement of the sound wave as a f
tion of tanu assumes the minimum value, while for sinkD
521 and for the same orientations of the magnetic fi
relative to the layers of the conductor the latter becom
absolutely transparent. For tanu @1, the minima in the an-
gular dependence ofG are repeated periodically with th
same period as forkr!1. From the magnitude

D~ tan u!52ph/aDp

of these periods, we can determine the diameterDp of the
Fermi surface to a sufficiently high degree of accuracy.
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High-frequency impedance of organic metals in a strong magnetic field
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Propagation of electromagnetic waves is studied theoretically in layered organic conductors with
metal-type conductivity, whose Fermi surface~apart from a slightly corrugated cylinder!
a priori contains two sheets in the form of weakly corrugated planes. It is shown that the presence
of such a group of charge carriers significantly affects the magnitude of wave attenuation.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01404-2#
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The unusual behavior of the magnetoresistance of a f
ily of ion-radical salts with charge transfer based on tetra
afulvalene of the type ~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4

indicates1–9 that the Fermi surface of layered organic co
ductors is quite complicated. One of the types of topologi
structures of the electron energy spectrum of these mate
which explains the experimentally observed field dep
dence of the resistivity is a Fermi surface containing t
quasi-one-dimensional sheets in addition to a weakly co
gated cylinder. These sheets are weakly corrugated plane
which the velocity of charge carriers has a preferred dir
tion in the layer plane.10,11 A combination of quasi-two-
dimensional and quasi-one-dimensional cavities in the Fe
surface of such conductors may be manifested significa
in high-frequency phenomena. By way of an example, let
consider the propagation of electromagnetic waves al
layers in a conductor whose charge carriers obey an ene
momentum relation of the type

«~p!5
px

21py
2

2m
1A cos

apz

h
,«1~p!56pNv, ~1!

wherea is the separation between layers,h is the Planck’s
constant, the unit vectorN lies in the plane of the layers an
forms an anglew with the direction of wave propagatio
~x-axis!.

The conduction electron velocityvz along the normaln
to the layers depends weakly on the momentum compo
pz5p•n, so thatAa/h5v0h!v0 , wherev0 is the velocity
of electrons with Fermi energy«F5mv0

2/2 belonging to the
weakly corrugated cylinder andv is the Fermi velocity of
charge carriers belonging to a plane sheet on the Fermi
face!. In a very strong magnetic fieldH5(0,H cosu, H
sinu!, when the radius of curvaturer of the trajectory of
charge carriers with a quasi-two-dimensional energy sp
trum is much smaller than the skin-depthd, their contribu-
tion to the high frequency current is not sensitive to the s
of the surfacexs50 of the conductor since the fraction o
electrons colliding with surface boundary and interacting
fectively with the electromagnetic field is of the order ofr /d.
2811063-777X/98/24(4)/3/$15.00
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Electrons with a one-dimensional energy spectrum do
respond to the magnetic field and, as in the caseH50, carry
information about the field in the skin layer into the bulk
the sample in the form of Reuter–Sondheimer waves12 with
a velocity vx5v cosw. If the charge carriers are reflecte
almost specularly at the surface of the conductor, the rela
between the Fourier transforms of the electric field and
current density

E~k!52E
0

`

dxE~x!cos~kx!,

j ~k!52E
0

`

dxj ~x!cos~kx! ~2!

can be treated as local:

j i~k!5$s i j ~k!1s i j
~1!~k!%Ej~k!. ~3!

The contribution to the rf conductivity components of char
carriers with a quasi-two-dimensional energy spectrum
the form

s i j ~k!5
2e3H

c~2pH !3 E dpHE
0

T

dtv i~ t,pH!

3E
2`

t

dt8v j~ t8,ph!exp$n~ t82t !%

3cosk$x~ t8,pH!2x~ t,pH!%[^e2v i R̂v j&, ~4!

while the contribution to the electrical conductivity

s i j
~1!~k!5s1~k!NiNj , s1~k!5

v1
2n1

~k•v!21n1
2 , ~5!

from charge carriers with an energy–momentum relat
«1(p)56p•Nv is obviously independent of the magnet
field.

Here,e is the electron charge,n151/t12 iv, t1 andv1

are the mean free time and frequency of plasma oscillati
of conduction electrons with a one-dimensional energy sp
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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trum, T52pmc/eH cosu is the time period during which
the charge carriers belonging to a quasi-two-dimensio
Fermi surface cavity move along a closed orbit,n51/t
2 iv, and t is the mean free time of charge carriers. T
component of the electron momentum along the magn
field pH5py sinu1pz cosu is an integral of motion in view
of the equality

dp/dt5~e/c!~]«~p!]p3H!. ~6!

We assume that the electromagnetic wave is monoc
matic and has a frequencyv, while t and t8 in formula ~4!
are the times during which the charge moves in a magn
field. Integration in formula~4! is carried out over all state
of charge carriers with Fermi energy«F .

Using Maxwell’s equation in Fourier representation

@k22v2/c2#Ea~k!24p iv j a~k!/c2522Ea8 ~0!,
ur

o
tro
f
is

la

r
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he
a-
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v
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a5~y,z! ~7!

we can easily determine the Fourier transforms of vary
electric field, and then use inverse Fourier transformation
determine the electric field distribution in the conductor al

The skin depth can be determined easily with the help
the dispersion equation

det$dab2js̃ab~k!%50;a,b5~y,z!, ~8!

wherej54p iv/(k2c22v2), and

s̃ab~k!5sab~k!1sab
~1!~k!2@sax~k!1sax

~1!~k!#@sxb~k!

1sxb
~1!~k!#/@sxx~k!1sxx

~1!~k!#. ~9!

Using the energy-momentum relation~1! for charge car-
riers and formulas~4!, ~5! and ~9!, we obtain the following
expression for the matrix componentss̃ab(k) in the main
approximation in small parametersh, kr andg5T/t!1:
s̃yy~k!5
gs0sxy1s1~k!~s0g2 cos2w1szztan2u cos2w1gsxy sin 2w!

s1~k!cos2w1gsxy
,
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s̃yz~k!5s̃zy~k!5szz

s1~k!tgu cos2w

s1~k! cos2w1gsxy
,

s̃zz~k!5szz, ~10!

wheres0 is the contribution forH50 from charge carriers
to the conductivity along the layers in which the Fermi s
face cavity has the form of a corrugated cylinder.

It can be easily seen that in the absence of a drift
charge carriers along the direction of propagation of elec
magnetic waves, i.e., forw5p/2, the attenuation length o
the electric fieldEy in an extremely strong magnetic field
the same as in the absence of the latter, i.e.,d0$2pv(s0

1s1)%21/2. The attenuation length of the electric fieldEz

depends significantly on the magnetic field orientation re
tive to the layers, i.e., on the angleu between the normal to
the layers and vectorH, and may attain a value of the orde
of d0 /h2 for certain values of the angleu when the electrical
conductivity across the layers decreases sharply.13

However, the attenuation length of electromagne
waves varies significantly if charge particles can drift in t
direction of wave propagation. In order to simplify calcul
tions, we shall assume that the vectorsN andk are parallel to
each other, i.e.,w50. In this case, the dispersion equati
assumes the form

12j
~g2s01szz cos22u!s1~k!

gsxy1s1~k!

1j2
g2s0szz$s01s1~k!%

gsxy1s1~k!
50. ~11!

If the depth of penetration of an electromagnetic wa
into a conductor considerably exceeds the mean free pa
charge carriers (l 5vt1) and the dependence ofs1 on k can
be disregarded to a high degree of accuracy, it can be
-

f
-

-

c

e
of

n-

cluded from the solution of Eq.~11! that the propagation o
two weakly attenuating waves is possible. Forh!g!1,
these waves attenuate over distancesd15d0 /h and d2

5d0 /g, while for g!h!1 the attenuation lengthd1

5d0 /g cosu increases for one of the waves as the magn
field deviates from the normal to the layers and, convers
the attenuation length of the second wave decreases wiu,
i.e., d25d0 cosu/h. In the expressions ford1 and d2 , we
disregard insignificant numerical factors of the order
unity.

Under conditions of anomalous skin-effect, when t
mean free path of charge carriers is the largest paramete
the problem having the dimension of length, one of t
waves attenuates over the mean free path of charge car
in moderately strong magnetic fields forhd0 / l !ugu!1 and
d0 /h2! l , while the other wave attenuates over the depthd
>(d0l )1/2/h. In quite strong magnetic fields, whenhd0 / l
>ugu, the attenuation length of one of the waves decrea
with increasing magnetic field, while that of the other i
creases:

d1> l ugucosu/h;d2>d0h/ugucosu. ~12!

The obtained results can be generalized easily to the
of a weakly corrugated plane as one of the Fermi surf
cavities. In this case, only numerical factors of the order
unity in the above formulas need to be refined according
the specific form of the electron energy spectrum, while
effect of the quasi-one-dimensional Fermi surface cavity
the high frequency properties remains the same in orga
conductors of the type~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4.
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Study of matrix isolation of nitrogen atoms in solid N 2
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The process of matrix isolation of nitrogen atoms in solid N2 is studied by the method of
condensation from the gaseous phase. In order to vary the flow rates of nitrogen atoms and
molecules at the sample surface over a wide range, N2–He mixtures of various
compositions have been passed through the gas discharge zone. It is found that the EPR line
width for N atoms in N2 increases upon a decrease in the nitrogen flow rate from the discharge
zone to a cold substrate. It is shown that this increase is due to an increase in the
concentration of atomic nitrogen in the matrix leading to an enhancement of the dipole–dipole
interaction between atoms. It is established that a decrease in the intensity of recombination
of atoms in the course of diffusion at the sample surface due to a decrease in the surface density
of these atoms plays a decisive role in the growth of the concentration of matrix-isolated
atoms in the experiments. It is found that for a constant flow rate of atoms from the discharge,
their concentration in the matrix increases and attains saturation upon an increase in the
discharge intensity. The dependence of concentration on the discharge intensity is attributed to a
change in the degree of dissociation of molecular nitrogen in the discharge. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01504-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In experiments on matrix isolation of atoms~including N
atoms in solid N2! by the method of condensation from th
gaseous phase, the rate of flow of matrix particles~molecules
or atoms! to a substrate is usually much larger than for a fl
of matrix-isolated atoms. Under these conditions, surface
fusion and recombination of atoms at the matrix surface
not play a significant role since adsorbed atoms are rap
covered by layers of condensed matrix particles, are fi
and have no time to migrate over the surface. In order
create matrix isolation conditions, under which the flow ra
of matrix particles~N2 molecules! to the substrate is compa
rable with or even smaller than the flow rate of matr
isolated N atoms, we passed a N2–He gas mixture instead o
pure nitrogen through the gas-discharge zone to the
strate. For a considerable dilution of nitrogen with heliu
the degree of dissociation of nitrogen molecules increa
significantly and attains 100% for very low concentrations
N2 in He. Since helium evaporates and is evacuated from
setup, the flow rate of matrix N2 molecules can becom
smaller than the flow rate of matrix-isolated N atoms.
varying the concentration of N2 in He, we can change th
degree of dissociation of nitrogen, i.e., vary the ratio of flo
rates of atoms and matrix particles to the matrix substr
which allows us to study the effect of surface diffusion a
recombination of atoms on the process of their matrix iso
tion. We assume that the concentration of nitrogen ato
adsorbed at the surface of the N2 matrix is so large that the
time of their surface diffusion before the recombination (t rec)
2841063-777X/98/24(4)/7/$15.00
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is much shorter than the desorption timetdes, and desorption
can be neglected. In our experiments, we used the E
method for studying the process of matrix isolation under
conditions when the N2–He gaseous mixtures with variou
nitrogen concentrations ares used. The experiments w
made on the setup described earlier.1

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The EPR spectrum of nitrogen atoms trapped in p
~containing no He! molecular N2 has the form of a triplet due
to hyperfine interaction of the electron state4S3/2 with a
nucleus having the spinI 51 and is characterized by th
following parameters. The hyperfine structure const
~HSC! for these atoms isA511.85(6) MHz, the relative
matrix shift of the HSC isDA/Af513.4(6)%, where Af r

510.45 MHz is the HSC for a free nitrogen atom, th
g-factor isg52.00201(12), and the line width measured b
tween the points of extrema of the derivative isDH
50.49(3) G. In order to eliminate the effect of the electr
dipole–dipole interaction between N atoms on the line wid
we ensured a low concentration of atoms in the sample.
this purpose, we deposited the gas passed though a
intensity pulsed discharge with a periodu5500 ms and a
pulse durationt536 ms. The substrate temperatureT varied
from 1.5 to 4.2 K during the sample deposition and did n
affect the line width. The estimation of the intensities
anisotropic~dipole–dipole! and isotropic~contact! interac-
tions of the electron spin of an atom with nuclear magne
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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moments of molecules located at crystal lattice sites gi
the EPR line widthDH50.61 G close to that recorded in ou
experiments (;0.5 G).

For subsequent experiments, we prepared N2–He gas
mixtures with concentrations of molecular nitrogen in heliu
varying within the interval @N2#:@He1N2#50.07– 100%.
These mixtures were passed through the zone of a pu
discharge whose parameters were constant:u5380 ms and
t570 ms. The products of the gas discharge were depos
on a substrate kept at a low temperature, and then the
spectra of the obtained samples were studied. The temp
ture of liquid helium estimated from the vapor pressure
the helium bath being evacuated wasTHe.2 K, while the
temperature of the substrate during sample deposition
Tsurf.2.5 K according to estimates. It was found that t
HSC and theg-factor in the recorded EPR spectra of nitr
gen atoms coincide with the corresponding values for N
pure N2. This means that as a result of deposition of t
mixture N:N2:He, atoms are trapped in the formed nitrog
crystallites. In contrast to the HSC andg-factor, the EPR
linewidth for nitrogen atoms proved to be very sensitive
the composition of gaseous mixture passed through the
charge zone onto the substrate. Figure 1 shows the de
dence of the line widthDH on the molecular nitrogen con
centration in the gas mixture, i.e., on the ra
cN2

5@N2#/~@N2#1@He#!. It was found that the line width in-
creases upon a decrease in the nitrogen concentration i
mixture. It was proposed that such a broadening is due to
increase in the concentration of nitrogen atoms in the sam
due to a change in the atomic flow rate from the discha

FIG. 1. Dependence of the EPR line width for N atoms in the N2 matrix on
the concentration of molecular nitrogen in the N2–He gas mixture in the
discharge: measured line width~d, curve1!, Lorentzian component of line
width ~dark triangles; curve2 describes the approximation of the depe
dence for the Lorentz component by a power function!.
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zone to the matrix surface. The dipole–dipole interaction
tween the electron moments of N atoms in the matrix m
make a contribution to the width of their EPR lines, whic
increases with the concentration of these atoms. A comp
son with the theoretical curves shows that the shape of a
changes from the Gaussian~discharge in pure nitrogen! to
Lorentzian~even for the concentrationcN2

;1%!. This can

be explained as follows. It is well known2 that the shape of
the line is Gaussian when the paramagnetic centers broa
ing the line are arranged regularly and Lorentzian when t
are distributed chaotically. For a low concentration of atom
EPR lines are broadened due to ultrahyperfine interac
with the nuclear magnetic moments of matrix molecules, i
broadening centers are distributed regularly, and hence
lines are Gaussian. For a high concentration of N atoms,
line broadening occurs mainly due to their electron dip
spin–spin interaction. In this case, the line is Lorentzian
the concentrationc of atoms does not exceed 0.01c0 , where
c051/r 0

3, andr 0 is the separation between nearest sites in
matrix crystal lattice2 since in this case atoms are arrang
chaotically. For a higher concentration, we approach a re
lar distribution, and the contribution of the Gaussian comp
nent increases again.2 It will be clear from the subsequen
analysis that the maximum atomic concentration in o
samples was of the order of 0.001c0 . Thus, the observed
change in the shape of the line confirms the interpretation
line broadening by an increase in the concentration of
atoms in the N2 matrix. The observed decrease in the spi
lattice relaxation timeT1 upon a decrease in the concentr
tion of molecular nitrogen in the gas mixture from which th
sample was prepared can serve as an additional confirma
of the proposed explanation for line broadening. Thus,
cN2

51, the timeT156.931025 s, while T158.331027 s
for cN2

50.01. The timeT1 is inversely proportional to the
squared concentration of paramagnetic centers.2 Conse-
quently, the atomic concentration in the sample increase
a factor of nine upon a decrease in the molecular nitro
concentration by a factor of 100, i.e., approximately in
verse proportion to the square root of the molecular nitrog
concentration in the gas mixture. It will be proved below th
exactly this dependence is also observed for the line wid

We assume that in our case the increase in the degre
dissociation of molecular nitrogen, i.e., the rat
@N#/~@N#1@N2#!, in the discharge upon a decrease in t
value of cN2

can be one of the reasons behind EPR l
broadening. This is due to the fact that the recombination
nitrogen atoms in the discharge zone slows down as a re
of dilution with helium. In order to verify this assumption
we carried out experiments in which the degree of disso
tion of molecules was changed by varying the discharge
tensity at a constantcN2

50.01. The duration oft and the
periodu of discharge pulses changed at a constant amplit
and cN2

. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the EPR l
width for nitrogen atoms on the discharge intensity measu
in the units ofh5t/(t1u), which is proportional to the
generator power supplied to the discharge. The valueh51
corresponds to a continuous discharge, i.e., maximum de
of dissociation of nitrogen, and hence the maximum conc
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tration of nitrogen atoms in the matrix. The valueh50 cor-
responds to the extremely low discharge power for which
concentration of atoms in the sample is so low that the ef
of the electron spin–spin interaction of atoms causing bro
ening is negligibly small, i.e., broadening occurs only due
nuclear moments of the matrix crystal lattice. It can be s
from the figure that the line width is an increasing functi
of the discharge intensity attaining saturation, and hence
dependence can be explained qualitatively by a change in
degree of dissociation of molecules in the discharge. Si
the EPR line in our experiments is broadened due to
interactions one of which leads to the Gaussian shape o
line and the other to the Lorentzian shape, the shape of
resultant line can be described by the convolution of
Gaussian and Lorentzian distributions. Knowing the exp
mental line width DH and the Gaussian contributio
(DH)G50.49 G, we can find2 the Lorentzian line width
(DH)L reflecting the concentration of atoms in the samp
Figure 2 also shows the points corresponding to the va
(DH)L5@DH22(DH)G

2 #/DH. Since the width of the
Lorentzian component is proportional to the concentration
paramagnetic atoms in the sample,2 this curve also describe
the dependence of the concentration of trapped atoms on
discharge intensity. In addition, the curve in Fig. 2 indica
that dissociation of molecules for the discharge parame
typical of our experiments~u5380 ms andt570 ms! for
which the dependence of the line width on the concentra
of nitrogen molecules in the gas mixture was obtained~see
Fig. 1! is complete even forcN2

50.01. Consequently, al

FIG. 2. Dependence of the EPR line width for N atoms in the N2 matrix on
the discharge intensity: measured line width~curve 1!, Lorentzian compo-
nent of line width~curve2!. On the abscissa axis, we lay out the quant
h5t/(t1u), wheret is the duration of discharge pulses andu the pulse
repetition period.
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though the mechanism considered above contributes to
broadening, it cannot be responsible for an increase inDH
when the value ofcN2

decreases from values of the order
one percent.

3. SURFACE DIFFUSION AND RECOMBINATION OF
NITROGEN ATOMS

In order to explain the form of the dependence presen
in Fig. 1, we must consider the trapping of nitrogen atoms
the N2 matrix. We shall estimate the concentration of ato
in the sample as a function of the flow rate to the surfa
taking into account their surface recombination. Let us s
plify the problem assuming that desorption of atoms can
neglected in this case. We shall consider the followi
mechanism of trapping of atoms in the matrix:~1! adsorption
of atoms at the matrix surface;~2! diffusion of adsorbed
atoms over the surface, during which a fraction of ato
collide and recombine, while the remaining atoms a
trapped at the steps of growth islets and subsequently e
undergo recombination, or are trapped in the matrix. P
ceeding from this model, we shall calculate the concentra
of N atoms trapped in the N2 matrix. Let I at be the flow rate
of atoms from the discharge tube to the sample surfacekat

the rate of their trapping at the growth steps, and the quan
1/kat reciprocal to this rate is the lifetimetat of a free atom at
the surface relative to its trapping on a step. Let 1/kmol be the
lifetime of a free molecule at the surface, i.e., the charac
istic time of its trapping at a growth step. We shall wrote tw
simple balance equations for the numbernat of atoms mov-
ing freely over the surface and the numbernmol of free mol-
ecules on the sample surface in the case of complete d
ciation of molecules in the discharge and the absence
molecular flow to the surface. We denote bya the recombi-
nation rate constant for atoms at the surface. Then we
write

I at2katnat2anat
2 50; ~1!

1

2
~ I at2katnat!5kmolnmol . ~2!

The coefficient 1/2 appears in Eq.~2! since we are dealing
with diatomic molecules.

In accordance with the adopted model, N atoms
trapped at steps which form the boundary of the growth
the second layer of densely packed spheres~face centered
cubic lattice of molecular nitrogen at helium temperature!,
and then an atom diffuses to the corner of a growth st
where it has six nearest neighbors. In this case, the con
tration of atoms in the sample is described by the followi
equation:

Cat5
katnat~12Cat!

6pm
6

@ I at1katnat~12Cat!
6pm

6 #/21I mat
. ~3!

This relation is valid for a more general case, when disso
tion in the discharge is incomplete, and an additional m
lecular flow is supplied to the sample surface at a rateI mat.
In Eq. ~3!, the following notation in used:Cat is the concen-
tration of atoms in the sample, defined as the ratio of
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number of matrix-isolated atoms to the total number of p
ticles ~molecules and matrix-isolated atoms! in the sample,
and pm the probability that a particle incident on a grow
step is a molecule formed as a result of recombination at
surface, or a molecule from the discharge, i.e.,

pm5
kmolnmol1I mat

kmolnmol1katnat1I mat
,

where the numerator contains the rate of molecular flow
growth steps and the denominator contains the total flow
of particles~including atoms and molecules! to these steps
The numerator of the fraction in expression~3! is the number
of atoms trapped in the matrix per unit time, which is equ
to the flow ratekatnat of atoms to the growth sites, multiplie
by the probability of the absence of recombination at the s
corner for an atom occupying this site. This probability
defined as the product of the probability of the absence
trapped atom among the six neighbors of the step and
probability that the next six neighbors are molecules. T
denominator in~3! is the number of lattice sites occupied b
molecules and atoms per unit time.

The values ofnat can be determined from Eq.~1!, and
the expression forpm assumes the form

pm5
I at8 2A112I at8 1112I mat

I at8 1A112I at8 2112I mat8
,

whereI at8 52I ata/kat
2 , I mat8 52I mata/kat

2 or, if we introduce the
notation 2a/kat

2 5atat
2 /0,551/q, we can write

I at8 5
I at

q
, I mat8 5

I mat

q
.

Since the maximum value ofCat cannot exceed;0.1 ~atoms
at the neighboring nodes of the lattice matrix recombine!, we
can put (12Cat)

6'126Cat in Eq. ~3!. This leads to a qua
dratic equation forCat, whose solution has the form

Cat5
1

12
@~131A!2A~131A!2248#, ~4!

where

A5
I at8 12I mat8

A112I at8
S I at8 1A112I at8 2112I mat8

I at8 2A112I at8 1112I mat8
D 6

.

It was noted above that the width of the Lorentzian co
ponent of the EPR line for nitrogen atoms is proportional
the atomic concentration in the sample. Consequently, kn
ing the experimental value of (DH)L , we can determine the
concentration of atoms in the sample: (DH)L'1029rat,
whererat is the density of atoms.2 The density of nitrogen
molecules in solid molecular N2 is rN2

52.7731022 cm23.
Hence we obtain the following expression for the atom
concentration:Cat'431024(DH)L . The maximum value of
(DH)L obtained by us here is 2.1 G, which corresponds
the atomic nitrogen concentrationCat;1023. This means
that the value ofA determiningCat in formula ~4! is much
greater than unity in the range of atomic concentrations u
in our experiments. This gives the following expression
Cat:
-

e
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te
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-

-
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r

Cat'2/A ~5!

or, for zero flow rate of the matrix gas and complete dis
ciation of molecules in the discharge,

Cat'
2&

AI at8
5

2kat

A1ata
, ~6!

i.e., the concentration of atoms in the sample is invers
proportional to the square root of the flow rate of atoms fro
the discharge to the surface. Consequently, for complete
sociation of molecular nitrogen in the discharge and a c
stant flow rate of the gas mixture to the substrate, we ob
the following dependence of the line width on the concent
tion of the N2 impurity in the N2–He mixture:

~DH !L21/AcN2
. ~7!

An expression of the type~6! for the atomic concentra
tion in the sample, in whicha and I at appear to the powe
21/2, while kat appears to the first power indicates that
decrease in the number of free atoms at the surface is ma
due to their surface recombination rather than due to trapp
at the growth steps. Indeed, puttingkat.0 in formula~1!, we
obtainnat'AI at/a for the number of atoms at the surface.
this case, the flow rate of atoms to growth steps is equa
katAI at/a. Considering thatnmol'I at/2, we obtain the follow-
ing expression for the atomic concentration in the sam
with a low Cat:

Cat'
katAI at/a

I at/2
5

2

AI ata/kat
2

5
2&

AI at8
,

i.e., we arrive at relation~6!.
The solid curve in Fig. 1 describes the approximation

the experimental dependence of (DH)L as a function ofcN2

~symbols in the figure! by the power function (DH)L
2

5X1(cN2
)X2. The exponent was found to be indeed close

;0.5 ~see~7!!: X2520.44. It is interesting to note that thi
conclusion is confirmed by the data on the spin–lattice
laxation time for a lower dilution of molecular nitrogen wit
helium also. For example, it was shown in Sec. 2 tha
decrease incN2

by a factor of 100 reducesT1 by a factor of
9, which corresponds to an increase in the atomic concen
tion by an order of magnitude. Using formula~6! and experi-
mental values of line width, we can determine the value ofI at8
for the molecular nitrogen concentrationcN2

51% in the
mixture, which was used in our experiments involving var
tion of discharge intensity. This givesI at8 (1%)55.53107. In
such experiments~see Fig. 2!, an increase in the atomic flow
rate to the substrate due to an increase in the discharg
tensity leads to an increase in the atomic concentration in
sample. This contradicts the dependence presented by
mula ~6! describing the results of experiments in which t
atomic flow rate from the discharge increases due to an
crease in the concentration of molecular nitrogen in heliu
Such a discrepancy can be explained as follows. In exp
ments with a discharge with varying intensity, we are deal
with incomplete dissociation of molecular nitrogen in th
discharge. Using formula~4!, we take the flow rate of undis
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sociated N2 for the matrix gas flow rateI mat. Obviously, the
quantity I at8 12I mat8 5B in this case is constant~for an invari-
ableCN2

and the gas flow through the discharge!, i.e., inde-
pendent on the discharge intensity. This means thatB(1%)
55.53107 for cN2

51% and for any intensity of the dis
charge. We can write the expression for the quantityA ap-
pearing in formula~4! in the form

A5
B

A112I at8
S B1A112I at8 21

B2A112I at8 11
D 6

,

or, taking into account the inequalitiesB@1, B@AI at8 , A
'B/A2I at8 . Substituting this value into formula~5!, we ob-
tain

Cat'
2&

B
AI at8 . ~8!

Thus, the dependence of the concentration of atoms in
sample on their flow rate to the surface in the case when
flow rate varies due to a change in the discharge inten
~see Fig. 2! is indeed opposite to that given by formula~6!
describing the results of experiments with a change in
concentration of molecular nitrogen in helium~see Fig. 1!.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to verify expression~8! quan-
titatively from experimental points in Fig. 2 without knowin
the law governing the growth in the degree of dissociat
upon an increase in the discharge intensity, and hence
have to remain content with the qualitative coincidence.

4. SUITABILITY OF THE MATRIX INSULATION MODEL AND
SOME NUMERICAL ESTIMATES

The results presented in Secs. 2 and 3 lead to the
clusion that the concentration of trapped atoms in our exp
ments with low flow rates of molecular components to t
deposition surface is mainly determined by their surface
combination occurring as a result of diffusion of atoms ov
the surface.

The dimensionless quantityI at8 determined from the ex
perimental width of EPR lines~formula ~6! and Fig. 1! is the
flow rate of atoms to the substrate, normalized to the rat

q50,5/atat
2 . ~9!

Since the flow rate of atoms to the surface in the cas
complete dissociation of nitrogen in the discharge can
estimated from the flow rate of the gas recorded in exp
ments, we can obtain the experimental value of this ratio

While determiningq, we used the data on the N2 con-
centration in the mixture N2–He, which is equal to 1023.
For example,I at8 (0.1%)5107, and the flow rate of atoms to
the substrate isI at5531013 s21. Consequently,qexp55
3106 s21. Let us now estimate the values of the quantit
appearing in the expression~9! for q. Since we are consid
ering processes at the surface, the problem is t
dimensional. While evaluatinga, it is expedient to assum
that the recombination cross section is equal to the dou
internuclear spacing 2l N2

in a nitrogen molecule. Moving
over the surface, an atom jumps from one potential wel
another with the hopping raten. Denoting the lattice param
he
e

ty
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eter byl lat , we obtain the following expression for the ave
age velocity of an atom moving over the surface:Vdif

5n l lat . Consequently, for the constanta @equation~1!# we
have a'2l N2

l latn/Ssub, where Ssub is the area of the sub
strate. The order of magnitude of the lifetimetat of a free
atom on the surface relative its capture at a growth ste
determined by the time of its diffusion over the surface,
quired for displacement over a distance of the order of
microcrystal sizeLcr . In the random walk model, the dis
placement of an atom from a given point over a certain ti
interval is proportional to the square root of the number
jumps during this time, and henceLcr' l latAtatn, whencetat

'(1/n)(Lcr / l lat)
2. Substituting the obtained expressions f

a and tat into formula ~9! and assuming thatq5qexp55
3106 s21, we can estimate the timet jump between two con-
secutive jumps, which is a quantity reciprocal to the hopp
raten:

1

n
'

1027Ssubl lat
3

2l N2
Lcr

4 . ~10!

On the other hand, the timet jump can be expressed in term
of the activation energy of surface diffusionEsurf:

t jump5t0 expS Esurf

kT D , ~11!

wheret0;10213 s. We can estimate this activation ener
by using relations~10! and ~11!. These expressions conta
the quantities Ssub51 cm2, l lat54.0 Å, l N2

51.1 Å, T

52.5 K, and the crystallite size is of the order of 0.1mm.
Indeed, Ref. 3 contains the values ofLcr for various cryoc-
rystals including solid Ar for which the mean value ofLcr at
the condensation temperature 6.0 K is 60 nm. At a giv
temperature, the size of crystallites is mainly determined
the heat of sublimationQsub whose values for Ar and N2 are
close:Qsub

N2 5250 J/g andQsub
Ar 5200 J/g.4 The size of crystal-

lites of the order of 0.1mm in solid hydrogen films obtained
by slow deposition~with a rate of the order of 1 mmole/h
and smaller! was noted by Tamet al.5 As a result, from
relations ~10! and ~11! we obtain Esurf~N–N2!est1'66 K.
However, another mechanism of atomic loss is also poss
i.e., the recombination of atoms trapped by the surface o
cryocrystal but yet not thermalized, which migrate over t
surface, losing gradually their excess kinetic energy. T
value Esurf~N–N2!est1'66 K was obtained by us under th
assumption that the diffusion of nitrogen atoms over the s
face of the N2 matrix is of the activation type. If the value
obtained in this way were considerably smaller than the
timate that should be expected proceeding from the availa
experimental or theoretical data, this would indicate that d
fusion of nonthermalized atoms makes a significant con
bution to recombination.

Let us evaluateEsurf~N–N2! by using another method
based on the available data. For example, the experime
value of surface diffusion activation energy for hydrog
molecules on the surface of solid H2 is known to be 23 K.6

The activation energy of surface diffusion of a particle
proportional to its energy of absorption at the surface o
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cryocrystal, which is proportional~in the first approximation!
to the product of polarizabilities of a matrix particle and t
particle being adsorbed. Such a treatment allows us to ob
a rough estimate of the surface diffusion activation ene
for N on N2 proceeding from the experimental value
Esurf~H2–H2!523 K and polarizabilities a(N)57.5a0

3;
a(H2)55.178a0

3; a(N2)511.74a0
3, wherea0 is the Bohr ra-

dius. This gives the following estimate
Esurf~N–N2!est2'76 K. In all probability, this estimate is
slightly lower since we must take into account not only t
change in polarizability, but also a considerable increas
the mass of the adsorbed particle as well as the matrix m
ecules as we go over from hydrogen to nitrogen, which m
obviously lead to a higher value ofEsurf~N–N2!est2. Thus, we
can assume that a significant fraction of nitrogen molecu
is formed as a result of surface recombination of atoms
have not thermalized as yet.

5. ON LIMITING CONCENTRATIONS OF MATRIX ISOLATED
ATOMS

Among other things, intense studies of matrix isolati
of free radicals aim at accumulating high concentrations
radicals required for analyzing fundamental processes in
tems with a high density of unpaired spins as well as
developing new kinds of fuel.7–10The available theories use
for estimating the maximum possible concentrations
matrix-isolated atoms, including static theories based on
calculation of the number of ways of arrangement of p
ticles forming the matrix as well as dynamic theories
which the value of limiting concentration of radicals w
determined by the beginning of chain recombination in
sample, do not take into account the recombination in
course of diffusion of atoms over the sample surface. At
same time, the results of the present research show tha
channel of the decrease in the concentration of mat
isolated atoms is very significant. Formula~4! makes it pos-
sible to construct the dependence of concentration on
quantity l at8 , i.e., the atomic flow rate to the sample surfac
normalized to the ratioq50.5/atat

2 . Figure 3 shows this de
pendence calculated for conditions under which no ad
tional matrix gas is supplied. It can be seen from the fig
that for a constantq there exists a value of the flow rate
which the atomic concentration attains its maximum va
equal approximately to 4.5%. The reason behind the poss
existence of such a peak lies in gradual transition~upon a
decrease in the flow rate of atoms to the surface! from the
recombination of atoms moving freely over the surface
their recombination predominantly after their trapping
growth steps. In order to attain this maximum, we must
duce the atomic flow rate to the sample surface by a facto
33104 as compared to the minimum value attained in o
experiments. If we do it only by reducing the concentrati
of molecular nitrogen in helium, this concentration must
smaller than 1025%, which is difficult to attain since such
condition presumes extremely high purity of gases. We co
try to reduce the gas flow rate through the discharge as
as the concentration of N2 impurity in He. Obviously, an
increase in the concentration of trapped atoms may also
in
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caused by a decrease in the substrate temperature, w
‘‘freezes’’ the mobility of thermalized atoms, and a decrea
in the temperature of the gas~N:He! supplied to the substrat
since the diffusion length of nonthermalized atoms decrea
in this case. An analysis of formula~4! also shows that the
supply of additional matrix gas to the substrate does not l
to an increase in the maximum possible concentration
atoms in the sample.

The analysis presented in this section shows that sur
recombination should be taken into account in the theoret
estimation of the limiting concentration of atoms trapped
the matrix.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this research, we measured the EPR line width
nitrogen atoms trapped from a gas discharge in solid N2 for
various values of the atomic flow rate to the sample surfa
It was found that the concentration of atoms in the sampl
inversely proportional to the square root of the flow rate
atoms to the surface for constant discharge parameters; in
case of a constant flow rate, the concentration increases
attains saturation upon an increase in the discharge inten
The dependence of the concentration of matrix isolated
oms on the flow rate of atoms to the surface was explai
by the loss of atoms due to surface recombination, while
dependence on the discharge intensity was explained b
change in the degree of dissociation of molecular nitrogen
the discharge. It was proved that surface recombination

FIG. 3. Calculated dependence of the concentration of nitrogen atoms i
N2 matrix on the normalized flow rate to the substrate in the case of c
plete dissociation of nitrogen in the discharge. HereI at8 52I ata/kat

2 is the
dimensionless quantity proportional to the flow rateI at of atoms to the
substrate.
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stricts the limiting concentration of N in N2 ~to ;4%! in the
case of deposition of gas discharge products on a cold
face.

One of the authors~Yu. A. Dmitriev! expresses his grati
tude to A. È. Kilyup for attention to this research and su
port.
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Low frequency vibrational spectrum of CsDy „MoO4…2

V. I. Kut’ko
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Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
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Transmission spectrum of CsDy(MoO4)2 single crystals is measured in polarized light in the
longwave IR region~10–100 cm21) at low temperatures 6–40 K. The change in the
vibrational spectrum during first-order structural phase transition (Tc;38 K) is detected
experimentally. The vibrational spectrum of CsDy(MoO4)2 is analyzed in the model of ‘‘quasi-
chipped off’’ vibrational modes. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!01604-1#
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INTRODUCTION

We investigated a compound belonging to the series
rhombic double alkaline-rare earth molybdates undergo
low-temperature structural phase transitions of the type
cooperative Jahn–Teller effect~CJTE!.1,2 This compound
also displays a structural phase transition accompanied
considerable rearrangement of the electronic spectrum
Dy31 ions.3 A distinguishing feature of this phase transitio
is that it is of jump type and is accompanied by hysteresis
Tc is passed from above or below, hence it was identified
a first-order phase transition. Later, it was observed du
specific heat measurements4 that a structural phase transitio
in CsDy(MoO4)2 is accompanied by an enthalpy jum
DH50.6410.2 kJ/mol. Other parameters determining t
structural variations in this compound during phase transi
were also found to vary significantly. The energy of t
ground state of f -electrons in Dy31 ions decreases b
;80 cm21.5 Raman and IR spectral measurements rev
that the optical phonon frequencies also vary abruptly.6

Studies of the temperature dependence of the unit
parameters have shown that the lattice parametera of
CsDy(MoO4)2 undergoes a significant variation;0.67% in
the structural phase transition region.7

Such an abrupt variation of parameters in the structur
the compound being investigated is not characteristic
phase transitions of cooperative Jahn–Teller effect ty
which were treated as second-order phase transitions w
slight rearrangement of energy spectrum of rare-earth ion
earlier investigations of vanadates as well as in molybdat8

The effect of the external magnetic field on the temperat
of structural phase transition in CsDy(MoO4)2 was also
found to be unusual. It was shown by El’chaninova et a9

that the phase transition temperature remains practically
changed in fields up to;7 T which is not characteristic o
CJTE type phase transitions. An analysis shows10 that the
contribution to the latent heat of transition from the entha
variation in the electron subsystem of Dy31 is insignificant.
2911063-777X/98/24(4)/5/$15.00
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It is also worth noting that a first-order structural phase tr
sition (Tc;135 K) was also observed in the isostructu
diamagnet CsBi(MoO4)2, whose external manifestations a
the same as in CsDy(MoO4)2.11

All the above-mentioned facts indicate that, judging
the physical properties, the phase transition
CsDy(MoO4)2 differs from the CJTE type phase transition
studied earlier in compounds containing rare-earth io
Hence it cannot be stated with certainty whether the ph
transition in CsDy(MoO4)2 is indeed a CJTE type trans
tions.

The dynamic theory of structural phase transitions as
ciated with the CJTE is based on an analysis of tempera
dependences of the low-frequency electron–phonon m
energies. In the case of ferrodistortional ordering, the an
sis is usually confined to the interaction between an elec
branch and an acoustic branch. The frequency of the latte
equal to zero at the structural phase transition temperatur
the real situation, the number of active modes is much lar
Other spectral branches are considered either with a view
explain the physical singularities that cannot be explained
the basis of a single-mode behavior during a ferro- or a
ferrodistortional type ordering. Hence the experimental
formation about the low-frequency phonon spectrum of th
systems is quite important.

In order to find the peculiarities of the crystal lattic
dynamics, as well as the nature of structural phase transi
we carried out experimental studies of the low-frequency
sorption spectrum of CsDy(MoO4)2 crystals by using the
longwave IR spectroscopic technique.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The compound CsDy(MoO4)2 crystallizes in rhombic
space groupD2h

3 with parametersa59.51 Å, b57.97 Å and
c55.05 Å of the unit cell containing two formula units of th
compound.12 The structure consists of@Dy(MoO4)2#``

2 and
@Cs#``

1 layers alternating along the parametera. Within each
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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@Dy(MoO4)2#``
2 layer, the Dy31 ions form a chain structure

along theb-axis. The Dy31 ions are located in distorted oxy
gen octahedra and have a very low local symmetryD2.
Hence the lowest multiplet6H15/2 of the Dy31 ion is split
into eight Kramers doublets by the crystal field.

Crystals of CsDy(MoO4)2 were grown by spontaneou
crystallization technique from solution in the melt. Su
crystals have a faintly yellow color and characteristic dime
sions 1031031 mm, and are easily split into layers in th
~100! plane.

Measurements were made on an IR spectrometer wi
cooled InSb photoresistance, as well as a cooled german
bolometer. Measurements were made in the frequency ra
10– 100 cm21. The samples were of the size 531031 mm.
Upon an increase in sample temperature beyond the s
tural phase transition point, the transmission decreased
siderably, and hence temperature measurements were
selectively. A polarization microscope was used for orient
the samples along the crystallographic axes.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the frequency dependence of the IR
diation transmission at low temperatures (;6 K). It can be
seen from the figure that the spectrum contains five abs
tion bands for a polarizationEib of the radiation and five
absorption bands for a polarizationEic. A characteristic fea-
ture of the measured spectra is two bands with doublet st
ture at frequencies 56.2 and 59.9 cm21 for polarizationEic,
and frequencies 84.5 and 88 cm21 for polarizationEib.

FIG. 1. The form of the transmission spectrum for a CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal
in the frequency range 10–100 cm21 at 6 K for two polarizations of incident
light: Eib~a! and Eic~b!. The arrows indicate the bands formed at a te
perature below the structural phase transition point.
-

a
m
ge
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n-
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a-

p-

c-

The doublet structure gradually disappears as the t
perature is raised to;40 K ~see Fig. 2!. In order to confirm
that this structure is associated with the phase transition
not with the initial high-temperature phase, we measured
absorption spectrum of the crystal CsTb(MoO4)2 which has
the same structure as CsDy(MoO4)2 but which does not dis-
play a structural phase transition. The doublet structure
the bands was not observed in this case~Fig. 3!, and hence it
can be uniquely verified that the doublet structure emerg
in the ;57 cm21 band for Eic polarization and in the

FIG. 2. Absorption bands of a CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal having doublet struc-
ture at different temperatures.

FIG. 3. Absorption bands of CsDy(MoO4)2 and CsTb(MoO4)2 crystals at
low temperatures.
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;87 cm21 band forEib polarization is associated with th
structural phase transition in CsDy(MoO4)2. The transmis-
sion of IR radiation decreases considerably upon an incre
in temperature, hence the spectra were recorded for spe
gaps comparable with the absorption band half- width. T
rules out the possibility of a proper analysis of the shape
intensity of the absorption bands. For the same reason
did not determine the phase transition temperature.

Apart from the above-mentioned bands, the transmiss
spectrum also displays the following absorption bands
the polarizationEib: a high-intensity band at frequenc
'59 cm21, which is actually the depolarized component
the band at'57 cm21(Eic), a weak band at frequenc
'41 cm21, as well as a band at frequency'70 cm21. The
band at frequency'41 cm21 for polarizationEic is quite
intense and broad. Another high- intensity absorption b
observed in the region'87 cm21 is actually the depolarized
component of the band split in the polarizationEib.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The crystal CsDy(MoO4)2 studied by us has a layere
structure. The ion interaction forces inside t
@Dy(MoO4)2#``

2 layers are stronger than the binding forc
between these layers and the Cs1 sublattice which also
forms a layer. This is due to the fact that Cs1 ions are
monovalent.

The crystal CsDy(MoO4)2 can be presented in the form
of a packet of alternating layers with opposite charges
different masses: the@Dy(MoO4)2#``

2 layer has a massM
and the layer Cs̀̀1 has a massm,M ~Fig. 4!. These layers
alternate along thea axis which corresponds to the large
parameter of the unit cell. Such a system is multilayered w
a lattice period along one of the crystallographic directio
exceeding the characteristic range of ionic interaction13

which leads to a decrease in the effect of long-range orde
regular ion arrangement in the crystal on the phonon sp
trum and vibrational characteristics.

It was shown by Feodosyev et al.14 that, under the effec
of local anisotropy of interaction between ions, ‘‘quas

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram for the structure of CsDy(MoO4)2, in which
layers have different masses and are charged oppositely~the layers are
bounded by dashed lines!.
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chipping off’’ of one or several vibrational modes whos
polarization vector is oriented along one of crystallograp
directions can take place in such lattices. Such a ‘‘qua
chipping off’’ is similar to the quasi-chipping of phono
branches in a layered crystal, which are polarized at ri
angles to its layers.15

We assume that quasi-chipped off modes in the giv
crystal are two coupled phonon modes corresponding to s
phase and antiphase shear displacements of two layers
tive to each other, the first layer being formed by Cs1 ions
and the second by@Dy(MoO4)2#

2 ions.
If we completely disregard the interaction between the

branches and the remaining vibrational modes, these osc
tions can be described by the following system of equatio

mv2YCs5a$2YCs2@YDy~MoO4!2

~11! 1YDy~MoO4!2

~21! #%

mv2YDy~MoO4!2
5a$2YDy~MoO4!2

2@YCs
~11!1YCs

~21!#}, ~1!

wherea is the effective force constant corresponding to t
retrieving force acting during a displacement of a layer
ions parallel to the remaining layers, andYCs andYDy(MoO4)2

are the displacement of Cs and Dy(MoO4)2 layers, respec-
tively.

The system of equations~1! is similar to the system of
equations describing vibrations of a linear chain with tw
ions in a unit cell, but in our case the polarization of osc
lations is transverse since oscillations propagate at r
angles to the layers.

In this model we have two vibrational branches~optical
and acoustical!. The values of limiting frequencies for thes
branches are

v05@2a~1/m11/M !#1/2 for k50, ~2!

v05@2a/m#1/2 for k5p/a, ~3!

for the optical branch and

va5@2ak2~a/2!2/~M5m!#1/2 for k50, ~4!

va5~2a/M !1/2 for k5p/a, ~5!

for the acoustical branch, wherev52pn is the cyclic fre-
quency andk the quasi-wave vector.

Using the experimental values of frequenciesn1

.58.1 cm21 for Eic and n2.86.1 cm21 for Eib at T

.40 K, we can determine the elastic shear moduli from f
mula ~2! for different polarizations (Eic and Eib). Using
formulas~3! and ~5!, we can find the frequencies of optica
and acoustic branches at the boundary of the Brillouin zo
The same model was employed to find the velocities
transverse sound, which were compared with the data
tained by ultrasonic methods.16 All numerical calculations
were made for the high-temperature phase since the velo
of sound was determined at room temperature. The limit
frequencies of vibrational branches as well as the veloci
of sound are given in Table I.

Using the values ofa obtained above and the formul
for dispersion of the optical and acoustic branches from
one-dimensional model, i.e.,

v25a~1/m11/M !1a@~1/m11/M !2
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24 sin2~ka/2!/mM#1/2, ~6!

we can calculate the dispersion of acoustic and opt
branches over the entire Brillouin zone.

It can be seen from the Table that the calculated val
of the velocity of sound are in satisfactory agreement w
the result of ultrasonic measurements.16 In our opinion, small
discrepancy in the values is due to the following circu
stances: at temperatures above the structural phase trans
the first excited electron state of Dy31 ions ('30 cm21) lies
in the region of acoustic spectrum,5 which leads to their in-
teraction leading to the formation of a quasi-gapD
'6 cm21 according to estimates!, and ultimately to a de-
crease in the velocity of sound.17 It cannot be ruled out,
however, that this decrease can be due to anharmonis
interlayer vibrations.

The splitting of absorption bandsn1558.1 cm21 in the
polarizationEic andn2586.1 cm21 in the polarizationEib
at a temperature below the structural phase transition p
indicates that the proposed model satisfactory describes
mechanism of formation of the low-frequency vibration
spectrum of the CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal.

The formation of a superstructure in a direction perp
dicular to the layers@Cs#``

1 and @Dy(MoO4)2#``
2 leads to

the splitting of the absorption bandsn1 andn2 in the corre-
sponding polarizations due to the convolution of the B
louin zone. According to the diagram presented in Fig. 5,
spectrum also acquires bands with the frequencies 40 c21

for the polarizationEib and 27 cm21 for the polarization
Eic. In Fig. 1, these bands are marked by arrows and
manifested as weak bands in the absorption spectrum.
emergence of these bands in the spectrum and a good a
ment between the values of their frequencies and the ca
lated values~see Table I! prove the correctness of the chos
model. The calculated values of frequencies at the bound
of the Brillouin zone at the pointp/a on acoustic branche
are in accord with experimental data, while the experim
tally obtained values of corresponding splittings on opti
branches are slightly smaller than the values calculated
using the proposed model. This can be due to the fact tha
frequencies of optical branches are close to the frequen
of interlayer vibrations of the layer@Dy(MoO4)2#``

2 , and
hence the vibrations of the cesium sublattice are more lo
ized than in the proposed model.

TABLE I. Values of shear constantsa, limiting frequenciesv0 andva of
optical and acoustic branches, as well as theoretical and experimental v
of the velocity of sound.13.

Energy, cm21 Velocity of sound

a,
k5p/a v, m/s

Polarization N/m k50 v0 va theory experiment

Eib 22.8 86.1 76.2 40 3.173103 (2.7160.1)3103

Eic 10.4 58.1 51.5 27 2.153103 (1.7460.1)3103

Remark:IR radiation with polarizationsEib andEic induces displacements
corresponding to acoustic waves with displacement vector polarizationsuib
anduic.
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Thus, a comparison of low-frequency absorption spec
at temperatures lower and higher than the phase-trans
point enabled us to establish the main peculiarity in th
formation.

Let us estimate the energy of uniform deformation in t
structural phase transition region in CsDy(MoO4)2(Tc

.38 K) as well as the energy of transformation in the cou
of this phase transition.

According to El’chaninova and Zvyagin,5 the lowermost
electron state of Dy31 ions in CsDy(MoO4)2 at Tc is low-
ered abruptly byDn.80 cm21. In this case, the energy o
the electron subsystem of Dy31 ions changes byDE
.1 kJ/mol. This variation of energy is associated with
change the enthalpy in the structural phase transition reg
which was determined experimentally by Anders et al.4 and
amounts toDH5(0.6410.02)kJ/mol and with the energy o
elastic deformation of the crystal lattice.

According to x-ray diffraction data,7 the parametera in
CsDy(MoO4)2 at Tc undergoes a jump by 0.68%, corre
sponding to an increase in the value ofa by ;0.064 Å, while
other parameters virtually remain unchanged. This leads
uniform deformation of the crystal along this direction. W
can estimate the elastic energy of this deformation by us
the force constant obtained on the basis of the above mo

The data obtained by Zvyagina et al.16 on the velocity of
longitudinal sound forkia anduia ~whereu is the displace-
ment vector of ions! for this compound can be used to eval
ate the elastic modulusa on interlayer bonds considerin
that longitudinal acoustic waves are vibrations
@Dy(MoO4)2#``

2 layers as a single entity along the directio

ues

FIG. 5. Dispersion curves of the low-frequency spectrum of
CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal, calculated by formula~6! of the proposed model.
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of thea-axis in the crystal, i.e., across the layers. Accord
to estimates,a524 N/m. Using this value and the value o
the jump in the order parametera in the structural phase
transition region, we can estimate the elastic energy of u
form deformation of the crystal:DU50.3 kJ/mol. Thus,
DU1DH.0.94 kJ/mol, which approximately correspon
to the change in the energy corresponding to the lowerm
electron state of Dy31 ions (DE.1 kJ/mol). Proceeding
from what has been said above, we can state confidently
the structural phase transition in CsDy(MoO4)2 occurs with-
out a change in the free energy of the crystal lattice an
determined only by a change in the energy of the elect
subsystem of Dy31 ions, i.e., is a cooperative Jahn–Tell
effect.

Since the phase transition in CsDy(MoO4)2 due to CJTE
is accompanied by the emergence of a uniform equilibri
spontaneous deformation of the crystal, the Hamiltonian
the system must contain, apart from the electron–pho
interaction, the electron–deformation interaction also. T
constant of coupling with the uniform deformation of th
lattice can be regarded as the limiting value of the cons
of coupling of electrons with the acoustic mode for the wa
vectork50. According to the form of uniform deformatio
in our case, this mode is the longitudinal acoustic mode w
kia anduia.

Thus, the electron–deformation interaction plays
leading role in the dynamics of structural phase transition
CsDy(MoO4)2, although we cannot rule out the electron
phonon interaction also, which is responsible for the form
tion of a superstructure in the crystal. In our opinion, th
superstructure is formed along thea-direction in the crystal;
for this reason, the interaction with acoustic or optical mod
having the wave vectorkia near the Brillouin zone boundar
must apparently play a noticeable role in the electro
phonon interaction in CsDy(MoO4)2 also. The fact that the
energy of the first excited electron state of Dy31 in the high-
symmetry phase is close to the energy of correspond
acoustic modes at the boundary of the Brillouin zone is
viously important in this case. The closeness of the energ
the first excited electron state of Dy31 ions (n'30 cm21) to
the energy of transverse acoustic modes withkia at the Bril-
louin zone boundary generates their dynamic relation wh
is apparently responsible for the doubling of the unit c
parameter below the phase transition temperature in
compound and for the emergence of a nonuniform defor
tion. According to our estimates, the nonuniform deform
tion from the energy point of view is considerably smal
than the uniform deformation. This statement is in acc
with the temperature dependence of the doublet structur
absorption bands. With increasing temperature, the struc
of the doublet is blurred below the phase-transition tempe
ture in CsDy(MoO4)2 (Tc'38 K) ~see Fig. 2!.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the low-frequency edge of the phon
spectrum for CsDy(MoO4)2 has made it possible to establis
the main feature of its formation. Low-frequency optical a
acoustic modes are due to shear vibrations of layer packe
g
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a single entity along the corresponding crystallographic ax
The proposed model describes the low-frequency vibratio
spectrum.

The numerical estimates of energy transformations in
course of the structural phase transition in CsDy(MoO4)2

lead to the conclusion that this transition is apparently a
operative Jahn–Teller effect.

In the material under investigation, the electron
deformation interaction of the electron subsystem of Dy31

ions with the crystal lattice dominates over the electro
phonon interaction.

The structural phase transition of CJTE type
CsDy(MoO4)2 is accompanied by the doubling of the un
cell parameter in the direction perpendicular to the plane
layer packets.
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